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1847 EDISON CENTENNIAL 1947
A MEETING OF
THOMAS A. EDISON WITH JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
AND THE EDITOR OF THE ETUDE, JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
AT EDISON’S LABORATORY _____
i 1/V 4
. . C 3\
WORLD PREMIERE
February 16th, 1947
The Oberlin Conservatory of Music
Oberlin, Ohio
presents
LINCOLN
(Requiem Aeternam)
for
Mixed Chorus with Baritone Solo
Poem by
JOHN GOULD FLETCHER
Music by
HERBERT ELWELL
Vocal Score.
. . .$2.00
On Approval if Requested
Full Score and Orchestra Parts Available on Rental
RECENT ADDITIONS TO OUR CHORAL CATALOG
15c* each unless otherwise quoted
MIXED VOICES (SATB)
? h°ldJld,ee?,eI Sullivan/Strickling174 Psalm Of The Harvest (Psalm 104) Gessler 20f175 Panis Angelicus (with Violin Obligato) Franck/Strickling—20<r
176 Ave Verum (Motet) Walton
178 O Let The Nations Be Glad (Psalm 67) Gessler 20c179 Christmas Legend Mirelle
180 Long Years Ago (Christmas) Grarbrant— 12c
° Pr°mise Me De Koven/Cain181
184 To America.
.Cowell
WOMEN'S VOICES (SSA)
177 April
i
’
^ ? Pfomis® Mf ; • • • • • • •' . De Koven/Cain182189 Jubilate Deo (SSAA) Sister' M. Elaine
190
183
Where Willows Bend Elliott
MEN'S VOICES (TTBB)
O Promise Me De KovonCa
FOUR SERIOUS SONGS by Johannes Brams, OP 120
Arranged for Male Voices by N. Lindsay Norden
12c
20c
185 As With Beasts
186 So I Returned
187 O Death
188 Though I Speak With The Tongues of Men
We will send you FREE reterence copies oi any ol the
above choruses on receipt ol your request.
Your Dealer Can Supply These Too!
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 Fifth Avenue New York 19, N. Y.
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
Private Teachers (Western)
HAROLD FREDERICK DAVIS
VOICE
Member National Association of
Teachers of Singing
60S Templeton Building Salt Lake City I, Utah
Phone 3-0316 (or 4-5746) for appointment
H A R OLD H U R L B U T
Paris—New York—Hollywood
Member Natl. Assn, of Teachers of Singing
Developer of Singers of Metropolitan Opera, Chi-
cago Opera, So. Colif. Opera, Radio, etc. "VOICE
FUNDAMENTALS" (J. Fischer & Bro., N. Y. Pub.)
was endorsed by W. J. Henderson, Amato, Bispham,
Journet, and others of that great era.
2150 Beachwood Dr. Hollywood, Calif.
SYDNEY LEE ANGELL
PIANO TEACHER
One of America's Eminent Teachers
Advanced Pupils or Talented Beginners
Correspondence Solicited
2065 Clarkson St. Denver, Colo
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Teacher for Piano Teachers
Modern Piano Technic: Group work for Teachers:
Coaching concert pianists: Conducting "Piano
Teachers Forum."
BROOKS MAYS MUSIC STUDIOS
l005'/2 Elm Street, Dallas 2, Texas Phone C-6214
EVANGELINE LEHMAN; MUS. DOC.
Mastercourse in Vocal Coaching
for Artists, Advanced pupils, and Teachers
Grand and Light Opera, Radio and Concert
Studio: 167 Elmhurst Ave., Detroit (3), Mich.
__
Telephone: To. 5-8413
LUCIA O'BRIEN LIVERETTE
-
Several years assistant to
LAZAR SAMOILOFF
Now Teaching in His Academy
3150 West Sixth St. Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Phone Fe 8294
Private Teachers (n*w York city)
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
Interesting course
—
piano, harmony
Many Successful Pupils
166 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385
MARY BOXALL BOYD
(Leschetizky)
Pianist and Teacher
"Of all pianoforte teachers with whom I have had
to do, either as pupil or associate, Mary Boxall Boyd
is, in my opinion, the best."
—
Leland Hall, Prof, of
Piano at Smith College.
Add. c/o Nola Studios, 113 W. 57th St.. New York
City, N. Y. Summer classes for teachers and students;
June 15th to Sept. 15th—Mill Hill, Nantucket Island,
Mass.
FREDERIC FREEMANTEL
Voice Instruction
Author of 24 home study lessons,
'The Fundamental Principals of Voice Productions and
Singing"; also "High Tones and How to Sing Them"
Studios: 205 West 57th Street
New York City Phone Circle 7-5420
HENRY FRANCIS PARKS
ORGANIST
CONDUCTOR
VOCAL COACH
SAN_FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist—Artist Teacher
229 So. Harvard Blvd.
FE. 2597
1 os Angeles, Calif.
THE SAMOILOFF
BEL CANTO STUDIOS & OPERA ACADEMY
Th e only place where you can learn the originalSamoiloff Bel Canto Method which developed such
°™°!ld ,ng voices as NELSON EDDY, BIANCASAROYA, DIMITRI ONOFRI and many others. Now
under the direction of Zepha Samoiloff.
f" Catalog, 3150 West Sixth St., Los Angeles 5Phone FE 8294 No charge for Audition
SUMMER 1947
Classes in SINGING and COACHING
conducted by CHARLES LAGOURGUC
CANNES (international College) ord LONDON
REGISTER NOW
Information: C. Lagourgue
35 West 57th St., New York City
EDITH SYRENE LISTER
AUTHENTIC VOICE PRODUCTION
405 Carnegie Hall, New York City
Collaborator and Associate Teacher with the lateW.
Worren Shaw and Endorsed by Dr. Floyd 5, Muckey
Wednesday: Troup Music Studio, Lancaster Pa
Thursday: 309 Presser Bldg., Philadelphia’, Pa.
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice—Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr, La Fora
Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tibbett, Richard C
and Mme. Matzenauer.
MOO Park Ave., Corner 89th St., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470
|e are
rooks,
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
_
Representative TOBIAS MATTHAY
Privote lessons, class lessons in Fundamentals
... _ .
Summer-class, Southwest Harbor Me
801 Steinway Bldg. New York City
ELIZABETH SIMPSON
Author of "Basic Pianoforte Technique"
v
srs as*
SuJS-SVS'SS,
79 McAllister St., Room I, San Francisco-
2833 Webster St., Berkeley. Cal.
orTfrancisTTyork
Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory workmqu'red f?r the degrees of Mus. Bach., and MusMas. Special Chopin interpretation.
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist—Artiit-Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Moritz Mcszkowski
and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall. Suite 337, 57th St. of 7th Ave.
Tel. Columbus 5-4357 New York City
Summer Master Class—June 15 to August 15.
MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing— "Bel Cento"
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singing corrected
Beginners accepted
a \kt l «,sl
Phono: Trafalgar 7-8230
8 West 86th Street New York City
CRYSTAL WATERS
Concert Singer — Teacher
Voice Building, Breathing,
Diction, Expression, Style.
In
.preparation for
Radio, Screen, Stage,
Concert, Opera.
THE MUSIC TEACHERS NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION, now in its seventy-first year,
will hold its annual convention at St.
Louis, Missouri, on February 27-28, March
1-2, with headquarters in the Hotel Jef-
ferson. Under the. supervision of Russell
V. Morgan, president, the program will
offer opportunity for teachers to attend
forums on a wide variety of subjects, in-
cluding Music in Therapy, American Mu-
sic, Musicology and Education, Organ and
Choral Music, Pan American Music, Psy-
chology of Music, and School Music.
0
THE,TWENTY-FOURTH
biennial convention of
the National Federation
of Music Clubs will be
held in Detroit, Mich-
igan, April 20 to 27, with
Mrs. Guy Patterson
Gannett, national pres-
ident, presiding. A fea-
Robert ture of the programs
Weede
will be the appearance
of twelve winners of past Young Artists
Auditions of the Federation. Prominent
among the artists who got their start
towards fame with the winning of a Fed-
eration award are three Metropolitan
Opera singers: Margaret Harshaw and
Martha Lipton, altos; and Robert Weede,
baritone. Other winners who will appear
include Jacques Abram, Ida Krehm,
Samuel Sorin, Eunice Podis, Eula Beal,
Louise Lockland, Nan Merriman, and
Ann Kullmer.
WILHELM FURTWAENGLER, noted Ger-
man conductor, former director of the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, was ac-
quitted of Nazi activities by the Berlin
denazification tribunal, in December. The
trial occupied two full days.
SAMUEL BARBER and Marc Blitzstein
are at work on operas commissioned by
the Koussevitzky Music Foundation. This
will be Barber’s first efforts in the op-
eratic realm.
THE LATE James H. Rogers, American
composer and disciple of Cesar Franck,
was music critic of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer from 1915 to 1932. A group of his
friends commissioned the well known
artist, Mary Seymour Brooke, to paint a
portrait of Mr. Rogers, which was pre-
sented to the Historical Society of West-
ern Reserve University, at Cleveland,
Ohio.
HERBERT JANSSEN, baritone of the
Metropolitan Opera Association, who is
famous for his roles of Wotan and Hans
Sachs, and his wife, Erna, received their
United States citizenship early in De-
cember. Mr. Janssen made his debut with
the Metropolitan Opera in 1939.
“THE WARRIOR,” a
new American opera by
Bernard Rogers and
Norman Corwin, had its
first stage performance
on January 11, when it
was given by the Met-
ropolitan Opera Asso-
ciation, as part of a
double bill with the new
English version of "Han-
sel and Gretel.” The opera, which was
written originally for radio production, is
the nineteenth American opera to be pre-
sented by the Metropolitan. It is a con-
temporary treatment of the story of Sam-
Regina
Reznik
son and Delilah. Max Rudulf conducted
the premiere performance, with Mack
Harrell and Regina Reznick singing the
principal roles.
RICHARD STRAUSS, now eighty-two
years of age, has written a new work
entitled “Metamorphoses,” which had its
American premiere on January 3 by
Serge Koussevitzky and the Boston Sym-
phony.
THE OPENING of the rebuilt La Scala
Opera House is now set for early in May.
Toscanini is scheduled to conduct the
initial performance of “Otello.” Included
in the repertoire is also Alban Berg’s
“Wozzeck.” The artistic director will be
Tullio Serafin, who conducted many
brilliant performances, including several
premieres, at the Metropolitan in New
York from 1924 to 1935.
THE NATIONAL FEDERATION of Music
Clubs will take the initiative in raising
funds for the rebuilding of London’s fa-
mous Queen’s Hall, bombed out during
the London blitz. Under the direct aus-
pices of the International Music Rela-
tions Committee of the Federation, chair-
men in the various states will lead the
drive in the local communities. The co-
chairmen in this country are Mme. Olga
Samaroff-Stokowski and Mr. Charles
Cooke, while in Great Britain, Dame
Myra Hess is heading the campaign.
THOR JOHNSON, who was conductor of
the first symphony orchestra in the Army
during the war, has been named con-
ductor of the Cincinnati Symphony Or-
chestra for the 1947-48 season. Mr. John-
son succeeds Eugene Goossens, who has
resigned to accept the position as con-
ductor of the Sydney (Australia) Sym-
phony Orchestra.
PROKOFIEFF’S NEW OPERA, “War and
Peace,” is scheduled to be produced by
the Metropolitan Opera Company to-
wards the close of the present season.
Emil Cooper will direct the performance,
which will be in English. The opera, In
five acts in the original, will be cut, with
permission of the composer, to three acts
for the Metropolitan production.
WHEN MARIAN ANDERSON gave a re-
cital in New York City on January 5 it
was her forty-fifth consecutive sold-out
house in that city.
ARNOLD EIDUS, New York violinist,
has won the international competition
held recently in Paris by Marguerite Long
and Jacques Thibaud. The award consists
of 50,000 francs in, cash, a violin, and
thirty-eight concerts in various cities
throughout Europe.
A NEW TECHNIQUE in magnetic record-
ing was recently demonstrated by Hugh
A. Powell, research engineer for the In-
diana Steel Products Company at Val-
paraiso, Indiana. Using a ribbon of paper
a quarter-inch wide, coated with a fer-
rous base, it was demonstrated that this
paper tape has magnetic properties sim-
ilar to the steel thread used in the wire
recorder.
PROOF that the boom in opera is still
on is seen in the announcement that the
subscription sale for the current season
of the Metropolitan Opera Association
broke all previous records. More of the
house was sold out in advance than in
any previous season. A very healthy con-
dition, indeed.
THE ENGLISH national anthem, God
Save the King, was recently sung in Lon-
don in a new official version. At a service
of intercession for the United Nations, in
St. Paul’s Cathedral, attended by King
George and Queen Elizabeth, the con-
cluding number was the singing of the
National Anthem. But the nationalistic
second stanza was eliminated by the
King’s order and a new version, pray-
ing for world brotherhood, was added.
FIVE YOUNG AMERICAN SINGERS are
among those engaged as members of the
resident company that is presenting opera
this winter at Covent Garden, London.
Selected by David Webster, general ad-
ministrator of Covent Garden, after a
series of auditions, the singers are Hubert
G. Norville, tenor buffo; Virginia Mac-
Watters, coloratura soprano; Doris Doree,
soprano; Audrey Bowman, soprano; and
Jess Walters, baritone.
THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA of Mex-
ico, under Carlos Chavez, following the
close of its season at the Palace of Fine
Arts in Mexico City, embarked on a tour
of Mexico which took it to cities which
never before had heard symphony con-
certs.
A NEW FOUR-MANUAL organ, said to be
the largest in St. Louis, will be installed
by the Kilgen Organ Company in the
St. Louis Cathedral. The instrument will
have more than five thousand pipes,
ranging in size from over thirty feet in
length to the smaller ones the size of a
lead pencil. It will be one of the most
complete cathedral organs in the world.
THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHES-
TRA, which opened its twentieth anni-
versary season in October, will give a
week of concerts in Mexico City as the
climax of its annual tour. As a return
gesture, Carlos Chavez, the eminent con-
ductor of Mexico, will appear in Pitts-
burgh as guest conductor during the
orchestra’s regular season.
AMONG THE TWELVE
new members recently
elected to the National
Institute of Arts and
Letters, two composers
were elected to the De-
partment of Music:
Louis Gruenberg and
Bernard Rogers. Mr.
Gruenberg has won
many awards for his
various works, including the David Bisp-
ham Medal for his opera, "Emperor
Jones.” One of his most recent composi-
tions is a Concerto for Violin, written on
commission from Jascha Heifetz. Bernard
Rogers has many large works to his
credit, including three symphonies, three
operas, orchestral suites, cantatas, and
other compositions. He is the recipient of
numerous awards, his most recent being
the Alice Ditson Award, given in con-
junction with Columbia University and
the Metropolitan Opera Association for
his one-act opera, “The Warrior.”
DARIUS MILHAUD’S Concerto for Two
Pianos had its first New York perform-
ance on October 7, when it was played
by the New York City Symphony, con-
ducted by Leonard Bernstein, with Arthur
Gold and Robert Fizdale as soloists.
NATHAN MILSTEIN has purchased the
Stradivarius violin known to connoisseurs
as the "Ex-Goldman,” which he plans to
use on his concert tour this season. It
dates back to 1716. Its previous owner in
Europe succeeded in keeping it hidden
from the Nazis all during the war.
CHARLES WAKEFIELD
CADMAN, distinguished
American composer
whose songs, From the
Land of the Sky Blue
Water and At Dawning,
are world known, died
in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, on December 30.
Born in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, on De-
cember 24, 1881, Mr. Cadman had most
of his musical training in Pittsburgh. He
wrote many songs, some of them Indian
songs which attained great popularity.
His opera, “Shanewis,” was produced at
the Metropolitan Opera House in 1918
and was received with great acclaim by
critics and public alike.
CARRIE JACOBS BOND, beloved com-
poser of many of America’s best knowrn
songs, died on December 28 at Hollywood,
California. Her age was eighty-four. Born
In Janesville, Wisconsin, in 1862, Mrs.
Bond attained fame as a composer only
after a heart breaking struggle. Among
(Continued on Page 115)
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WAGNESS ADULT PIANO COUKSE Vols. I and II
A first instruction book for Adult, High School, and College Students
featuring the highly effective chord approach. Designed throughout
to appeal to the older beginners, the course progresses in an easy,
logical and precise manner with ample foundation material at each
phase to provide substantial progress. The musical content includes
a choice selection of Classical and Operatic melodies as well as favorite
folk songs and extracts from standard piano literature, all of which
are especially arranged and edited. Price, One Dollar per book.
ONE, FOUR, FIVE PIANO BOOK
By Bernard Wagness and William B. Co-
burn. A practical approach to harmony
study for tho advancing student. An
• indispensable aid in developing and
furthering student proficiency in fluent
chord performance. The procedure of
this book is unique, in that as soon as a
principle is stated, it is used as a Secondo
to the melody played by the teacher.
Price, 75 cents.
I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE
A patriotic album for all Americans.
Contains easy piano solo arrangements
(with words) of eight famous national
songs. Fingered and phrased especially
for teaching purposes. Beautifully illus-
trated in red, white and blue through-
out, this folio makes a delightful, inter-
esting and appropriate gift for every
young student. Price, 35 cents.
Teachers—send for a complimen-
tary copy of HOW TO TEACH THE
ADULT BEGINNER. An Informal
Discussion by Bernard Wagness •
738 So. Campbell Ave.
Chicago 12, Illinois
John M. Williams
Renowned educa-
tor and author, who has
written what has been rec-
ognized as the most wide-
ly used series of instruction
books for students of piano,
including a Graded Sight Reading Course
in four books, Scales Books, a “Boy’s
Book of Pieces”,, “First Book for the
Adult Beginner” and Editor of the
Educational Series of selected
graded teaching pieces.
0^ VERY FIRST PIANO BOOK 75FIRST GRADE PIANO BOOK.... 1.00HAPPY HOUR BOOK. ..." 1.00
SECOND GRADE PIANO BOOK
.
1.00
THIRD GRADE PIANO BOOK • J , 1.00
BURGMULLER, Op 100.
.75
SECOND PIANO PART TO FIRST GRADE BOOK.
. . t .75
THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY
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Editorial
DL Wind DU Carried Mole to Willi
THOMAS a. EDISON was born in Milan, Ohio, February 11,1847. This month the entire world is celebrating his onehundredth anniversary. Geologists tell us that millions of
years ago, in that fiery fog when the world was coming into exist-
ence, various forces had a part in making this earth of ours. Just
what these forces were is still a divine mystery. Certainly, elec-
tricity in some form was one of them. It remained for an Amer-
ican inventor, the little schooled but wise and learned Benjamin
Franklin, to identify lightning with electricity. With kite and key
he went to the banks of the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia and,
in 1752, with the simplest and most direct means, demonstrated
to the world the solution of a problem which had concerned all
wise men. This quality of penetration of the unknown in the mind
of an inventor is, in itself, a kind of cosmic creative force. It seem-
ingly is reserved for only a
relatively few of God’s chil-
dren. The millions pass by the
miraculous secrets of life, like
water flowing down a stream.
Only the poets, the philoso-
phers, the artists, the scien-
tists, with trained imagina-
tions, have the vision to dis-
cover the great truths.
The measure of a man’s
greatness must be determined
by the extent and duration of
the benefits he creates for his
fellow men. In the “Encyclo-
pedia Britannica” a little less
than a column is given to
Thomas A. Edison, whose in-
ventions and discoveries have
benefited- untold millions in
all lands, while the Encyclo-
pedia devotes many times this
space to statesmen and poli-
ticians whose influence was
confined to a short and almost
forgotten period in British
history.
Edison as an inventor was
like Franklin in many ways, and utterly unlike him in others. Both
men were enormously industrious; both were extremely demo-
cratic
; both were empirical in their methods. Both are outstanding
figures in a land of inventors. Edison, however, confined himself
very strictly to his own field of invention and was happiest in his
laboratories. Franklin was a man of the world and possibly the
greatest diplomat we have produced. Franklin’s violin playing
father intended young Benjamin for the Church, but after very
little time in the schools apprenticed the boy to a printer. Both
Franklin and Edison were very much interested in music. Ac-
counts of Franklin’s musical proficiency are somewhat confused.
We know that he invented the harmonica (not the mouth organ)
and there are rumors that he attempted musical composition. On
the other hand, we have direct, first-hand information about
Edison, inasmuch as the Editor’s Scotch grandmother was an
EDISON WITH AN EARLY MODEL OF HIS PHONOGRAPH
From an oil painting by Anderson.
ions
intimate of Edison’s Scotch mother in Michigan and in Ohio, and
we never heard of any musical attempts by Edison as a boy.
Edison’s schooling, apart from instruction from his mother, was
limited to three months in Port Huron, Michigan. When he was
twelve he became a “news butcher” on a railroad. At fifteen he
became a telegraph operator. When he was twenty-one he took out
a patent for an electrical vote recorder, probably the first attempt
at a voting machine. His vision was uncanny. As long ago as 1875
he described in the “Scientific American” the discovery of an
unknown etheric force indicated by sharks leaping from carbon
points placed at a distance, and derived from an interrupted cur-
rent. In 1883 he invented a forerunner of the modern radio tube.
In 1885 he patented a method of transmitting signals between
ships at sea by induction. Again, marvelous vision. Remember,
Marconi, “inventor of wire-
less telegraphy,” was only
eleven years old when Edison
took out these patents.
It was through the inven-
tion, or rather the discovery
of the principle of the phono-
graph or “speaking machine,”
patented in 1877, that Edi-
son’s all-important connection
with music was established.
It must always be recalled
that Mr. Edison was a man of
extreme simplicity and sin-
cerity. He had a splendid fore-
head, a magnetic personality,
and unforgettable blue eyes.
He was a man of no pretense
and never gave a thought to
the immensity of his accom-
plishments and their value in
providing occupation for mil-
lions of workers throughout
the world, and joy and com-
fort for the greater part of
the population of the earth.
His lack of convention and
his language (always utterly
frank, to put it mildly) endeared him to all who knew him.
Once, at a social gathering where he was moi-e or less isolated
by his extreme difficulty in hearing, he was obviously bored and
when approached by a young lady who said, “Mr. Edison, is there
anything I can get for you?” he smiled and said, “Yes, I wish you
would bring me a nice, affectionate dog.”
On one occasion we asked him how it was that with all of his
great inventive ability he did not devise something to improve his
hearing. He turned to us with his incomparable smile and said,
“Gosh! Don’t you think I hear enough now?”
In giving us a detailed description, which was too technical for
a layman to understand, of how he invented the phonograph, he
explained how he was working upon a device to improve the tele-
phone. Suddenly he heard something for the first time in the
history of Man. The machine was mirroring the human voice.
(Continued on Page 80)
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My Father and Music
A Notable Article
Written Especially for The Etude
By the Distinguished Son of Thomas A. Edison
Oke Mon. Ckcir(e5 dddtLion
Former Secretary of the Navy
Former Governor of the State of New Jersey
The Hon. Charles Edison, son of Thomas Alva Edison and Mina Miller Edison, was born at
Llewellyn Park, West Orange, New Jersey, August 3, 1890. He is a graduate of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (1909-1913). Mr. Edison was Secretary of the Navy ( 1 939-
1940) and from 1941 to 1944 was Governor of New Jersey, giving that state a government
of integrity and efficiency and nonpartisan fairness which never will be forgotten. He has
been president of a large number of national, business, and social organizations of far
reaching importance and now is president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
Mr. Edison has inherited the impressive, frank, democratic personality of his father, as well
as the great inventor's gift to see "right to the heart of things."
The Etude is greatly honored to have his cooperation in its centenary tribute to his famous
father. We also desire to state our appreciation of the assistance of Mr. N. R. Speiden of
the Historical Research Department of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., in securing this article, which
embodies historical facts that we are sure our readers will preserve carefully.—Editor's Note.
THOMAS A. EDISON
This portrait was taken May 13, 1918. by Walter Scott Shinn.
T HE ENJOYMENT of good music up to the lastfew years of the nineteenth century, was a lux-ury that could be afforded only by those who
were able to attend operas and concerts or those who
could afford to specialize in a musical education and
learn to play some instrument. The present, almost
universal, enjoyment of music has certainly resulted
in a much more general appreciation than was pos-
sible fifty years ago. The opportunity which the aver-
age man or woman today has of hearing good music
has been brought about largely through technical de-
velopments, all of which had their origin in the last
twenty-five years of the nineteenth century. Strange
to say, none of these developments were really aimed
at the dissemination of music. They were all improve-
ments in our means of communication. The telephone
and the wireless telegraph improved our means of
communication over great distances of space while the
phonograph and motion picture enabled us to com-
municate across intervals of time.
Closely Related Arts
While at the present state of their development
these four arts seem to be separate and distinct, they
were in reality very closely related to each other and
no one of them could have been developed inde-
pendently. The original idea for the recording of the
human voice was a natural development in connection
with father's work on the vibrating diaphragm of the
telephone transmitter, and in an article which he
wrote back in 1878, not more than eight months after
the invention of the phonograph, he poses the question,
“Is a vibrating plate or disc capable of receiving a
complex motion which shall correctly represent the
peculiar property of each and all the multifarious
vocal and other sound waves?" His reply to this is
simply, “The telephone answers affirmatively.” The
telephone and the phonograph were, in fact, so closely
connected that the destinies of both were presided over
in the offices of Charles Cheever, at 203 Broadway;
and Gardiner Greene Hubbard, father-in-law of Alex-
ander Graham Bell, was one of the stockholders in the
Edison Speaking Phonograph Company. When this
office was moved to 66 Reade Street the phonograph
and the telephone went along together. Strange to say,
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this close connection ultimately resulted in the down-
fall of the phonograph’s first sales company.
Late in 1878, the year after the invention of the
phonograph, Mr. Edison began his work on incan-
descent lighting and power distribution and it was ten
years before he was able to get back to the improve-
ment of the phonograph. In this ten years he took
out about three hundred and sixty patents relating to
lighting and power distribution. During this time there
had been about four patents taken out on improve-
ments on the phonograph, one of which, by Chichester
Bell, cousin of Alexander Graham Bell, and Charles
Sumner Tainter, became the basic Graphophone
patent. When father again turned his attention to the
phonograph, in 1887, he developed the solid shaveable
wax cylinder and the cup-shaped sapphire recording
needle. In the next year he formed the Edison Phono-
graph Works, for the manufacture of the improved
phonograph, and the Edison Phonograph Company
which held the sales rights. The Edison Phonograph
Company was sold to The North American Phono-
graph Company which had been organized by Mr.
Jesse Lippincott and a group of Philadelphia capital-
ists. Mr. Lippincott had already obtained exclusive
sales rights for the American Graphophone. Both ma-
chines were being used principally for office dictation
purposes and were distributed through about thirty
local companies, with limited territory, usually con-
fined to a single state. Due to the close business asso-
ciation between the phonograph and the telephone
business, The North American Phonograph Company
adopted the principle of leasing instead of selling its
machines and this proved to be a great mistake, re-
sulting, about 1892, in the failure of the company soon
after the death of Mr. Lippincott.
Tlie principal asset of this company was its right
to sell the Edison phonograph and as father was its
principal creditor he eventually was able to purchase
the company from the hands of the receivers and
form the National Phonograph Company, which took
over these assets.
This was in 1896 and this date may really be con-
sidered the beginning of the musical phonograph busi-
ness. Meanwhile, nine years previous to the formation
of this company and coincident with his development
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of the improved wax cylinder phonograph, father
started his work on the motion picture, which he con-
sidered an adjunct to the phonograph. As he expressed
it, he desired to "do for the eye what the phonograph
does for the ear and that by a combination of the two
all motion and sound could be recorded and repro-
duced simultaneously. I believe that in coming years,
by my own work and that of Dickson, Muybridge,
Marie, and others who will doubtlessly enter the field,
that grand opera can be given at the Metropolitan
Opera House, in New York, without any material
change from the original and with artists and mu-
sicians long since dead.” How speedily and accurately
these predictions made in the early 1890’s have been
fulfilled is common knowledge. Not only have the
voices of the opera stars been recorded, but the mov-
ing picture industry has brought to the ’fore thousands
of artists whose voices would probably never have
been developed without its aid, or at any rate would
never have been heard except by a very few.
Edison Discovers "Etheric Force"
While it was not until 1913 that Mr. Edison per-
fected the synchronization of sound and motion pic-
ture commercially in his Kinetophone, it is neverthe-
less a fact that the first experimental projection of
motion pictures was accompanied by synchronized
sound as early as October 6, 1889, scarcely a year after
the development of the improved wax cylinder phono-
graph.
Meanwhile a phenomenon which father discovered
way back in 1875 and called “etheric force” had been
shown by the German scientist, Heinrich Hertz, to be
a form of electro-magnetic waves and these had been
put to use by Marconi in his wireless telegraph. In
1902, while Marconi was still struggling for recognition,
Mr. Edison was approached by one of his assistants
who told him that some friend of his wanted to buy
Mr. Edison’s basic wireless patent of 1885. Mr. Edison
realizing that the holder of this patent could make a
great deal of trouble for Marconi, refused to sell to
anyone but the Italian inventor. Wireless at this time,
however, was only code telegraphy but it found its
voice about five years later through an application by
Lee DeForest of a discovery (Continued on Page 80)
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The Basic
The music season of 1946 witnessed one of those astonishing
"success stories" that are generally to be found only in fic-
tion. A blonde young Polish pianist, unheralded, unpublicized,
and entirely unknown, stepped upon the stage of Carnegie
Hall, played to a microscopic audience composed chiefly of
ushers and second-string critics, and demonstrated a mastery
of musicianship that was hailed as the greatest since Teresa
Carreno. The amazing artist is Maryla Jonas and her incred-
ible accomplishment again proves that there is always room
at the top. Within a month, Miss Jonas gave a second Car-
negie Halt recital and proved a second time, to an overflow
audience and the chief metropolitan critics, that her art is
sure, great, and entirely in the Grand Tradition. How do you
pronounce her name? Alberto Jon6s, born in Spain, pro-
nounced his "Ho-nas." If he had been born in Germany it
would have been "Yo-nas." But Maryla Jonas, born in Poland,
pronounces her name "Mah-ree-la Joe-nas."
Miss Jonas' story matches her success. Born in Warsaw, on
May 31, 1911, the stocky, lively child gave early promise of
her gifts. She cannot recall the time she did not play piano,
but began her formal studies at seven, under her mother. Two
years later, she was well on her way to a career as a child
prodigy, playing a Mozart Concerto with the Warsaw Phil-
harmonic. By the time she was eleven, her fame had reached
the ears of Paderewski who sent her an invitation to come and
play for him. Her chief concern on the occasion was her pink
silk frock and pink socks. However, the audition came off very
well, and thereafter, Paderewski gave her lessons whenever he
was in Warsaw. At fifteen, she left home to develop a mature
career.
Maryla Jonas went to Berlin to study with a distinguished
master. Full of ardor, she presented herself at his studio
—
only to be told that a hundred marks would have to be paid
before the master would even listen to her. Since a hundred
marks represented her living expenses for two months, young
Maryla left without so much as seeing the pianist whose repu-
tation had brought her to Berlin. Soon she came to the atten-
tion of Leonid Kreutzer, the distinguished pianist, and fearing
another encounter with money problems, she solved her diffi-
culties in advance by taking a job as pianist in a motion-
picture theater, the only woman in an orchestra of men. Then,
one night, Herr Kreutzer and his wife happened to go to that
theater! At her next lesson, Kreutzer asked Maryla what she
was doing in the orchestra. In recounting the story, Miss Jonas
says, "Of course, I lied!" She told him that she had played
that night for one time only, to oblige a friend by substituting
for him. Kreutzer watched the girl, however, and found her
growing paler and less energetic. Making an unannounced
visit at her boarding house one day, he got the true story
from her landlady. Also, he learned that Maryla did not pay
for board at her lodgings, but made her dinner of a couple
of rolls. That ended the girl's money troubles. Kreutzer took
upon himself her teaching, her living expenses, and her care,
and got her, her first German engagements.
In 1929 she was working in Dresden with Emil Sauer; in 1932
she won one of the International Chopin Prizes; and, a year
later, the International Beethoven Prize of Vienna. From then
on, she earned a steadily increasing European reputation,
and rounded out her personal life by marrying a famous
Polish criminologist. And then came the War.
When the Nazis invaded Poland, Miss Jonas and her family
were caught like animals in a trap. She and her husband, her
parents, her brothers ond sisters were all separated, wander-
ing about the shattered streets in search of refuge. During
one of the Gestapo round-ups, Miss Jonas was caught, recog-
nized, and offered safety and protection if she would go to
Berlin to play there. She refused. For this she was put into a
concentration camp for seven months. There, she was again
recognized by a high officer who had heard her in Berlin
years before; he smuggled her out of the camp and advised
her to make for the Brazilian Embassy in the German capital.
She walked to Berlin from Warsaw, keeping out of sight of
officials, sleeping in fields and barns, suffering hunger and
cold and, above all, spiritual desperation. But she got to the
Brazilian Embassy. Given a false passport, she sailed for Rio
de Janeiro in 1940, broken in body and spirit. There, she
learned that her husband, her parents, and two of her
brothers had perished. She refused to touch a piano for more
than a year.
A strategy of Artur Rubinstein's brought her back to life. On
the morning of the day of a concert of his, in Rio, he begged
her to come over to the Teatro Municipal to help him test
out the acoustics. He played on the piano, and then went
down into the house, asking her to play so that he might hear
how the tone carried. She put her hands to the keys at 2:30
and never took them off until Rubinstein's audience began to
arrive at 7:30. From that time on she began to practice
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Purpose of Music Teaching
A Conference with
^oncid
Sensational Polish Piano Virtuoso
SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY ROSE HEYLBUT
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own red writing on the music, and again he said, ‘No! 1
At that time, I was heartbroken. But today, I see ex-
actly what Paderewski meant! He meant that the first
time, he was in a mood to want the Ballade one way,
and the next time, not. That is all. But it showed me
that teaching can never be a matter of do-thls or do-
that. Music must be understood, thought about, and felt.
“My next experience came only a few years ago, in
Brazil. Villa-Lobos had written a work for me, and I
went to see it and play it. I -looked, and said, ‘But,
Maestro, this is entirely unpianistic—very beautiful,
but I cannot play toe passages. I cannot turn my arm
and hand that way.’ To which he answered, ‘I don’t
care how you play it—if you can’t manage with your
arm, play with your foot. But this is the music I wish
to express. This is what I have to say.’ That was a
good challenge for me, so I studied the work—and
played It! And he was right; it was very beautiful,
though difficult. And that taught me another thing—
how you work out your playing is secondary to giving
back the meaning of the music.
“Now, on such experiences I base these unorthodox
views of mine. Certainly, teaching is most necessary-^
but we must not confuse teaching with rigorous
method; we must not teach technic apart from music;
we must not teach parrot imitation instead of thought-
ful interpretation.
Not a Musical Parrot
“Then I went for a concert to
Denmark. I played this Ballade,
exactly as Paderewski had said.
Well, a friend of his who was there,
said it was no good! He told Pad-
erewski I had played it no good.
So the next time I came to Pad-
erewski, he asked me what I did to
play so badly, and told me to sit
down and play the Ballade for him.
I did, exactly as he had said. And
this time he too said it was no
good! I said he himself had told
me all this, and he said, ‘No, that
was impossible!’ I showed him his MARYLA JONAS
again, and within a few months, had launched on her South
American career. She waited over four years to get to the
United States. And then came the sensational New York con-
certs. Commenting on them, Miss Jonas says, "My first con-
cert is European. Come one artist in old dress. No photo-
genic, no smiling. Then come complications. Criticisms are
good. My second concert is American. Everyone come to see
am I really so good. My hair, my dress, my looks. It is not
art, it is sport!" She feels very happy about the "sport,"
though! — Editor's Note.
AM HAPPY to speak to The. Etude, but maybe I
will be a disappointment, because The Etude is
: X for teachers and students, and my own views on
music teaching are not orthodox. What is teaching?
Is it a series of rules—hold your hand so—hold your
wrist so—do this—do that? I think no! That is killing.
Teaching music means one tiling—helping to give the
young student such a genuine love for music, such
a great, deep, personal interest in it, that he will feel
a great need and a great enthusiasm to make music
himself. Only that is good teaching, to my mind.
Then, after this basic love has been developed, the
rest will come easily. I will explain this more fully,
but first let me say how I came to feel as I do.
“My own musical training was strictly orthodox
—
while I was little! Scales, Hanon,
Czerny, technic, rules! I think, to-
day, that it helped me, but at the
time it did not help me. It made
me want to run away. Where was
jnusic while I was playing Hanon?
Later, then, I had two very sig-
nificant experiences with teaching.
The first was with Paderewski,
when I was no more than seven-
teen. I played a Ballade of Chopin
for him, and he said, very calmly
and quietly, more pedal here—less
pedal there—there, more tone
—
there, more speed. Such things.
Also, he took my music and marked
everything down in red pencil.
Good! I went home and studied
hard everything he had said. Like
a parrot.
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arms and fingers, to technical studies, to progress.
First awaken a great, endless love for music, and then
show him how to make music his own property. That
is all. And for the great talent—well, that will find its
own salvation. Indeed, it is part of the talent to do
this! In Brazil, in the jungle towns, I have heard ex-
quisite playing from young people who never had a
lesson, never heard a piano concert; simply, they have
the talent and they know what to do with their arms
and fingers, by the same instinct that is part of the
talent. The great gift needs only two things—the tal-
ent itself and the strong, firm, unshakeable will to
let nothing kill it. After that, it really makes little
difference whether the hands are held so or so. Of
course, musical interpretation needs endless, careful
thought, and for that reason, music study should al-
ways be supplemented by wide general study—of art,
history, literature, everything. Otherwise, how will
one know what to think of one’s music? Good teach-
ing, then, seems to me to mean the development of
a. natural love of music, and the widest possible ex-
pansion of the person who is to make that music. Andjn no way must anything be unnatural or forced.™en yo“ Wl11 have People making music, not technic,ana the love of art will grow.”
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THE ETUDE
THE shrewd guardians of America’s entertain-ment world broke a precedent, recently, whenan important radio program signed as its
star a young and unheralded Irish tenor who had
never been heard in this country and had never
sung over a microphone anywhere. That was but one
of the record-breaking achievements in the amazing
career of Christopher Lynch. His featured spot on the
Firestone Hour results from his Irish reputation and
his recordings. His immediate and complete captiva-
tion of American audiences results from the superb
voice and refreshing charm of Christopher Lynch.
Mr. Lynch was born in Rathkeale, County Limerick,
of a well-known county family. His father, like his
grandfather, is a breeder and trainer of bloodstock
animals and has taken many prizes at the Dublin
Horse Shows. As a lad (he is scarcely more today),
young Christopher divided his enthusiasm between
singing and athletics. He sang in the choir of his local
church and developed into the Irish sportswriters’
hope for all-Ireland goal keeper in that country’s fast
and tough national game of hurley. Fortunately for
his hearers, however, singing won, and Mr. Lynch’s
entrance upon a vocal career was marked by another
breaking of records.
Without ever having had a vocal lesson, he secured
an engagement to sing at the Savoy Theater, in the
city of Limerick. And to the Savoy, one evening, there
chanced to come two of Ireland’s leading industrialists,
the O’Mara brothers, of the O’Mara meat-packing
interests, which rank as the Irish equivalent of Swift
or Armour. Musical amateurs and close friends of
John McCormack, the O’Mara’s were struck with the
natural beauty of young Lynch’s voice and deter-
mined to do something about it. First, they took Mr.
Lynch to Dr. Vincent O’Brien (the discoverer and
teacher of McCormack), in Dublin; next, they intro-
duced him to McCormack himself; and finally, they
made themselves responsible for any kind of school-
ing and training which those two authorities recom-
mended for the young artist’s development.
More Precedents Broken
Still another precedent was broken when Mr. Lynch
began his studies under Dr. O’Brien—that eminent
master found that Lynch needed no vocal foundation
of any kind. His natural habits of breathing and emis-
sion were exactly right. Thus, Mr. Lynch’s first formal
lessons centered about piano, languages, music his-
tory, and repertory, and not at all about vocal prob-
lems! He has never had to be “taught” how to sing,
and his natural singing methods have never been
interfered with.
After a period of study with O’Brien, young Lynch
was invited to stay as a sort of singing guest in John
McCormack’s home, and McCormack, who had never
before accepted a pupil or endorsed a singer, worked
with the young man, coached with him, and expressed
the belief that “Christopher Lynch is the one most
likely to succeed me.” After Mr. McCormack’s untime-
ly death last year, Lynch went to Rome for a brief
period of further study with Giuseppe Morelli. While
there, he was a guest of Dr. Kieman, Irish Minister
to the Holy See. Morelli again found Lynch’s singing
methods to be entirely correct, and confined his teach-
ing to drills in scales and exercises calculated to give
him greater security. And then Mr. Lynch came to
fulfill his radio and concert contracts in America.
Tradition of Irish Music
He made the trip here by plane, accompanied by
his lovely young wife, Dympna, their five-month-old
son Brian, and Mr. Joseph O’Mara. The charm that
asserts itself through Mr. Lynch’s singing is as nat-
ural as his voice. Modest, unassuming, he prefers to
talk about Brian than about himself. Brian, he de-
clares, is already devoted to music, and never cries.
Brian is “a little dote”—the Irish vernacular for “a
little darling.” When you ask Mr. Lynch to tell of his
own spectacular rise, he flashes a humorous glance
and says, “Oh, I’ve just been very lucky!”
“It is not easy to tell about my singing,” confides
Mr. Lynch, “beyond saying that I’ve always loved to
sing. Until I began my studies, I had no idea of how
or why I produced tones as I did, and then it turned
out that I’d been doing things well. Of course, I had
fine advantages that I didn’t know how to appreciate
as a boy.
Music and Culture
The Secret of Singing
An Interview with
(Christopher cjCynch
Popular Irish Tenor and Featured Star
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“For one thing, I had a Swiss grandmother and
that fact alone gave me a good background as to lan-
guages. And as to music—well, I’m an Irishman! You
couldn’t be that without knowing and loving music.
There is a definite' tradition of Irish music, and the
fact that it is a different tradition from, let us say,
the Italian or the Austrian school, makes it none the
less valuable. In Ireland, music is both an art and
something more than an art—it is part of the very
fibre of national life. Everybody sings; if a lad’s voice
isn’t too good, he sings anyway, for the sheer love
of the old, traditional
airs and times. I believe
that the soft quality of
the Irish air makes for
musical voices. And our
music has a character
of its own; it is senti-
mental, wistful — even
our gayer songs have
an underlying throb of
sadness. Then, too, our
old cities are full of
historic walls and cas-
tles that bring our past
close to us without our
really realizing it—arid
that past is closely
bound up with music. In
the old days, the bards
were top men, as highly
honored as the kings
themselves for it was
they who kept our His-
tory alive by singing it.
All that adds up to the
fact that the Irish are
musical from what one
might call the inside
out, and this accounts
for the individualities of
our voices, our songs,
and our native style of
singing.
“The best thing that
can happen to any
voice is that it be en-
tirely and wholly nat-
ural. Anything that forces a voice, for any reason
whatever, is wrong! The chief difficulty of many young
singers is that they try to do things with their voices
—they strive for effects, putting conscious effort in
trying to sing loud, or high, or long, or anything at
all. The most wholesome thing, of course, is simply
to let one’s singing flow out as easily and as naturally
as possible. That is what I have always done, and
what my teachers have thought right for me.
“It was a great privilege to study with dear John
McCormack, and I well remember that the chief thing
he insisted on was this complete, unforced natural-
ness. Indeed, McCormack never even wanted me to
sing to my full natural capacity. He’d always say—
‘Never give out all—always keep something back, as
a reserve—always hold something up your sleeve!’
Again, he counseled me never to sing a single loud
note until I was thirty-two! I never have, and I’ve
still some years ahead of me before I do!
A Rare Privilege
“My lessons with McCormack were hardly what
you’d call strict lessons at all. Simply, we'd sing to-
gether. I stayed with him in his lovely home at Boot-
erstown, near Dublin (a truly beautiful place, with
everything complete for comfort, including a private
chapel where Mass was said every morning), and
right after breakfast
we’d get together at the
piano and sing on and
off through the day.
John played the accom-
paniments himself, and
it was a real education
to watch him at the
piano, giving scholarly
attention to the music,
yet at the same time
living through all the
songs with his very
heart and soul. That, of
course, was the key to
his own wonderful sing-
ing, and I’m thankful
that I was privileged
to benefit from it.
“In a sense, my
‘studying’ with McCor-
mack was more in the
nature of coaching. He
did nothing at all to
change my vocal pro-
duction, and so purely
vocal instruction was at
a minimum.We warmed
up with scales, but ex-
ercise material was de-
rived from the songs
themselves. McCor-
mack’s first concern was
the pure and true in-
terpretation of the mu-
sic, which he based upon
a completely natural and
simple giving back of the composer’s meaning.
“I may say that my personal encounter with con-
centrated vocal work, as such, was delayed until I
came under Mr. Morelli, in Rome. He, too, left my
production alone, but he gave me endless scales to
work at. From them, I have derived this great advan-
tage—I have kept my natural vocal production as it
was, but through the searching drill of slow scales,
fast scales, staccato scales, legato scales, I have gained
greatly in security. Earlier, I was inclined simply to
sing naturally; now, without sacrificing naturalness.
I have learned how to accomplish certain tones, how
to repeat them at will, and what their correct produc-
tion involves. That, of course, is a great advantage.
“My own working habits consist of a thorough drill
at scales every morning, early, (Continued on Page 106)
CHRISTOPHER LYNCH
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THE ETUDE
Nazidammerung
“Heritage op Fire.” By Friedelind Wagner and Page
Cooper. Price, $3.00. Pages, 225. Publishers, Harper
& Brothers.
Of all the flood of books which have come from the
Second World War, the one which will be of greatest
interest to musicians and music lovers is the unusually
readable story of what went on in and around Richard
Wagner’s memorable home, “Wahnfried,” in the years-
leading up to the greatest conflict in history. The
author, who is the granddaughter of Richard Wagner,
bears such a resemblance to the portraits of Wagner in
his youth that those who have known her, as has your
reviewer, are at first greatly startled by the likeness to
her famous ancestor. She is a personage of sincerity,
candor, high intelligence, and character, who had the
strength of a Franz Liszt, a Countess d’Agoult, a
Richard Wagner, and her own sympathetic, talented,
and hard working father, Siegfried, in combatting the
greatest group of political and military gangsters the
world has known. Hitler and his beastly entourage
found in Wagner’s magnificent musical dramatic set-
tings of much garbled ancient Teutonic myths what
they liked to imagine were counterparts of their own
lives. Here was pagan authority for their dreams of
world domination. Poor Wagner, a democrat and
iconoclast at heart, in his own prohibited writings be-
fore Hitler was born, indicated his antipathy to just
such a regime as the Nazis planned.
Richard Wagner, son-in-law of Franz Liszt, married
Cosima Liszt in 1870. The couple had three children
—
Isolde (1865-1921), Eva (1867-1942), and Siegfried
(1869-1930) . Siegfried, who became the great master’s
successor when the ageing Cosima could no longer
carry on, married the English born Winifred Williams
(1897-), adopted daughter of the famed Berlin teacher
and friend of Wagner, Karl Klindworth, in 1915.
They had four children, Wieland (1917-), Friedelind
(1918-), Wolfgang (1919-), and Verena (1920-).
As Nazidom grew in Germany, Hitler found a natural
emotional release in the world of Wagnerian myth at
Wahnfried and became an intimate of the Wagner
family. The Wagners gloried in the patronage of this
dominating figure who could mean so much in the
expressive Wagnerian productions. That is, they gloried
all but one, and that one was Friedelind, who revolted
against the pompous clown who was destined to bring
such desolation to Germany and to the world. With
a wisdom derived perhaps from her English ancestors,
she saw in an uncanny manner the tricks of Hitler
and his strange entourage. She has written her story
with a naivete which is as simple as it is powerful. All
of the strange scenes in this weird melodrama she re-,
counts with photographic accuracy, and her narration
is as charming as it is startling. Hitler, for instance,
is revealed by a fatuous sense of humor. Once he re-
ferred to his henchmen thus: “Do you know what a
Gobbels and a Goring are? A Gobbels is the amount
of nonsense a man can say in an hour and a Goring
is the amount of metal feat can be pinned on a man’s
breast.” Later on Miss Wagner writes: “Both Hitler
and Gobbels indulged in speculations about how much
more
.
beautiful ‘Parsifal’ would be with the flower
maidens entirely naked. The Venusberg in “Tann-
hauser” would be much more effective, they agreed,
when Nazism had bred a super race which would
furnish a nude ballet. Wagner, they were sure, would
be delighted.” The first time your reviewer saw “Parsi-
fal” at Bayreuth, the obese flower maidens fortunately
were amply clad.
In The Etude for June, 1945, Miss Wagner, in an
extraordinary interview, told of Hitler’s amazing
hypnotic powers. In her book she recounts a visit of
the Ftihrer to Wahnfried which again reveals this
strange power over people: “The guests milled about
the two long buffets, the drinks in one room, the food
in the other, and earned their suppers to little tables in
the garden that was lighted with Chinese lanterns.
The ambitious guests crowded as closely around Hitler
as possible. At first- the Fiihrer sat with the artists,
but he couldn’t endure a normal conversation for
longer than five minutes. Leaping to his feet he turned
the casual talk into a two-hour oration on world or
artistic affairs.
“A few of the curious who stood around at the be-
ginning attracted others—they flocked from the far
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corners of the garden and were soon packed so tightly
that we could barely see the Ftihrer’s forelock. He
proceeded to go through all his paces, starting with his
voice low-pitched and raising it so high that it cracked
and emerged from his throat as hoarse noises. By the
end of the speech the audience was in a state of hys-
teria. Many of them rushed over to our group, purple
in the face as though they were under the effect of a
drug.
“
‘It was divine, it was a revelation,’ they exclaimed,
flailing their arms. But when we asked them, ‘What
did the Fiihrer talk about?’ they couldn’t tell us; they
hadn’t listened but had been carried away by their
emotions. This was exactly what Hitler had intended. I
was interested to see how easily he resumed his deep,
resonant, natural voice after he had hypnotized his
audience.”
Miss Wagner, like a busy news photographer at a
public festival, turns her magic camera into all sorts
of odd places, bringing to the traveled reader many
nostalgic pictures of the Wahnfried of yesteryear.
Fortunately, Toscanini, whom she calls her “second
FATHER AND DAUGHTER
A remarkable pair oi profiles from the jacket of Miss
Wagner's book, "Heritage of Fire."
father,” managed to take her out of Nazidom (in 1941)
to South America and then to the United States in
time to escape the hazards of war. She now makes
this country her home.
The book is a strange melange of the great musical
figures of the past two decades as well as the late and
unlamented Von Ribbentrop, Hess, Rosenberg, and all
the slimy trail of Nazi puppets, against a background
of Lohengrin, Tannhauser, Walkiire, Wotan, Siegfried,
and the whole Wagnerian panorama, to which is added
glimpses of many of the great contemporary singers,
conductors, and composers of Europe. Your reviewer,
familiar with the whole scene.- at Bayreuth, read the
work twice and proposes to read it again.
What more theatrical incident could there be in his-
tory than “Nazidammerung” (The Twilight of the
Nazis), Hitler, Eva Braun, Himmler, Gobbels, Goring,
Mussolini, Claretta Petacci, Von Papen, as well as the
remaining miserable promoters of unspeakable inhu-
man incinerators now completely obliterated. Yet in
Friedelind Wagner’s timely “Heritage of Fire” we see
them all, in their spectacular days of power and show-
manship, in the greatest and cruelest circus since
Nero.
Miss Wagner has courageously stated the facts of
the pathetic Nazi farce as she saw It at first hand,
with all its portentous implications. Her book is re-
freshing and stimulating. It is a work that the music
lover will not forget.
Musical Pelicans
“Lives of the Great Composers” (3 volumes). Edited
by A. L. Bacharach. “British Music of Our Time.”
Edited by A. L. Bacharach. “A Survey of Russian
Music.” By M. D. Calvocoressi. “Opera.” By Edward
J. Dent. “Music in England.” By Eric Blom. Price,
$.35 each. Publisher, Penguin Books.
The Penguin and the Pelican books of England have
long had enormous popularity abroad. Now these at-
tractive reprints are being published in limited num-
bers in America. The excellent works, mentioned above,
have recently been issued here.
These complete volumes, ranging in length from 142
pages to 256 pages, are informative and practical, and
are very reasonably priced.
Russian Master
“Myaskowsky: His Life and Work.” By Alexandra
Ikonnikov. Price, $2.75. Pages, 162. Publisher, Philo-
sophical Library.
Of the three foremost Russian masters, Prokofieff,
Shostakovich, and Myaskowsky, the last named is the
least known.
Nikolai Yakovlevich Myaskowsky was bom April 20,
1881, in Novo-Georgiyevsk. He comes from a military
family and was brought up in a fortress. He was gradu-
ated from the Cadet (military) College, but as he had
developed a great -distaste for military matters, he
abandoned all ideas of entering the army and took up
the study of music. For a time he studied with Gliere
and I. I. Kryzhanovsky. Later, he studied composition
with Lyadov and Rimsky-Korsakov. Glazounov took
a great interest in his works.
Myaskowsky has written twenty-four symphonies
and has occupied many important musical posts in
South Russia. Ikonnikov’s biography is excellent.
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Music and Study
Controlling Tempo and Dynamics
if Victor J. Seroff
Distinguished Russian-American
Piano Virtuoso and Teacher
Mr. Seroff, the well known biographer of Shostakovich and author of "The Mighty Five" (devoted to
Balakirev, Cui, Rimsky-Korsokoff, Borodin, and Moussorgsky), has just returned from a five month visit to
Europe "to feel the cultural pulse" of the countries he visited—France, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Italy, and
Switzerland. Incidentally, he found the pulse alarmingly weak and vacillating. He also found that one of the
greatest obstacles is an astounding lack of printed music. The great music stocks seem to have been almost
entirely exhausted. In May, 1946, Mr. Seroff presented, through The Etude, a very clear and understandable
article, "Look Into Your Piano," and in July, a masterly article on "The Basic Foundations of a Permanent
Technic." These are extracts from Mr. Seroffs forthcoming book "Common Sense in Piano Study." Mr.
Seroff was a pupil of the late Moriz Rosenthal and of many famous masters in Europe. He is now teaching
in New York City. Other articles by Mr. Seroff will appear in future issues. — Editor’s Note.
VICTOR L SEROFF
From a picture taken last summer in Salzburg.
T O LEARN to play fairly fast is a matter of prac-ticing. Every exercise, providing it is done thor-oughly, methodically, and for a long enough
time, will “get the pupil” there. But the result will be
full of holes, musically speaking, unless it was born of
slow playing. For only in slow, motion can technical
and musical problems be thoroughly analyzed. Just
as we see every position in a running jump or a high
dive on a slow motion film, so we can build, from this
same slow motion, every jump or run on the piano.
A good method is to describe over the keys very slowly
the movement that the hand will eventually take very
fast; and the student should practice the passage
only after it is clear to him that such a motion will
encounter no obstacles and that his hand will take no
unnatural position on the way.
In fast passages, the piano seems to do most of the
work; the hammers strike and release the keys as
rapidly as the fingers can move. The player's only
worry is to make it clear and clean. A passage which
is played fast and clear cannot well be classified as
musical or unmusical, as can a slow one. However,
unless the rapid passage has previously been slowly
analyzed, given the right phrasing, accentuation, and
dynamics, it will fail in its effect, no matter how bril-
liantly it may be played. Most important is logical
phrasing, for without it all fast passages are inco-
herent.
The Composer's Task
All the notes in a musical composition represent a
certain thought, an emotional or intellectual idea of
the composer. It is the performer’s task to bring it
to life. It -was conceived in definite phrases, and it can
come to life only through those phrases.
Music is governed by laws that can always be relied
upon. To put written musical thought into sound, we
have infallibly at our disposal all the qualities that
every tone possesses: color, duration, volume, inten-
sity, character—all are present, no matter how we re-
strict the sound. And the relations between these
tones have absolute, measurable values. Good musi-
cians understand these values, and do not need signs
indicating tempo or expression. Most of Johann Bach’s
works in their original form had hardly any indicat-
ing marks at all.
To know how to phrase the sounds of music Is to
know how to play the music. No group of notes can
be played without some phrasing, even if you should
try to play them so. The tempo and rhythm alone
will shape the sounds.
However, one of the most common errors pianists
make is to phrase metrically. This is an evil which
falsifies and destroys the very essence of music.
Just because a note comes on the first beat does not
mean that this note is the beginning of a phrase. As
a matter of fact, it will be far more often found to
be the end of a phrase. To accentuate the rhythmical
beat in a measure is far from phrasing. The rhythm
should serve the phrase, .and not the phrase the
rhythm.
To phrase means to shape the musical sounds into
logical, coherent form. It does not mean trying to fit
them into the rhythmical pattern. This is why it is
so wrong to think that one can learn a piece first,
and then phrase it afterwards. Correct phrasing helps
not only in reading a piece well, but also in over-
coming all difficulties.
Reading aloud will become incoherent unless we
follojv the punctuation by raising and lowering the
voice. With a musical Composition, the accents serve
more or less as a means for emphasis. They do not
always follow the rhythmical beat. Accents are the
backbone of all phrasing. They emphasize the begin-
ning, mark the way to the climax, and, the end of
every phrase.
Whatever the mood of the piece may be, whether
played piano or forte, whatever its coloring or tempo,
the phrase must be clearly outlined from beginning
to end, must be rounded off. and air-tight. By air-
tight is meant that there should be no holes in the
musical structure, between the intervals; the phrase
should be played in one breath, if necessary, regard-
less of the technical difficulty. Technique should be
subordinated to the phrase, and not vice versa.
Analyzing the Phrase
Once the phrase is clear to the student he should
follow this up by analyzing its length—that is, the
number of bars the phrase covers. Occasionally one
finds an edition that stresses the importance of this
idea by marking the number of bars in each phrase
of the theme. Taking almost any phrase in classical
literature that extends through four measures, the
student can easily find its rhythmical points by treat-
ing the whole four measures as one measure in four-
four time.
Though any long phrase can, in its analysis, be
broken up into small phrases, it would be very wrong
to play it that way—as a chain of small phrases. The
long phrase demands a long “breath," a long sweep.
It has an entirely different character from that of the
short phrase, and to break it up into short groups of
notes is to destroy the whole structure of the phrase;
and to cloud the musical line.
Three factors are ever present in every phrase
—
tempo, dynamics, and rhythm. Tempo is the most
vital. 'It is tempo that can transform a somber melody
into the gayest of dances. It is tempo that can drag
the noblest melody into banality. It is tempo that
can make insignificant the gravest utterance. To know
the tempo of a piece is to understand the piece. Its
importance has been stressed by many critics of the
past and conductors of the present.
Tempo rests on two extremes
—
adagio and allegro.
All the intermediate tempi are in relation to these
two. To determine at what tempo the piece should
go, one should analyze which of the elements is pre-
dominant: *cantilena or figuration. “Adagio stands to
allegro as the sustained note to figuration. The sus-
tained note regulates the tempo of the adagio. Here
the rhythm is. as it were, dissolved in pure tone. The
tone per se suffices for musical expression. In a cer-
tain delicate sense, it may be said of the pure adagio
that it cannot be taken too slowly. A rapt confidence
in the sufficiency of pure musical speech should reign
here.” This was said by a conductor and critic who
wrote ten volumes of musical treatise, besides in-
numerable articles during his lifetime, but who is
known to us chiefly as a composer whose name com-
mands respect—Richard Wagner.
What concerns allegro, Wagner divides into two dis-
tinct types—the “sentimental," and the “naive.” (These
expressions were adopted by Wagner from Schiller’s
“Essay on Sentimental and Naive Poetry.”) These, not
meant to interest by means of cantilena, intend to
produce certain excitement through restless, inces-
sant movement. As an example, he uses the Overture
to “Figaro,” where the purely rhythmical movement
“celebrates its orgies.” In these cases, the allegro can
be played just as fast as is desired. To illustrate this,
Wagner relates the story of Mozart after the re-
hearsal for the first performance of “Figaro.” After
driving his musicians to an unheard of presto tempo,
Mozart remarked, “That was very beautiful. Let’s take
it even faster tonight.”
In the “sentimental” category, Wagner places the
allegros of Beethoven’s style. In these, the figurations
never get the upper hand over the melody, which gives
them their “sentimental” significance. Wagner uses
as an illustration of this (Continued on Page 105)
* The word “cantilena” is used by musicians to signify the
melody, the song, in flowing, sinemg style. “Figuration,” on
the other hand, refers to the embellishment of a theme by add-
ing various ornaments or variations.
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Music qnd Study
Breathing in Relation to Vocal Expression
by (^cbith BJLJI
T SEEMS logical that one interested in the subject
of voice should know something about the art of
breathing. The air which flows from the lungs into
the mouth is the medium by which vocal phenomena
are produced. In short, voice is energized breath.
Good vocal production depends largely upon proper
breathing. One should cultivate a correct habit of
breathing until it becomes fixed. Gelett Burgess said,
“Luckily, it isn’t only bad habits which, if indulged in,
become fixed; good ones do too.” Correct practice in
singing will establish mastery of the breath. Some vocal
teachers do not stress normal breathing. Others, who
have a superficial knowledge of voice, over-dramatize
the function of breathing, and the pupil is given a false
impression which interferes with normal vocal de-
velopment. Breathing is not a vocal method.
Every one has his own individual breath range and
velocity. Breath range is the total length of inhalation
and exhalation. In normal breathing, no thought need
be given to these ranges because they have become
fixed habits. However, there is a difference between
normal breathing and that used in speaking and sing-
ing. This difference must be learned if the vocalist
wishes to become effective in his work. The chief differ-
ence is that in speaking and singing, the range must
be deep and full. To develop this range, the breath
flow should be quiet, quick, and deep. The range of
exhalation should be slow, sustained, and prolonged.
People who have a long breath range have more re-
serve air in the lungs than those who have a short
range. Special exercises will lengthen a breath range.
Breath Control and Vocal Control
There are certain illnesses that interfere with breath
ranges: infection of the lungs, asthma, heart disease,
obstruction of the air passages—inside or outside
—
paralysis of the diaphragm, abdominal muscles, chest
muscles, and so forth. If a person having such handi-
caps wishes to become expert in his work, it will be
necessary to have any obstructions removed, if pos-
sible. Helen Hayes once said that for years she could
play only ingenue roles because she had a fluffy flap-
per’s supply of breath. Her superb performance in
“Victoria Regina”
—
portraying Queen Victoria from
youth to old age—illustrates graphically what can be
accomplished by thought and hard work in acquiring
remarkable vocal control. Vocal control is dependent
upon breath control. In order to develop breathing
for specific purposes, a working knowledge of anatomy
is essential, so that one may know what the lungs,
diaphragm, vocal cords, hard palate, and sinuses do in
the production of sound.
When air is inhaled, the lungs, which are spongy in
texture, expand much as a dry sponge does in water.
The abdomen expands, owing to the descent of the
diaphragm. The rib cage also expands. The reverse is
true in exhalation. Normally, air should be inhaled
through the nose; but vocally, it should be taken
simultaneously through the nose and mouth and shpuld
never be audible. Beautiful voices are frequently
marred by noisy breathing. Mouth-breathers contract
dry throats
; and if this habit is continued long enough,
the condition becomes chronic. Mouth-breathing is
due either to bad habits or to an obstruction in the
air passages.
The organs used in respiration are:
1. The chest.
It should be held naturally high—without force—to
allow the lungs to fill with air. A collapsed chest means
a collapsed tone; the less the chest labors during
breathing for singing, the better the quality of tone.
2. The air passages.
Air is drawn into the lungs through the oral and
nasal cavities, pharynx, larynx, trachea, and bronchi.
3. The lungs.
The lungs are a receptacle for the accumulation and
expulsion of air and are enclosed by the ribs and rest
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on the diaphragm.
4. The diaphragm.
Of all the muscles concerned with respiration, this
is the most powerful and the most important.
There are three methods of breathing: clavicular,
costal, and diaphragmatic.
a. Clavicular breathing is accomplished by raising
the chest and drawing in the abdomen. Singers who
habitually do this claim it gives them stage presence
and allows them to hold the breath longer. This is not
true for two reasons:
First, the abnormally high chest is unattractive
—
even suggests deformity. Second, less air is inhaled by
such breathing—a difference of some ten to fifty cubic
inches—which lessens the total air power of the in-
dividual.
b. Costal breathing is preferable to clavicular be-
cause it is less strained. But it is also inefficient, as it
does not bring the diaphragm into full use, with the
result that the voice lacks richness, vitality, and power.
c. Diaphragmatic breathing is the approved method.
The diaphragm is the chief muscle of respiration and
the largest muscle in the torso. The correct use of this
organ gives the best vocal control. The action of the
diaphragm is that of expansion and contraction; in
descending, it draws air into the chest, and in ascend-
ing, it forces the air out. The expansion of the dia-
phragm, aided by the action of the lowest ribs, en-
larges the air space. This muscular action supplies
enough breath for any purpose, leaving the throat in
readiness for emission of free, pure tone. The dia-
phragm, when contracting, together with the normal
collapse of the lungs, forces the column of air out of
the chest, through the larynx, into the head cavities.
The vibrations of the vocal cords interrupt the current
of air and regulate the sound waves and pitch.
Volume of tone depends largely upon control of the
diaphragm; without this, the column of air does not
give adequate support to the voice.
The Vocal Sounding Board
Sound is completed by the stream of air passing
over the vibrating vocal cords and being projected
against the sounding-board which is the bony con-
struction of the front of the face. The whole forms
a compressed-air system, from the chest to the face.
The breathing muscles should take the burden of tone-
production from the throat, thereby allowing the tone
to be where it belongs—against the sounding-board;
as the French say, "dans la masque.”
Correct breathing is dependent upon mental and
muscular relaxation and good posture. With control of
breath, comes control of other acts which shows how
closely related are the simple laws of nature. The
average individual gives little thought to his manner
of breathing. When asked to take a deep breath, he
usually forces the chest high. Such distortion is wrong,
as it causes a general rigidity. Meanwhile, no thought
has been given to the real power—the diaphragm. Good
posture is important in either speaking or singing. It
is necessary to stand well in order to breathe well.
Serious attention to posture will steadily improve tone
production. A caved-in chest, hollow abdomen and
bowed back all restrict normal respiration and thus
interfere with normal vocal production.
Two aspects of deep breathing are important:
1. It has a direct relation to health because it washes
the lungs of impure air and assists in supplying oxygen
to the blood stream. This is especially important to
singers, for good health is a necessary asset.
2. The diaphragm should regulate all emission of
sound, since a full, rich tone can be acquired only by a
synchronized lung and diaphragm performance. It is
not the amount of breath that counts but the way it
is managed. This control should be automatic.
Some common faults in breathing are: too little
breath, which accounts for many poor voices; too much
breath, which unbalances the voice; snatching breath
anywhere in a phrase, which ls fatal to tonal quality.
The majority of people are chest breathers. This is a
shallow form of breathing and results in weak, thin
voices and often poor health. Hurried, noisy, scanty or
gasping breath must also be avoided. Talking too long
on one breath is fatiguing to the performer and also
to his listeners. Breathy voices lack resonance and
conviction and are difficult to understand. Audible
breathing is a very common fault and is caused by a
closed mouth or constriction in the throat while in-
haling.
Simple exercises will correct this habit and regulate
the amount of air necessary for singing, which should
be only enough for comfort. Breath should not be ex-
pelled too hurriedly at the start but conserved for the
end of the phrase. Young singers, who are over-eager,
are apt to take too much breath to be sure of having
enough to finish a phrase, thus stiffening the breathing
muscles and depriving the tone of elasticity and float-
ing quality. This interferes with purity and emotional
expression. The energized breath should be allowed to
flow smoothly to its sounding-board.
Rhythmic Breathing Important
Daily, systematic exercises, performed rhythmically,
with deliberation and ease, will develop the breathing
muscles properly. Rhythm in breathing, as elsewhere,
obviates fatigue because power flows freely and evenly.
As breath control improves, a greater freedom should
be evident in the volte; and the tone should become
clearer and firmer. There are many simple exercises
which will enable the student to become diaphragm-
conscious. The scope of this article does not permit
further exemplification. It should be stated, however,
.
that exercises are not to be done as a chore but with
serious thought and interest. When performed reg-
ularly each day, results are bound to follow. The act
of breathing is not only to sustain life, but to make
known our wants, give expression to emotions, and so
forth.
Normal people have breath enough to speak or sing
anything written. The lungs are never entirely empty
of air unless completely blocked by some severe or
fatal disease of the lungs themselves. Restricted mus-
cular action of the respiratory apparatus will result
in restricted action of the vocal apparatus.
The synchronization of posture, breathing, and
sound must be automatic if the final goal is to be
realized; that is, proper “breath control in speech and
song. When the foundation is well established, the dis-
tribution of breath for artistic singing should be di-
rected by the mind and the expressive power of the
words. Their meaning should determine the degree of
power. In other words, the amount of breath should
depend upon the meaning of what is sung, not wholly
on the notes of the music. The greatest beauty in vocal
expression comes only when the mind and soul, not
the body alone, are the governing agents. This is the
ideal toward which all voice students should aim.
* * * *
"Music is one of the most forcible instruments for
training, for arousing, for governing the mind and
spirit of man."—William E. Gladstone.
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Hymn Accompaniments
by, ®ZV.
Editor of the Organ Department
AGREAT many organists play the hymns for theirservices very well, but there are others who donot. In my travels here and there, and in my
regular teaching, I find there are many questions re-
garding hymn playing; therefore, I believe that it is
.veil to have a discussion on the subject.
Hymns are one of the most important parts of our
services, the singing of which gives the congregation
one oi its few opportunities to take an active part in
the service. Undoubtedly we must make our hymn
playing so fine that it will do everything to encourage
hearty singing. In the performance of hymns, one
must be careful from the start: one must take an in-
terest in the hymn, study the characteristics of the
time (which generally joes with the text), and take
care in the observance of tempi. Some hymns are
brisk, others are clow and majestic. There are certain
fundamental things which we must do to play hymns
vre’l and I find that the most effective ways to clean up
technical trouble are:
1. To be able to play a hymn correctly in four
parts, manuals only, very legato.
To be able to play a hymn correctly, soprano,
?.ito, and tenor on manuals, with pedal taking the
bass in the proper octave.
3. To be able to play a hymn correctly, soprano as
a solo on one manual with the right hand, alto and
tenor with the left hand on another manual as an
accompaniment, with pedal taking the bass in the
proper octave.
4. To be able to play a hymn correctly, soprano as
a solo on one manual with the left hand an octave
lower than written, alto and tenor with the right
hand on another manual, loco, as an accompaniment,
with pedal taking the bass in the proper octave.
One must practice this kind of thing regularly and
should begin by using such simple hymns as Sun of
My Soul, Softly Now the Light of Day and the like.
Even if he does not use all of these methods regularly
in his church playing, an occasion will surely arise
when he will want to use one of them, and it is wise
to be prepared. When we have these systems well in
hand, we can start to use some of the other methods
of hymn playing, such as filling in chords, putting the
oass in the lower part of the pedal board and changing
the harmony. When we fill in the chord tve must do it
correctly and v/hen we change the harmony we must
do it only when the choir and the congregation sing in
unison. I have had many inquiries regarding the
changing of harmonies in hymns, and I submit the
following observations:
What a thrill it is to hear Dr. T. Tertius Noble’s
playing of hymns in which he changes the harmonies
of one or two stanzas (he, after all, is a past master
of this sort of thing) . Then, there are others who have
little ability in this field. If one realizes that he cannot
change the harmonies tastefully, he might just as well
face the fact and play the hymns as they are written.
He should not give up altogether, however, since there
are some marvelous harmonizations available in many
books. One of the recent ones is by Dr. Noble, then
there are two by Geoffrey Shaw, and one by Allan
Gray. In these books one can find a reharmonization
for practically every well known hymn.
I find that there are many pitfalls in pedaling which
“throw” a good many organists. There are players
who do not use both feet on the pedal board in the
proper places. One of the notable faults is the use of
the left foot only, when left and right should be used
alternately. Here are four illustrations of pedaling
which will help:
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DOXOLOGY Phrasing has too little consideration in the organ
playing of hymns; for example, there are those who
phrase too much and there are those who phrase too
little or not at all. The best rule on phrasing that I
know, is to phrase in a nr tural manner as a good singer
breathes. It is important in practice for the organist to
sing every hymn he plays.
There is much controversy about the corre.it tempo
of a hymn. To decide on a tempo one must consider
the kind of church he is playing in, the kind of hymn
he is playing and in what part of the service the hymn
is to be used. If a hymn is played as a processional it
may go at one tempo, if played preceding the sermon
it may go at another tempo. Both may be quite right.
For the most part, I am sure that we play hymns too
fast. When we do this the congregation cannot sing
and as I have said above, the most important thing is
to encourage the singing of hymns, remembering to
play them neither too fast nor too slow. Here are some
metronome readings of four hymns provided they are
played in an average sized building. (We must always
bear in mind that a building which is large and
resonant takes a slower tempo.)
Cologone 84 = J
Nicaea 120 = J
Italian Hymn 116 = J
Rest 96 = J
Much can be written about registration of hymns
although it is difficult to come to a definite conclusion.
There are one or two hints which I believe are im-
portant and helpful. We must use combinations that
are clear. We hear so much sixteen foot tone on the
manuals that the result is a “mess.” I like to quote
Ernest M. Skinner, the great organ builder, who said:
“I love to hear hymns with a great 8', 4', 2', and mix-
ture ensemble coupled to sixteen foot pedal, with a
full swell in the background coming up for a climax.”
This is a majestic way to give support to the choir and
the congregation. There are numerous places in the
service where one would wish to use more organ, the
great reeds perhaps, or a solo tuba against the great
ensemble, being careful not to use too much organ. In
certain hymns such as Spirit of God, and so forth,
one can use a variety of combinations and still give
the people the support that they need. It is not wise
to go from an extremely loud combination to a very
soft one. The congregation will not sing unless the
organist has them well trained for these changes, even
then I feel that this sort of thing should be used with
discretion. I like the use of descants with the choir
and congregation singing in unison. Descants must be
used with care and must bt extremely well rehearsed
with not too many singers singing the descant.
The hymns must be uplifting to the congregation,
always helping them in the worship of Almighty God.
The Shorter Catechism says “Man’s chief end is to
glorify God and to enjoy Him forever.” Our playing of
the hymns and the congregational singing of them
must reflect this.
* * * *
“Music will not make you rich, but it can make you
happy; it will not save your soul, but it can make your
soul worth saving. But the condition of both is that
you should look on your careers not as pedlars having
something to sell, but as idealists, trying to foster the
world’s imagination, and making the Art of Music
subservient to the greater Art of Living.”
PERCY BUCK,
(Psychology for Musicians)
,
Oxford Univ. Press.
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THE ETUDE
Music and StudyTHE VIOLA,
like the oboe, English horn
and French horn of the wind family,
is the key instrument to string organi-
zation-expansion. We all admit that in the
usual school situation viola playing is quite
unknown to young students and there is little
to excite or even invite the talented and pro-
gressive music student to an extensive study
of the instrument. However, since the viola
is an absolute necessity to the instrumenta-
tion of any symphony orchestra, small string
ensemble or string quartet, the problem of
t'eveloping violists is of serious importance
and must be solved.
In view of the lack of interest in the viola
we find then, our first problem is that of
soliciting, or recruiting viola personnel. There
are, of course, many ways familiar to every
supervisor or conductor—such as student or
parental contact; the school and community
papers, demonstrations in the school rooms, public
recitals by an accomplished violist, and string quartets.
Good pianists provide a rich “hunting ground” and
these students frequently become the most proficient
members of the viola section.
Too often conductors of school orchestras who find
themselves conducting unbalanced string sections are
personally not too well convinced of the merits of
the viola; therefore, viola students of such persons
instinctively alert to their insincerity, gradually drift
from the folds of these orchestras.
Since the beauty as well as the practical uses of
the viola is usually unknown to the average student,
it is the teacher’s responsibility to discover the subtle
powers of the instrument and through whatever means
possible, transmit that knowledge to his students and
public in bold inviting fashion rather than in the
usual apologetic style.
Once the student’s interest has been established,
the specific program of training Is the problem. This
training program may be divided into three divisions
or periods; namely, the beginner, the intermediate,
and the advanced or active players of the first rank
organizations of the department. The problems of the
first division are very similar to those of any string
class of beginners; those of the second division are
technical; while those of the third division are wide
open to new solutions which can not do other than
realize some improvements to an existing set-up.
The Beginner
First to be considered concerning the beginner is
the development of proper attitudes toward, and a
keen desire for serious study of his instrument. Such
objectives are most likely to insure the proper founda-
tion for the future, and it is at this stage of the stu-
dent's training that the teacher’s seriousness of pur-
pose and sincerity are first brought to the attention
of his future violists.
When to Begin
Since my personal choice of approach recommends
that viola study begin in either the seventh or eighth
grades, previous training as well as the selection of
players is simplified. Grade schools with all of then-
handicaps can do well to provide violin instruction
and need not do more than that. So, from the ranks
of our elementary violin classes, we must select with
great care, the students who will in the future be
most capable of becoming violists.
The character of our future violists plays an ex-
tremely important part in their development. They
must be inclined to versatility, for the viola belongs
to the upper strings as well as to the lower strings and
the style of playing is thereby influenced and broad-
ened. They must be most cooperative and unselfish,
for the spotlight of the concert stage ””or symphony
hall is seldom focused upon the violist. Like the
“tackle” on the football squad or the “catcher” at
home plate he is the power “behind the throne,” and
must be satisfied with little or no glory but rather
a deep feeling of satisfaction which comes to those
who contribute rather than receive. Violists must be
fundamentally good musicians in preference to the
“player” type of performer. Unlike the violinist, the
prima donna of the orchestra, who needs more tech-
nical facility to sing out with complete abandon, the
violist must be the accompanist who is ever alert to
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the caprices of the conductor and his left hand—the
viola section; so it is that when the violas play well,
the orchestra is usually at its best, for the rhythmic
figures around which the theme of the composition is
built are frequently carried throughout and to the
end by the violas, and the long sustaining notes that
prevent dissolution of feeling of tonality in a com-
position—the long line—are most often assigned or I
should say—awarded to the viola section.
This “inner-voice” playing is the most difficult (mu-
sically speaking), and its level of performance serves
well as a gauge that registers the achievement of the
organization as a whole.
Physical Requirements
From a technical standpoint, the physical qualifica-
tions of the violist determine much and should be
carefully investigated. Heavy fingers come first: since
tone is the most important phase of viola playing,
the violist is aided by strong, long fingers with fairly
heavy cushions; he does not need the finger-tip slen-
derness of the violinist, or the wide hand-spread, for
it is the finger-stretch that is most important to viola
left-hand technic. Another physical aid to good viola
performance is the combination of strong (not too
long) and heavy shoulders, for the viola is much
heavier than the violin, yet must be held almost
identically like it—and viola scores as a rule, have
few rests. Long rehearsals tend to become endurance
tests for violists and would be certain to overtax the
frail type of body.
As previously stated, it is preferable to delay the
beginning of the study of viola until the eighth grade
rather than the seventh with small size violas. Clef
reading is the only advantage to changing from the
violin classes to beginning viola using a half or three-
quarter size viola. However, without its full size, the
viola does not provide its true tone quality and is
therefore not easily distinguished from violin in re-
gards to tone quality—its most important character-
istic. Therefore, rather than make a hasty beginning,
I should prefer a later start when the student is more
capable of coping with the real instrument. For
junior high violists I would suggest the seven-eighth
size, while for senior high I recommend full sixteen
to seventeen inch violas.
Technical Training
The period of technical training is important not
only for the progress of general technique of string-
instrument playing, but also for discovering the indi-
vidualistic qualities peculiar to the viola. There is, for
instance, the frequent use of the half-position, the
“sneak-approach” in shifting to and from high posi-
tions, the vibrato, and the “chum” use of the bow.
These factors are extremely important because the
size of the viola and the need for playing in the lower
positions demand their serious consideration.
General Playing Position
In the attempt to keep the left elbow well under the
instrument and far enough in front of the body of
the player, violists often experience cramps in the
upper arm, hence, the conventional method for holding
the violin has been discarded as not being adaptable
for the viola, unless the player has an abnormal finger
stretch. The more practical position is that whereby
the player uses a rather thick shoulder pad—not
near the chin as is so common in violin posi-
tion, but far out on top of the shoulders. This
position automatically necessitates a slight
tilting of the body of the instrument so that
instead of it remaining in the horizontal
violin fashion, it is oblique to the floor, thus
permitting more elbow freedom. This position
not only eliminates the undue stretching that
would have been necessary if the player were
to assume the normal violin position but it
also enables him to play with facility on the
“C” string as well as the “A.”
The Half Position
The half position permits the greatest pos-
sible string length and at the same time
avoids wide finger stretches. The “sneaking”
to and from positions is a sort of “thrust-stretch” of
the finger that is about to play from its position to the
neighboring position above or below; this also avoids
the unpleasant slides that often occur in legato playing.
It is quite amusing, although also pathetic, to observe
many high school violists who are', unaware of the ad-
vantages of this technique, attempting to play passages
that are otherwise impossible.
Viola Vibrato
Viola vibrato is quite slow and wide on the lower
strings, and almost as last on the “A” string as violin
vibrato, but remains much wider than violin style;
violists use much personal freedom in their use of
the vibrato, but whatever the choice may be, it must
be controlled and used discreetly.
In connection with this important phase of playing
it is well to mention that the left hand should focus
its entire weight to the “playing-finger-point-of con-
tact” in order to keep the tone alive; holding a finger
down while another is playing will usually cause the
tone to be dead.
The development of the viola section of any or-
chestra, presupposes an abundance of chamber music
experience, for viola style is developed not in the or-
chestra, but through the media of the string quartet
‘and the various types of string ensembles.
Solo playing must not be neglected, for this field
is just coming into its own so far as the viola is con-
cerned. Interest in this important part of the stu-
dent’s training can be greatly motivated through the
use of recordings by such great artists of the instru-
ment as William Primrose.
It is through these channels that a true appreciation
for the instrument is realized rather than through
participation in large ensembles.
Once again we recommend that our students should
“learn to play before becoming members of the full
ensemble,” rather than the approach of “joining the
ensemble so that they might learn to play.” In the
case of the viola student such a path to success is most
essential.
Band Questions Answered
Music /or a Xylophone
I have continued difficulty in securing selections arranged in
solo form for piano and xylophone (or marimba) and would
like to know if music written for any other instrument could
be adapted for the xylophone or marimba F. M. M., Texas.
I would suggest that you look into the literature for
harp or violin. There is also much piano literature that
can be transcribed. Naturally all of such material will
require considerable editing before it will be adaptable
for your use. Are you certain that you have exhausted
the published works for marimba? I would suggest
that you write various publishers for their lists of
music for the marimba.
The Oboe Reed
What can be done for an oboe reed whose blades become
closed when they are moistened? I cannot produce the low tones
since it is very difficult to secure a good attack. Can you help
me? —E. J., Illinois.
In all probability your reed is either poorly con-
structed, worn out or too soft. Frequently the problem
of blades closing can be improved by winding a piece of
(Continued on Page 120)
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Ihe Mind That Carried Music to Millions
(Continued from Page 63)
°nI* M!'- Edison did not express whathe heard in that way. In describing it,he exclaimed, “Gee Whitakers! The gol-durned thing talked back at me!”
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model of the phonograph
cost eighteen dollars. If you have a lewthousand pencils you wish to devote to
the hm
Se
’ y
°»
Can sit down and estimate
billions of dollars of revenue derivedfrom phonographs, records, and motion
Pictures throughout the world, which
ave Resulted from the discovery of this
principle. Add to this the hours of iTfoimation, joy, and inspiration this hasbr3ht to multitudes, from pole to pole
patented ws
Patenf Offi, ^
States Government
Tnd cn„M nT 6 an exhaustive searcha ould find no previous record of sucha principle. His first patent covered
model
4*30 and cylinder type. His originale1 was a cylinder covered with tinfoil and turned with a hand crank. Tenyews later came a model with a wax
cylinder driven by a tiny electric motor
emnT’
pro
?
uced a disk form of record
and el
g a' dlam°nd instead of a needle,
her „
a Phonograph which, with sim-
ar machines of other manufacturers
is in world-wide use for office dictationknown as the “Ediphone.” The German-
orn inventor, Emile Berliner (1851-1929)
“!d in a method of duplfcat-’mg disk, or flat, records.
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l0ng associated withi o in musical matters, in an ar-ticle on Mr. Edison in The Etude forDecember 1945, estimated that there werewell over one hundred million records
alone. He also noted that practicallvevery piece that was recorded by m/Edison was passed upon by Mr EdisonPrnaTy - Ml'' Young has composed TheEdison March, which will appear in i fMusic Section of The Etude shortly,
nee, Mr. Edison expressed to us a
John
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philips
61 Lieutenant-C°mmander
P ilip Sousa, U.S.N.R., for whosemarches Mr. Edison had unrestricted en-thusiasm.
“I like Sousa,” he said “be-cause there is no one like him. Hismaiches put new spirit and new hopein the world. They are male marches
into men wh
C°Urage and stamina
first !P ha! ° v them’" This was theS Mr eh 6VeTlea,'d 0f “male ” music,
ideas
“ had Ws °wn “dividual
A meeting was arranged with MrSousa and Mr. Edison and we motoTedthe famous bandmaster to Mr. Edison’s
sev It w‘
V m the °ranges of New Jer-
HpLT u® somethin& of a historic ren-dezvous between America’s most famnne
ventor
S6
two
nd
f^eriCa
’
S m°St fa“ in -y tor— o the really distinctive per-
sonalities of their time. When thev met
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alities were abandoned. It was^’eUo Sousa!” and “Hello, Edisonr
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us to” acf
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' 14 WaS accessary tr
(transi t
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& kind of
“dolmetscher”lator) between them. Then MrEdison stated that he was especialf°nd of Wagner and that The Ride of theValkyries was one of the great thrfils
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of his life. On the other hand, he thought
that Mozart was a composer of no con-
sequence whatever, it so happened that
Mr. Sousa was a Mozart zealot and he
immediately took umbrage vociferously
at this statement, as he would if some-
one had attacked The Stars and Stripes
Eoreeer. His eyes flashed and he said,
Edison, I don’t see what right you have
to give an opinion on Mozart! Anyone
who decries Mozart’s music and who
doesn’t know anything about it, is crazyjust as I would be crazy to give my opin-
!LUp0n a dynam° or a transformer!”The two elderly gentlemen had it “hot
and heavy” for a time and we were
afiaid that the conference would endm disaster, but soon they had their arms
around each other and went on for an
unforgettable two hour conversation.
At this memorable meeting in 1923, thegreat inventor and the noted composer
discussed the sense of hearing in the
following words, which were recordedm our notes at that time.
“Yes, the love for music seems to beinborn assented Mr. Edison. “I cannot
understand the man who does not like
YoTk
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iS reP°rted that a famous Newr mfihonaire paid a noted violinist
tn me ?n lmer five hundred dollarso move to another part of the ship
andTd no
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Cier did n0t Uke music
^ a nearby Tabin!° Such” arF instance
prebend""
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”™31 10^^ 1 Cannot com '
Mt is a .good thing that the world isnot made of people with such musical
mandfT’” 1&Ughed Lieutenant-Com-nder Sousa. ‘If it were, I would soonhave to go out of business ”
“Wen,” reflected the great inventorthe human sense of hearing is a mostwonderful thing and differs immemelvm different individuals. I remember the
play
°
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H
St Wh0 was engaged toPt f r me. e was a man possessed
of so-called normal hearing. During the
notTVat
°ne compositi°n he struck aote that was very defective in harmomes. I called his attention to it buthe did not hear the defective qualityand it was not until I was able to provethe weakness of the note by means of
scientific apparatus that he would ad
“‘that he had not heard properlyMusicians hear so much music that thev
ttehuman ear mcIines toward lowertones, tones with longer vibrations. Inthe ear there is a clusipr nf n+fi
like bristles called thf“rod o r^
F$srrJ5££
string. It grates upon my ears
hke me.”
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heard
leCni0r 'of the famous story of MehuUhe Frenchcomposer who lived in Par s ,ln ^
early part of the last century He ir^an opera in which there were novE
of the opera the absence of the violins
got on his nerves and he left the opera
house, shouting, ‘Good Lord, I would
give ten thousand francs for an E
string!’”
"That is just what I mean,” nodded
Mr. Edison. “Ears are different. On the
whole, however, the very high vibrations
are less appealing than the lower ones.
The diaphragm of the ear is touched
by a little bone which is adjusted by
means of a little muscle, about a quar-
ter of an inch in length, which accom-
modates itself to the vibrations as they
are received. It is known as the ‘tensor
tympani.’ Very violent high vibrations
have an effect upon this organ, which
can give excruciating nervous pain. The
scraping of a knife upon a plate is one
instance of this. We had at one time an
apparatus here in the laboratory which
gave thirty-two thousand vm
thereabouts, a second Its
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scopic camera for taking motil kltl«e.
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It therefore may be said
say, proclaimed, that during the* We
tieth century no man has hart «
Wen’
part in the dissemination ofThomas A. Edison. We giveTm han
to the marvelous part which Berv^Marconi, and de Forest played in T5huge development, but the vJ
D hls
Thomas Edison stands atone.
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My Father and Music
(Continued from Page 64)
which father made in 1883 while he was
working on the incandescent lamp. This
discovery, afterwards known as the “Ed-ison Effect,” was the ability of an electric
current to travel one way across the
vacuum of a lamp from the hot filament
to a plate within the lamp, but con-
nected to an independent circuit. This
discovery, for which there was little
application at the time, later became thebasic discovery in the whole field of elec-tronics and not only changed wirelessinto radio but, by amplification of soundbrought about the electrical recording ofPhonograph records as well as the ampli.
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arti ln the spread of musirthroughout the world ,, ample proof ofa hers statement, Music, next to re-igion is the mind’s greatest solace and
w^t
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H
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lnSPl1 Ul0n " When askedhat e liked in music, father said “I
eke
Practically every ; .mg that everyone
ls really likes. I used to think my ab-
normal hearing might cause me to haved fferent standards of Judgment and dif-
^‘a«toS in regard to music than
ould be true of the average person. Asyou know, i am quite deaf, but, as you
may not know, I have a very sensitiveinner ear, and I can hear some sounds,
y conduction, that the average ear does
not register upon the brain. I am able
0 hear minute overtones which are so
small that they cannot be seen through
a microscope unless it is especially
equipped.
My brain is also very sensitive to dis-
cordant sounds and this caused me a
good deal of perplexity, when I started
n'y
,
mus *c research work. Excessive use
o dissonance by some composers struck
me as being very objectionable. I real-
zed, of course, that dissonance has its
uses in the development of a musical
heme and if properly employed tends to
enlaige the scope of musical expression,
but dissonance merely for the sake of
dissonance impressed me as a debased
form of composition, and I wondered how
anyone could like music of that char-
acter. My mistake was in supposing that
anyone really did like excessive dis-
sonance.
1 believe that my taste in music is
entirely normal. I do not pretend to like
a piece of music merely because it is
ashionable. It seems to me that our
preferences in music should logically be
ased upon its effect on us. Speaking in
a broad sense, music is either soothing,
stimulating or boresomc. There are, of
course, many shades of difference and
he effect of a given piece of music may
differ at different times, according to the
mood we happen to be in.”
The only instrument that father could
Play was the piano and his abilities here
'vere limited to a few pieces that he had
been able to pick out for himself. Now
and then he would sit down and com-
(Continued on Page 113)
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Help for the Nervous Performer
"I have a serious problem which I real-
ize must be solved before I can hope for
a musical career. My problem is nervous-
ness I have tried playing solos several
times for various groups, but I became so
nervous that my hand completely lost con-
trol of the bow. . • Have you any sug-
gestions for helping me overcome this? . . .
Even if you don’t find my question worth
publishing, I would appreciate it if you
would answer.”
—Miss H. M., New Jersey
Your question is certainly worth pub-
lishing. Nervousness in public perform-
ance is a vital concern of many violinists,
and an examination of what can cause
it may help others as well as yourself. I
answered a similar question in the De-
cember 1944 issue of this magazine; but
the subject being of immediate interest
to so many, it will not be out of place to
repeat much of what was said there.
To begin with, don’t worry about nerv-
ousness as such—anyone who walks onto
a platform in public is likely to be nerv-
ous. Before playing a recital, many a
famous artist is as nervous as a kitten.
In your case, you must find out why being
nervous causes you to lose control of the
bow.
This manifestation of nervousness may
spring from one or more of several
sources; a neuropathic condition which
the player cannot control and which has
nothing to do with his playing; nervous
debility caused by illness or overwork;
self-consciousness; or some fault of bow-
ing technique which causes the arm or
hand to stiffen when the player is nerv-
ous—for nervousness always attacks the
weakest point in the technical equipment.
If you know yourself to be in good health
you can disregard the first two condi-
tions; if you are not sure, you had better
consult a physician. But self-conscious-
ness or a faulty bow arm, often the
two in combination, are responsible for
ninety-nine out of a hundred shaky bows.
Lei us take self-consciousness first.
Even if you yourself are not bothered by
it, undoubtedly someone who reads these
columns has it to contend with, for it is
the commonest cause of nervousness. If
you become self-conscious when you play,
then your first step towards eradicating
it must be to find something more im-
portant than yourself to think about—in
this case, obviously, the music you are
going to play. You must learn to sub-
merge yourself utterly in the mood, the
message, and the' feeling of the music.
Let each phrase talk eloquently to you
and, through you, to the audience. The
spirit of the music must be kept living
and blossoming, so don’t let some little
technical slip distract you. The chances
are that not one person in a hundred will
notice it. But if you worry about it, if you
think back to it as you continue playing,
it will certainly be followed by a bigger
and more noticeable mistake.
Then you must train yourself to realize
that the audience comes to hear the mu-
sic, not you. Look upon yourself as merely
the instrument through which the music
is given forth to your listeners. Many
performers are too much concerned with
their appearance; clothes, in particular,
are a fruitful source ofiself-consciousness.
A good rule is: dress as carefully and as
becomingly as your means allow—and
then forget what you are wearing. The
audience does not come merely to look
at a pretty dress or a well-cut suit.
Self-consciousness is sometimes caused
by the player’s attaching too desperate an
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importance to each concert; he becomes
over-anxious to make a tremendous im-
pression at each appearance. This is why
we should take >every opportunity to play
in public, and, if necessary, make oppor-
tunities. Frequent appearances before
audiences almost inevitably cause this
form of self-consciousness to disappear,
for the realization soon comes that no one
concert is of world-shaking importance.
So much for the psychological aspect
of nervousness. There is, however, a tech-
nical aspect, and it deserves careful
thought. No matter how nervous one may
be, one’s technical equipment should hold
up under the strain. If it does not, then
the weaknesses must be sought out and
strengthened.
In your case, nervousness makes you
lose control of the bow; one cannot avoid
the conclusion that all is not well with
your bowing technique. There is probably
a stiffness or a lack of coordination some-
where that causes your hand or arm to
become tense when you are nervous. You
should start, then, by checking over the
fundamentals of your bowing, seeing to it
that you remain perfectly relaxed in each
exercise that you try. Begin with the
Wrist-and-Finger Motion, for an un-
coordinated hand is at the root of most
bowing troubles. As practice material,
take the second study of Kreutzer and
play it marcato at the frog, but without
using any arm motion; play it, thatMs,
entirely from the wrist, allowing the fin-
gers, particularly the third and fourth,
to bend and straighten so that the bow
may travel in a straight line. Lift the
bow slightly from the string after each
note, and take as long a stroke as you
can without using the arm. If you cannot
play the study through easily in this
manner, then concentrated practice on it
is indicated. Later, take some of the
Prominent Teacher
and Conductor
mixed bowings that are always given as
variants to this study and practice them
in the same way, being careful always to
let the bow leave the string after each
stroke.
Next you should try the Whole Bow
Martele. This bowing was described in
detail on this page last October, so a
repetition of what was said there is not
necessary. Though it may be as well to
emphasize again that the change from a
higher to a lower string is made by flex-
ing the fingers and rolling the forearm
slightly inwards, having already brought
the arm high enough to play comfortably
on the lower string.
If you have no trouble with the Wrist-
and-Finger Motion and can play the
Whole Bow Martele with a strong accent
and a rapid bow stroke, there is no real
lack of coordination in your bow arm,
and you should go on to the study of
long sustained tones—though it would do
you no harm at all to practice the W. B.
Martele a little every day, no matter how
well you can play it.
The sustained tones should be practiced
in two ways: (1) drawing the bow close
to the bridge and producing as much tone
as possible, allowing eight seconds to each
note; and (2) holding each note pianis-
ismo for as long as you can without let-
ting it tremble. Your goal should be to
hold a steady pianissimo tone for thirty
seconds. If your forte tones scratch a bit
at first, don’t imagine you are bowing too
close to the bridge—the cause of the
scratches, almost certainly, will be that
your touch on the bow is not yet suffi-
ciently sensitive.
This slow bow practice can be exhaust-
ing, and the mind is apt to wander after
a while, so don’t practice it too long at
any one time. Five minutes, four times
daily, is quite enough. But I am sure you
will gain a great deal from it. Provided
that there is nothing basically wrong with
a player’s bow’ing technique, no other ex-
ercise so quickly gives him confidence in
his bow arm. It has been aptly called
“The Study of the Masters,” and the
epithet is well deserved.
Tempi for Dancla Studies
“•
• • I am a great admirer of your edi-
tion of the De Beriot 30 Concert Studies
.
. . and am much impressed by the met-
ronomic markings you give. To my mind,
there are few things quite as . beneficial
for the building of technique as careful,
metronomic practice. . . . Having noticed
your references to the Brilliant Studies
of Dancla, I glanced through them . . .
and should like to study them soon. . . .
Music and Study
Do you have an edition of them? If not,
would you be so kind as to give me an
estimated tempo marking for the most im-
portant of these studies?
—Miss S. G., Illinois
I am very glad you like my edition of
the De Beriot Studies. They are wonder-
ful practice material for the develop-
ment of all branches of violin technique.
Further, they directly encourage the stu-
dent to play technical passagework in a
musically expressive style.
The same thing can be said for the
Dancla studies, though they are not so
difficult as the De Beriot. They should
follow the Rode Caprices; the De Beriot
book should be studied with or imme-
diately after the Dont Caprices, Op. 35.
I have not yet edited the Dancla, but
here are tempo markings for those studies
where there might be some doubt about
the tempo. Except where otherwise indi-
cated, all metronome figures refer to the
quarter-note beat:
• No. 1, 104; No. 2, 60; No. 3, 88; No. 4,
116; No. 5, 66; No. 6, 72; No. 7, 92—96 to
the eighth; No. 10, 69; No. 11, 72; No. 12,
112; No. 14, 138; No. 15, 138—144; No. 16,
60 to the dotted quarter; No. 20, 84.
You should always remember, however,
that these tempi represent the goal to be
aimed at for a finished performance.
While they are being learned, the studies
should be taken very much slower, the
tempi being increased gradually as tech-
nical control is gained.
Quasi Vibrato; Outline of Study
“.
. . (1) How might I go about correct-
ing the sort of quasi-vibrato produced by
alternately pressing down and relaxing
the fingers on the string which you re-
ferred to as producing a “bleat” rather
than a eibrafo in your article on the vi-
brato some time ago? (2) In following your
recommended teaching material, I under-
stand the following works should be taken
up more or less simultaneously: Kayser I,
Laoureux II, Wohlfahrt II, Berkley “12
Bowing Studies," Kayser II, and so forth.
I am a little hazy as to how to bring them
in without overtaxing the pupil’s capacity.
. . . Can you advise me?”
—F. F. C., Ohio
(1) There is no specific exercise that I
know of which will cure that obnoxiou^
“bleat”; the only way to get rid of it is
to make the pupil so clearly aware of
what he is doing that he will dislike the
results. Impress on him the necessity for
keeping the finger grip firm and constant,
and demonstrate frequently to him the
difference between the true vibrato and
the false. It would not be amiss for you
to exaggerate the “bleat” a little when
you are demonstrating its evil effect! Be
on guard, however, against rigid fingers.
Many students, trying to maintain a firm
pressure, allow their fingers to become
tense, which, of course, fights against the
vibrato. There must be a certain amount
of relaxation in the finger joints, so that
the fingers may “give” a little with each
swing of the hand. The best practice ma-
terial is slow scales.
(2) I think you must have misunder-
stood something I -wrote about the order
in which the various books of studies
should be introduced. Not that I blame
you—the printed word, with its lack of
vocal inflection, is a notoriously treacher-
ous means of communication! But I cer-
tainly never intended to give the im-
pression that these books should be
studied simultaneously. My thought was
(Continued on Page 110)
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About Key Signatures
Q. 1. In writing a composition in the key
of E-flat minor, what rule determines
whether the signature should be G-flat or
F-sharp?
2. Are there any well-known classical
compositions written in the key of A-flat
minor?—D. L. A.
A. 1. In writing in flat keys, one uses
flats in the signature, and in writing in
sharp keys, one uses sharps. Therefore,
in writing in the key of E-flat minor, one
must use the signature of six flats, which
is also the signature of the relative ma-
jor, G-flat. If you use six sharps, your
composition will be in the key of D-sharp
minor, which is relative to F-sharp ma-
jor. G-flat and F-sharp major are en-
harmonic keys, as are also E-flat minor
and D-sharp minor. This means that they
involve different notation, but sound the
same (on keyboard instruments at least).
2. The only complete composition I can
think of in this key is a Fugue in A-flat
Minor for organ, by Brahms. However,
the third movement of the Beethoven
“Piano Sonata, Op. 26” is in that key, as
is also the third variation of the first
movement of this same sonata. Waltz
No. 7 from handler, Op. 171 by Schubert
is also in A-flat minor, though the entire
opus is not. Many other compositions
contain passages in that key, even though
their signatures may not be seven flats.
For example, the beginning of the Im-
promptu, Op. 90, No. 4, by Schubert, is
in A-flat minor, in spite of the fact that
the signature of the piece is four flats.
So also is the entire passage marked
Adagio, ma non troppo (measures twelve
to sixteen) of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata,
Op. lio, even though the signature is
only six flats instead of the expected
seven.
Can One Earn a Living by
Composing?
Q. 1. I am a sophomore in high school,
and I have studied piano for six years and
harmony for one. I intend to make com-
posing my profession. However, I have
heard that composers are treated very
shabbily, and that few of them can make a
living without turning to teaching or per-
forming. Is this true, and what shall I do?
Teaching does not appeal to me, and I do
not think that my piano playing is of ahigh enough standard for me to use it
professionally.
2. I would like to know why Tchaikov-
sky orchestrated the opening of the last
movement of his Sixth Symphony so
strangely. The melody notes alternate be-tween the first and second violins. What
special effect is gained by this that wouldbe lost if the firsts took the melody and
the seconds the harmony?
—J. H.
A. 1. It is true that most composers of
serious music are not able to make a liv-
ing by composing, and I advise you to
prepare yourself for some other phase of
music also. Teaching is probably the most
available type of work, and when you get
at it you will probably find it interesting
and stimulating. There are, of course afew fellowships available for composers
and after you have made a start you may
be lucky enough to get one of them.
Meanwhile I advise you to continue
with your study of piano and harmony
beginning very soon to fry your hand at
wilting some short piano pieces or songsAnd after you complete your high school
course you must go to some college or
school of music where you will be able
not only to study music intensively but
to specialize in composition. While doing
a this, you will also be able to prepare
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yourself for teaching, so that you may be
able after graduation to make a living
while at the same time you continue to
compose. Perhaps after some years of this
you may succeed in getting some sort of
a grant or fellowship; or maybe by that
time conditions for composers may have
improved so much that you will be able
to spend your time entirely at what seems
to you now to be your greatest love.
Whatever happens, keep on writing mu-
sic, and don’t be in too much of a hurry
to have it published. It is creative work
itself which is important, rather than
the recognition or even the publication
of one’s work.
2. Probably no one can give a categori-
cal answer to this question. It seems ob-
vious that by means of this scoring
Tchaikovsky avoids the absolute legato
that would likely result if the melody
were given entirely to the first violins,
and obtains a slightly hesitating, de-
tached effect which adds to the tragic
mood of this movement. Rosa Newmarch
and Edwin Evans, in their book “Tchai-
kovsky,” also comment that by means of his~in7ormaton tha
this crossing of the string parts "the in- to be absolutely sure T uiu “f you wandividuality of each is disguised and the you write to CoW,h ™uW tha:
whole chord-mass made mysteriously to producers of SSn* PlCtures * Inc ” th <rise and
-fall like the utterance of a suPpiy you vA tT0 Vand thcm *smgle voice.” 1^0™“ ’"formation. All ol
2. What is or are the most difficult com-
positions by Chopin?
3. How is a composition graded, that is,
how do you tell if a composition is Grade
5, 6, 9, or 10?—R. D.
A. 1. a. Yes. Chopin studied harmony,
counterpoint, and composition with Eis-
ner while he was a student at the War-
saw Conservatory from 1824 to 1827, and
continued his relations with him during
the rest of his life. Although Chopin had
great respect and even reverence for this
teacher, who did, indeed, have much in-
fluence upon him, the role of Eisner in
Chopin's life was greatly exaggerated and
romanticized in the movie. (A Song to
Remember.)
b. Because of his intimate friendship
with George Sand (1837-47)
, Chopin was
inevitably influenced by this unusual
woman. I would hesitate to say, however,
that she was actually responsible for his
writing so many of his compositions dur-ing that decade. His urge to compose was
so unquenchable that he would certainlyhave created music even if he had neverknown Madame Sand. But it is doubtless
true that the character and mood
7 7 of music may have been coloredby his relations with her
posufo
C
n
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t
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Ch0Pin dedicated com-itio to George Sand, Since it hasbeen quite some time since I saw this
movie, I have forgotten which piece hewas playing when he said thatAe hadcomposes that melody for her. But anend of mine who saw the movie re-cently tells me that it was the Etude in
f
ma}or
’ OP- «>. NO. 3. Since thisJ™
^
a gooti masician, I feel confident t
About Chopin, Eisner, and:
George Sand
,
Q. 1. Will you please answer the follow-mg quesfions which have arisen fn my
mind after seeing the movie “A Sone toRemember": s
teachCT
3
/
Pr°f ' E'Sner 3CtUally Ch°Pin ’s
f^rYaS - <?e0rB.e . Sand rea]Iy responsiblefor Chopin s writing so many of his com-
positions?
catedm
iC
her?
aS COmposition he *di-
d. Did Stephen Bekassy, as Liszt, reallyplay the piano? y
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Franz Liszt and since fi!'
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before Chopin knew ^T Were Written
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Cated any <*
this movie was produced
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ment, and must A r , aS entertain-
nothing else for innTf
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read some of the folio •
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‘‘ChopinAhe
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2. Taken as a group, the Etude,
most difficult. Chopin intended *7^
cover all the technical problems 7
*
playing, and indeed they do 1 Pla60
3. It is very difficult, and there ismdisagreement even among
excell i
th
sicians. This is enhanced by the , m,J"
some musicians use seven ‘‘eraH „ thi>t
others use ten. At best, grading7 While
rough estimate the m*S, ’ •
culty of a composition, and often
d
that is mechanically easy mav 7 plece
beyond the expressional powers Jmteimmature student. r of a&
lust What is a Professor?
and I have been' debating
'concern'”'
1''*'1
’
connection between music teacher,"18
gogues, music doctors, and nrnW peda"
penally professors. Is a ^rCwM"
a Bachelor of M
-ic decree iiisfifi ds
ing called profess,.. 1 bcTcve you7‘
n be‘
to this question will prove tataSSTmany teachers and tudcnls to
£!•«£TtT.iSZ.’iSrb*
!i,
” ls E-1« malor or°c
soprano, tenor, and nit* notes?—T.^j*
tte
A. 1. Strictly speaking, the title
“Pro-
fessor” can be used correctly only in the
case of a teacher in a college or uni-
versity after the title has been conferred
upon him (or her. by the board of
trustees or some other educational au-
thority responsible fur running the affairs
of that particular college. But the title
is loosely applied to anyone who ‘‘pro-
fesses ’ to be a spe alist in any one of a
wide variety of activities-including even
dancing and boxing. Such a loose use of
the term is often meant humorously,
sometimes derisive’:
. The superintendent
of schools or the principal of the high
school is often dubbed “Professor” also,
and of course music teachers
—
especially
male ones—are often addressed as “Pro-
fessor." But all such usages are at best
only colloquialisms, and the music teach-
er who advertises himself as “a pro-
fessor" is likely to be regarded as a
charlatan. In other words, educated peo-
ple are apt to confine their use of the
title to a college or university teacher
(man or woman) who actually holds a
professorship in an institution of higher
learning.
As to the other terms, anyone who
teaches is properly railed a teacher or a
pedagogue, although the word “peda-
gogue" is often applied scornfully to a
teacher who is too pedantic in his teach-
ing. A professor in a college is therefore
also a teacher, and the word “pedagogue”
may properly be applied to him (or her).
The degree Doctor of Music has nothing
to do with any of this. It is a degree con-
ferred by a college or university, some-
times after the candidate has completed
a certain amount and kind of study, but
often in the attempt to “honor” some mu-
sician of outstanding ability or achieve-
ment.
2. This question was fully answered in
the April, 1946, i^ue of The Etude, so
instead of repeating the answer I will
refer you to my department in that issue
and ask you to look it up for yourself.
3. The words “soprano.” “tenor,” and
“alto” are vocal terms and are not prop-
erly applied to the piano keyboard at all.
Look in any good English dictionary for
the description and compass of each o
these voices.
• * *
.
"Patience is a necessary ingredient
o
genius.”—Disraeli.
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How Management Builds Artists
A Conference with
retieriel Cd. dddicing,
Vice President, Columbia Conceits Corporation
Co-Director, Metropolitan Musical Bureau
Jr-
SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY GUWVAR ASKLUND
To serious music students who ospire to become public performers, the most important
question is
_
how to
mold their trained abilities into a professional career. The Etude has sought an
answer fo that question from
Frederick C. Schang, Jr., one of the country’s most experienced and expert musical
managers. Mr. ichang
hos had a personal hand in shaping the careers of artists like Anna Case Rosa
Ponse e.
-
GraCe 7°°™’
Lily Pons, Paul Robeson, Dorothy Kirsten, Nan Merriman, and dozens of others. In the
following conference,
Mr. Schang tells of the qualities a "big time" manager seeks in adding young artists to
hit.list, and of
the managerial policies that help develop beginners into big time artists.
editor noi •
IRST of all, let’s have a few definitions. The
“T2 term ‘manager’ covers two types of relation-
l"
1
. j tl) an agent who works for a percentage
*’. earnings, and (2) an employer who may
0f 77an artist at a fixed fee and resell him at a
fit in my remarks here I am speaking of agents.
Side of marriage, I know of no closer relationship
V n that of principal and agent. Their interests are
7, and m practice identical. Unless the agent is&
hie to get engagements for the
artist they both
a
“ and vice versa. It, therefore, behooves concert
managers to limit their agency only to
artists who
rn money Furthermore, the effectiveness
in seUing
spoends on ‘supplying the customers
with artists who
vive satisfaction. It is for
these reasons that concert
managers must exercise the sharpest discrimination
in adding young artists to their
list. Once they have
made a contract with a performer, it is a reflection
on the manager as weU as the artist, if the
choice has
“You can see why it is so difficult for an inexperi-
enced young aspirant to secure one of the big
concert
agencies as a manager.
"Columbia Concerts, it is true, does maintain an
auditions committee of skilled personnel, and this
committee does at stated intervals hear recommended
beginners and other applicants. But, in my twenty-
eight years of experience I may say that less than
one-tenth of one percent of our artists have been
accepted for management on the strength of such an
audition.
"How then, do we ever decide to take on a young
artist? I will liken concert management to the big
baseball leagues. Just as the manager of a league team
has scouts to watch promising players on the sand-lot
and on the high school diamonds, so the big concert
agencies are continuously watching, investigating, and
getting tips abcut young artists, and their ability to
respond to the test of public impact. In appraising a
young applicant we would consider more important
than natural talent, the aspirant’s power of projecting
his talent to the public. It is not what his teacher
thinks or what his mother thinks, but what the public
will pay for!
An Artistic Personality Required
“The young artist must convince us that along with
his natural taient, he has the magnetism, the appear-
ance, the stamina, the power of concentration, and the
musicianship, which combine to produce an artistic
personality.
“Thus, unsympathetic as it may sound, we pay less
attention to a conservatory graduate’s letter describing
his abilities than to our own observations of a be-
ginner who goes on from church choirs and minor
appearances to big engagements in neighboring towns,
on the radio, with small orchestras, in federation con-
tests, and the like. Not that they may be ready for us
even then, but they have made a kind of start which
looks promising.
“I would rather take a chance on a girl in a chorus
of a big radio network show than on the star grad-
uate of a music school, for such a candidate will have
acquired a repertoire and musicianship in daily prac-
tice, and is at the same time, obliged to demonstrate
ability as a public performer in order to keep her job.
She understands that nobody is going to pay her to
learn what she should already know.
“From time to time then, we do come across a young
artist who has made the right start and shows the
qualifications for progress. Such an artist will be
booked by us for a concert tour in the smaller cities
of our national network of organized audiences, called
Community Concerts Association. There are some 400
cities associated in this organization—about half of
them under 10,000 population. A tour of these cities
is the greatest seasoner for a concert recitalist that
I know. Here the youngster will have a chance to
perfect himself in program building, stage deport-
ment, posture and audience rapport. And, let us not
forget that these young artists are shooting high, for
the recital (chiefly perhaps, the song recital) is in
my opinion the most difficult single act in show busi-
ness. It requires the artist to hold the audiences’ in-
terest for a whole evening.
“I should say that after a young artist has success-
fully completed two tours of the Community circuit,
he has at last proved his value and is ready for any
TEBRUARY, 1947
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kind of engagement that develops.
“There are two kinds of worth-while engagements—
those that pay money, and those that further a career’s
prestige through some unusual opportunity of either
musical or publicity value. My policy toward the first
kind of engagement is to maintain price, and toward
the second to be lenient. For example, if a small club
in a small town were to ask me just because it is.
small, to sell a five hundred dollar artist for two hun-
dred and fifty dollars, I would find a polite excuse—
but if a great symphonic organization were putting
on the ‘Ninth Symphony’ under a world-famed con-
ductor, and asked for a slight reduction of fee because
of budget limitations, I should agree at once. The
musical value of such an engagement would be more
than worth the reduction. A good example of a pub-
licity-value engagement is the concert Eugene List
"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE
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gave at the Potsdam Conference, with President Tru-
man turning his notes. No money could pay for such
a news coverage.
The Part of the Manager
“A young artist whom a big agency takes on at all,
is given a contract for at least three years. It takes
that time to build him. One year is needed for study-
ing the artist, to understand and guide him. The artist
handles himself musically, of course. But in three great
questions, the manager must take the initiative. He
must guide the young artist as to his program, its
choice and arrangements; he must advise as to public
appearance (gowns, hair-do, make-up, whether or not
footlights are to be used, stage mannerisms, and so
forth) ; and he must direct publicity—not only printed
publicity, but the value of the engagements to be
accepted.
“It is the manager, too, who must decide when the
young artist is ready to brave the criticism of New
York! I am often asked whether a New York recital
is essential to a developing career. I doubt it. New
York appearances, however, are most essential. The
best way, of course, is for the youngster to earn his
New York debut through an engagement with an
established organization. Rosa Ponselle and Grace
Moore entered New York by way of the Metropolitan
Opera. Other especially gifted beginners have con-
quered New York by way of the Philharmonic. But
not every one can do this! The next best thing, then,
is a series of metropolitan appearances, none of which
need be a recital, but all of which are advertised in
the newspapers. Thus, a young singer, who, all in the
course of a few months, appears in New York with a
glee club, the Oratorio Society,, at the YMHA series,
at the Hunter College series and in Brooklyn, and in
Newark (New Jersey), can consider real progress
achieved—regardless of a recital, regardless, even, of
the critics. The public will know about him and have
confidence in him.
What Determines the Fees
“The manager’s hesitancy about New York recitals
arises from two causes. First, it is invariably a losing
proposition; depending upqn the hall he hires, the
beginner can put himself out of pocket from six
hundred to twelve hundred dollars. In second place,
the only value of a New York recital is the notice it
may yield. And, for debut recitals, the first critics are
more often absent than not. And, the second critics
may often be—shall we say, non-committal? A series
of advertised appearances is better than a recital!
“In determining the fee of (Continued on Page 106)
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Music and Study The conductor should be able to conduct
Conducting Is an Art
or any style of music. A great conductor Suh°o11.=.. . win be Soversatile that his style will change with e
1
that he conducts. A conductor of lesser statu^ Wor!j
a specialist in one or two styles of music
6 be
he will try to adapt this style to all compositi^ then
Versatility in Style
^ 2)'edire
Musical Director and Conductor of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
The great conductor will play a classic svm v,
with a classic Une, clean orchestration and p
Phony
delicacy. In romantic works he will forget
C
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straint. and become poetical. In the modern, ^ re
'
hanrilp tbp intimate* barm/vnin 15 » ued e he imate harmonic schemes emni Wil1
the composers of these works wife, -i,n. . .P‘oyed bys, with skill
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understanding. and complete
PREPARED WITH THE COLLABORATION OF ANNABEL COMFORT
THERE IS an old saying that to become a firstrate orchestral conductor, “you must find thestick in the cradle.” There is a great deal of
tiuth m this saying, for conducting is a work that
does require a lifetime of study.
I would advise the young student who wants to make
conducting his life work, to listen, to think, and to
study constantly and never leave it alone. There is no
more complicated art than conducting, and yet I am
sure that it looks like the simplest thing in the world.A vast knowledge is required in many fields; but all
of it will mean very little if the aspirant is not born
with that divine spark, that inner talent for conduct-
ing. The conductor must be so in possession of his art
and his technique, that he will be able to cope with
any unforseen circumstance that may arise. A deep
understanding of psychology is required in conducting
and this is not up to the orchestra; but rather, to theman who is guiding it. He must have inspiration; he
must be commanded by his own conception of the
work he is performing, and be able to multiply the
possibiliies of his players.
Conducting, unlike composing or the playing of aninstrument, demands not merely a native talent for
musical expression; but a broad musical education,an intellectual background, maturity, experience andintegration of personality. This art can be mastered
ei intensive study, and I am presuming that theyoung conductor has all of the talent in the world.
in performance, and he must translate the sounds he
hears from the notes upon the printed page. This re-
quires a comprehensive musical background, that em-
braces every phase of musical theory. He must know
something of the potentialities, and capabilities of
every instrument in the orchestra. He must have an
insight into their technique so that in working out
the effects that he wants, he may know what every
instrument can and cannot do, and then he will be
able to explain his intentions lucidly to his men. He
must have a knowledge
In my opinion, the conductor must havo a ,
conception of the interpretation of each iZ „ ,clear
and be able to see the work as a wholeTe^hon,?tain such discipline, and technical efficient 7.
men that only a unified symphonic performance"
1
^
result. His personality should be vibrant and w! .
Wd
should be so forceful that with no effortW ™' 11mand respect. u he Wl]l com-
Conducting Methods
Conducting methods vary with the temperament of
theJ
3°nducb°r
-.
There aI-e conductors so autocratic that
mnrJf
eat thT men llke machines. This may lead to
nioue T.Ath
aniCal efficiency in the orchestra’s tech-mqu but there are other efficacious methods. Topoint to a conducting giant of the past, Artur Nikisch
HiTfei
a
,
dopt®d a dem°cratic method before his men.
ha 7
' t
‘°,
mh ‘p Wlth hls orchestra was on a human
SmrT lf one° f^ individuality of his players intoaccount. I of his players had a solo to performhe was given free play, and he could perform thepassage as he wished.
fr?
n<7^ conductor will demand the utmost tenseness
romnWei
"1611
1 !!
e °thers advise their men to remain
c mpletely relaxed, and flexible while playing Someconductors believe in completing all of their work atthe rehearsal, even to the minutest detail, and at theperformance they merely beat time, and give essential
at
e
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t
rehe°
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i
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^
t0UCh °nly °n imP°rtant phasese hearsal, and complete the carving of theinterpretation at the concert itself.
lis-eu?
1 though bhe methods that conductors may uti-
emSraments
6 tachnique may vary with different
n Z *th techmque aIways remains the same.oi certain qualifications, certain proficiencyand background, certain aptitude/and talent tralnffig'
SPSS f
dacatlon
;
Every outstanding conductor must pos-sess these qualifications.
P^r!tl
at
T?!
ndU°^ musfc first of a11 be a great in.
of the various instru-
ments, so that he can
develop sonorities, at-
tain solid balances, and
be able to use tonal
colors with a sure
hand. This does not
mean that the con-
ductor must play ev-
ery instrument in the
orchestra. To my
knowledge, there is not
a conductor who can
do this; but he must
have an intimate ac-
quaintance with the
technique of the vari-
ous instruments of the
orchestra.
The Conductor's Tempo
When the conductor fails to feel the correct tern™everything else goes wrong. He must feel and desW?'the correct tempo and rhythm to his orchestra ainstinctive feeling for this is pan 0f his tthn ^
equipment. Some of our greatest leaders have sSh "afeeling for exact tempo, and rhythm that it is justmuch a natural part of their make-up as hearing and
eyesight, and they do
The Score
Now comes the con-
ductor’s knowledge of
the musical score. He
should be so intimate
with the score which
he is conducting, that
the slightest marking
on that score becomes
a part of him. The
conductor who is not
fully acquainted with
each work he plans to
perform, will pass over
subtle places in the
pT‘nK ,h** »hearse a Svmnhl“.“™tlon’ In order to re-
desire defauw
symphony the conductor must b
0 ‘
his eyes off the score, and at a nerto^f
t
,
ab e to take
so sure of what he ii * ShoUld be
upon his ££%£
The Importance of a Keen EarX consider a keen ear far •
ability to conduct a score from
™portant tha« the
ductor’s ear must, hp mem°ry. The con-
not think that this is
an elementary part of
conducting. In modern
scores where the tempo
and rhythm change
incessantly, conducting
is no light task. To a
conductor who is born
with rhythm in his
soul, four-four time
will always be just that
to him, and each time
that he conducts this
rhythm, each note will
receive its same correct
value. A conductor
must maintain a rigid
rhythmic balance, anti
he must impart it to
his orchestra. Only
then will his group
play with clarity, ac-
curacy, and assurance.
Only the poorly
trained conductor wil!
disregard the desig-
nated rhythmical
markings in the score,
and slur notes, and
give them uneven time
values. He should not
be guilty of fating lib-
erties with the com-
positions of the mas-
SDarino- nr , ters, and he should be
to ns k
b
f
mpo ruhato. Few conductors know how
devtoe
bat° discrimina tely, but rather abuse the
st be sensitive to
colors, and he should hear every partof^ ’
and tone
clearly. He must achieve a proper Lf* orchestradifferent sections. His ear must LS I 6 °m the
slightest blur at his reh«^T him detect £ SrtormaF^
Baton Technique
he oodductor should remember that when
Some of
baton eIab°rate gestures are unnecessary,
their usp nr
greatest conductors are very sparing with
outline tom"""
1 movements
- The baton should not only
heighten ^
rhythm
’
but lt «*ould be used to
electric h .
ects
’ phrasine. nuance, and balance. An
P>ay, while the
*troka can lnsPire men while they
Performanpp „’
oppasite wlll produce only a lethargic
can obtain a beau-his eyes, and sTe wiffiTr^rh" * 8 TZ Ti** ™*S£L legato — * —
ist hear it clearly with
the sllghtest change in dynamic
°f Phras' Others wh? I ?u
0 WUh just a sweep of the hand
reciselv how it, shnnw .,la e . y. make the correction, and nut +u~ .... ^ imme- from gatber an immense quantity of tone
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***'" i gj] » f niunen c Q ity
on gains this imaf-Tf
by Using a Powerful beat. One
immensely vnH^
S
.
tandlng onIy through a wide ana
aried .
B l
y 3 ed experience. (Continued, on Page 110)
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VALSE EOMANTIQUE
Miss Fen5tock,'whose American Rhapsody in larger form for orchestra has been received with emphatic favor, first attracted national attention with
the theme song she wrote for the Aquacade Show presented by Billy Rose at the Cleveland Great Lakes ’Exposition. She is now devoting her talents to
more serious music. Her recent short piano piece, Value Romanf ique> reveals an intuitive originality which is both captivating and refreshing.
Cmde 3-4.
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LULLABY OP THE REDWOODS
PAUL CARSON
Copyright 1945 by Theodore Presser Co. British Copyright secured
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DANCING DEBUTANTE
A graceful novelty piece which should not be spoiled by hurry. Watch tonal shading very carefully and play the melody in the bass clef in the
"ond part as though it were a cello solo. Grade 4.
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WHEN I KNEEL DOWN TO PRAY^ ^ ^
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the little lead soldier
Allegro moderato M. M.J = 160
SECONDO ELLA KETTERER
Copyright 1940 by Theodore Presser Co.
From No. 39 in Mozart’s workbook,; composed when he was
eight years old.
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PRIMO ELLA KETTERER
DUET W. A. MOZART
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WAKE UP
ADA RICHTER
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PIANO TEACHERS'
SPEED DRILLS <S»
for Teaching Beginners
Sight Reading
Complete Set of 32 Cards, Keyboard Finder and
Book of Instructions — Only 50/
SIGHT-PLAYING easily and quickly learned by tiny tots,
or beginners of any age, with these Speed Drill Cards.
Makes teaching easier and quicker for class or individual
instruction.
EASY TO USE—Speed Drills consist of 32 cards with
complete and easy-to-follow instructions for their use. On
each card is a picture of the note on the staff which cor-
responds with the key on the piano keyboard. Thus,
the student learns through his eyes, rather than the written
or spoken word, the location and position of each note.
AN ADVANCED STEP—Speed Drills are an advanced
step in aiding the student to quickly identify the note on
the (Staff with the key on the piano. These handy cards
stress visual accuracy, recognition of the keyboard posi-
tions, producing rapid visual, mental and muscular
coordination.
THE LARGE NOTES make vivid mental pictures. This
feature is important, but best of all ... children like Speed
Drills. They should be used at the first lesson, and the
pupil should have a set for daily home practice.
SIGHT-PLAYING is becoming more and more of a re-
quirement of pianists, and students at the very start, should
be trained to attain it. Speed Drills will lay the foundation
for proficient sight playing.
GET YOURS TODAY— Speed Drills m&y be obtained
from your local music dealer, or send direct to us, the pub-
lishers. Complete set of 32 cards with instructions, only 50c.
JENKINS MUSIC COMPANY, Kansas City 6, Mo.
Drill No. 1
For stressing visual
accuracy
Drill No. 2
For instant recognition
of keyboard positions.
Drill No. 3
For stressing rapidity
playing the keys
Drill No. 4
For stressing rapid vis-
ual, mental and muscu-
lar coordination
CLASSIFIED ADS
ABE YOU A TEACHER? We have just
compiled a list of 250 most successful
graded piano teaching pieces by Thomp-
son, Williams, Diller, others. Valuable
Teaching Guide. Cost 25 cents. Refund-
able with purchases. BROOKLYN MUSIC
HOUSE, 773 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn
16, N. Y. Serving Teachers Everywhere.
WANTED: VIRGIL CLAVIER PRACTICE
INSTRUMENTS. Edward Clark, 821 N. W.
19th, Oklahoma City:
WANTED: double-violin-case, solovox,
old violin or cello. Any condition provided
price is low. No dealers. Claude Wood,
Johnstown, N. Y.
Role or Note Approach
for the piano beginner
GENEVIEVE LAKE
A Musical Tale
by
SERGE PROKOFIEFF
Simplified and
Adapted by
CHESTER WALLIS
Price 75c
116-Boylston Street
A Selected List of
VocJSoL
FOR EASTER
COMPANY
Bo si on 16, Moss.
YOUR UNWANTED MUSIC exchanged
piece for piece, 5<; each; quality matched,
Burpee’s Specialty Shoppe, Delton, Mich.
LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HOME.
Course by Dr. Wm. Braid White. Write Karl
Bartenbach, 1001 Wells St., Lafayette, Ind.
DON’T BE EMBARRASSED BY PIANO
PRACTICING. Use Mayo’s Muting device
which enables you alone to hear your prac-
ticing. Easily attached without harming
mechanism. State make'of piano and send
$5.00 for Silencer and full instructions.
Guaranteed. Richard Mayo, Piano Tech-
nician, 1120 Latone St., Philadelphia 47, Pa.
PIANIST! Play popular hits, standards,
with breaks composed by Phil Saltman,
leading Boston teacher and radio pianist.
Up-to-date, new ideas monthly. Sample
Bulletin— 25 cents. KENMORE MUSIC
COMPANY, 581 Boylston St., Boston 16,
Mass.
WANTED: 15 or more copies of “An
Anthem Book for Use In Liberal Churches.”
New or used. Schirmer Pub. Write May
Tolland, 116-27 198 St., St. Albans, L. I., N. Y.
10.000 RECORDS — 600 Goodman, 600
Crosby, Greatest classic singers. Every-
thing 1900/42. Josephine Mayer, Santa
Barbara, Calif!
HARMONY, Composition, Orchestration,
Musical Theory. Private or Correspondence
Instruction. Manuscripts revised and cor-
rected. Music arranged. Frank S. Butler,
32-46 107th St., Corona, N. Y.
PLACID J. POLSINELLI VIOLINS For
Artists. Gloriously Voiced. $800 & up. 922
Sherrick Rd., S. E., Canton 4, Ohio.
LARGE LYON & HEALY HARP for
quick sale. Recently restrung. $40 set of
other strings never used $325. Write Mary
Lester, Appalachia, Virginia.
PIANO TEACHERS: Increase earnings
$1000.00 annually. Teach popular music.
Send $1.00 for essential Carol Chord Scale
Charts and free first lesson. Strictly
Teacher’s Course. Carol, Box 21 E, Lefferts,
Brooklyn 25, N. Y.
MIGHTY ORGAN RECORDING of your
song or anthem, $6.00. Send composition
for free sample recording. Hanert Service,
11030-K Hermosa, Chicago 43.
PROMOTE YOUR MUSIC, Extra, Profes-
sional Copies, Musicopy Service, Box 181,
Cincinnati 1, Ohio.
VIOLIN OFFERINGS: Gabriel David
Buehstetter (1769) $5G2.00, ($750.00 value)
Heinrich Thomas Herbelein (1886) $296.00,
($395.00 value) (Certificates by Ballard)
Patmor (Tonepost) Fiddlery, %ion, 111.
Alleluia! C. G. Spross
High Voice—Low Voice
Christ Hath Arisen. G. N. Rockwell
High Voice—Violin Obb.
Christ, the Lord,
Is Risen O. Delafield
Medium Voice
Christ's Victory
. . W. H. Neidlingei
High Voice—Med. Voice
Low Voice
Come, See the Place
• Where Jesus Lay. Paul Ambrose
Medium Voice
Easter Dawn C. P. Scoff
Medium Voice
Easter Mom.. A. P. Risher
High Vdice—Low Voice
Easter Triumph H. fl. Shelley
High Voice—Med. Voice-
Low Voice
Low Voice—High Voice—
"
Med. Voice
Hail, Glorious Mom A. Ge
High Voice—Violin Obb.
Low Voice—Violin Obb.
He Is 5^” Paul 2lmh
Medium Voice
.50
.50
.40
.60
.40
.40
.50
.70
.70
.70
.60
Hosanna lules Granier .50
High Voice
In the Dawn of Early
Morning F. 1! Shockley .70
High Voice—Violin Gob.
Low Voice—Violin Obb.
Lift Your Glad Voices . C. P. Hawley -60
High Voice
—
Low Voice
Light of Hope. The A. Geibel .60
High Voice Low Voice
Lord Is Risen, The. A. W. Lansing *70
High Voice—Violin Obb.
Low Voice— Violin Obb.
Resurrection Song fl. M. Stults .60
High Voice
Risen Lord. The A. Geibel .50
High Voice Low Voice
Songs of Joy Wm. Hodson .66
High Voice Low Voice
Voice Triumphant. The.fl. M. Stulls *60
High Voice Low Voice
Send for Free Complete List oI Solos ond
Duets for Easter Services
THEODORE PRESSER CO
Everything in Music Publication.
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, P«-
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Controlling Tempo
and Dynamics
(iContinued from Page 73)
type of allegro the first movement of
Beethoven’s “Eroica” Symphony.
Long before a person shows any feeling
for music by a sensitive discrimination
with regard to harmony and rhythm,
long before he is capable of superior
treatment of a score by technical skill,
one can determine whether or not he is
unusually musical. The test is not
whether he can carry a tune; the test is
how he carries a tune. Many can sing
a tune, but only one with a musical ear
and feeling can do it correctly, as far
as the musical phrasing goes. All this,
of course, has nothing to do with the
quality of the voice. Even humming can
be correct or incorrect.
It is this correct singing of a group
of notes that will guide the student to
correct phrasing. As he sings or hums, he
should listen to his voice going from one
interval to the next; his ear and his
musical intuition will recognize where he
should stop for a breath or for a turn in
the phrase, where the phrase ascends, its
peak, and its descent; this, long before
he knows anything about harmony.
Concerning the dynamics of a piece,
one should keep in mind that the evenly
sustained soft tone and the evenly sus-
tained powerful tone are the two poles
on which all expression in music rests.
All the nuances are built in relation to
these two.
There is a mistake that musicians make
easily
—
they play all ascending passages
with an increase of tone, and all descend-
ing passages with a decrease of tone. It
is quite wrong to consider this a hard and
fast rule, since different phrases and
styles demand different treatment.
If a pianist with a powerful forte tone
produces a weak piano tone, it is because
he forgets that even the softest tone must
have in it all the qualities of a powerful
one, only on a much smaller scale. It is
necessary to play in piano even more
intensely than in forte, though this does
not mean letting the tone go beyond
piano range. Gradations of crescendo,
diminuendo, accents—all should be
treated, when playing piano, with great
inner intensity.
A Hindu poet-preacher I once knew
sed always to speak in a very low,
arely audible voice. When I asked himhe reason for this, he replied simply,
*ant y
^
U to listen to me
> to listen
y word and intonation of my voice.
i spoke loudly, you would not have
listening”
V°U W0Uld hear me withoufc
shrink/ ,
means a P°werful tone which
unw
b® held throughout the phrase,
the forte ulTthl
mark
.
ed
- Not carrying
a iJ In , e way is apt to produce
thr i,-n
St/ong accents which will breakoe line 0f the phrase.
creaT/r^ and dimi™endo, the in-
Progress
atld ciiminishing of volume, must
whichpvo,.
m
•
a definite pattern from
There r
P°lnt they start, forte or piano.
a cresc^VCfinite ways of making
crescent °;.
The
.
first is the gradual
by inr,.e
' Where grows out of piano
Here gren//
g the
.
volume at every note
-
to increase ^ should be taken actually
big until n.
at every step, never slacken-
may be U/® T! iS reached - The sa™PPlied to the diminuendo, de-
^EBliUARY
, 2947
What is a
BALDWIN Trial Order?
creasing the volume at every step.
isTom'ak S
°f making a crescendo
kee/inTaYk at the last moment, afterping a long piano. This can be verv
effectwe. This is applied inversely tothe diminuendo, making it suddenly at
sav Slng ' ^ans von Bulow used toy, Diminuendo means it starts at
once.” ("Diminuendo lieisst sofort ”) in-
Ss i? Went fmher and insisted that
never he /
made this way c°uMb a true diminuendo. Here thepianist must go straight into piano,’eyenwhen the marks indicate only the be-
°f a diminuendo. This diminu-
endo will occur between the played
notes, so to speak. This is without doubt
very effective, but it need not always be
applied.
In making a diminuendo or a cre-
scendo, all the resources of the instru-
ment should be brought into play Very
often, it is the bass that plays the most
important part.
Various Textures
There can be several distinct textures
in either the forte or piano. The texture
can be heavy or light, thick or thin, and
can affect the whole phrase, as well as
the style of the piece. Marks like pesante
or loco, are important as indications ofjust this texture.
We have mentioned before that a true
musician needs no marks to explain the
music to him. However, when such ex-
planatory marks do occur, they should be
strictly obeyed. There are cases where an
artist may disregard a forte or piano
mark in order to achieve a certain ef-
fect. But a mark which cannot be ignored
is the fermata—both the fermata of the
rest, and the fermata of the held note.
Indeed, Wagner himself felt so strongly
about this that he conjured up out of
his tremendous imagination the voice
of Beethoven, as if coming from the
grave, admonishing a conductor: ‘‘You!
Hold my fermata firmly, terribly! I did
not write fermatas in jest, or because I
was at a loss how to proceed. I indulge
in the fullest, the most sustained tone
to express emotions in my adagio; and I
use this full and firm tone when I want
it in a passionate allegro as a rapturous
or terrible spasm. Then the very life-
blood of the tone shall be extracted to
the last drop. I arrest the waves of the
sea, and the depths shall be visible; or, I
stem the clouds, disperse the mist, and
show the pure blue ether and the glori-
ous eye of tne sun. For this I put fer-
matas, sudden long-sustained notes in
my allegro. And now look at my clear
thematic intention, with the sustained
E-flat after the three stormy notes, and
understand what I meant to say with
other such sustained notes in the sequel.”*
* Gesammelte Schrifter und Dichtungen von
Richard Wagner, ten volumes.
The Teacher’s Round Table
(Continued from Page 74)
A Hermit Thrush at Eve, Beach; Heather,
Debussy; Hark! Hark! the Lark! Schu-
bert-Liszt; The White Peacock, Griffes;
The Maid and the Nightingale, Granados.
Program making is an important matter.
It requires imagination, clever selecting,
musical tact, and good taste in providing
colorful contrasts. But it’s lots of fun and
when done properly it is always rewarded
by success.
"MUSIC STUDY
J/j very so often the Baldwin re-
search staff, endlessly probing into
the materials and methods of piano
building, comes across something
that, at first blush, seemsalittlebetter
than that which is currently used in
the Baldwin—Upon these occasions
the attitude of the Baldwin Manage-
ment is cooperative but cautious. If
it’s better they want it. But there are
many questions which must be an-
swered before the go-ahead can be
given. In what respects is it better?
Stronger? Lighter? More durable?
What do the laboratory tests show?
Suppose the laboratory tests do show,
for example, that it is stronger,
lighter and more durable. That’s good,
but it’s not good enough.
Then comes the first Trial Order.
The new idea is built into one piano.
There all the experts have a good
look at it. Acoustical men, designers,
engineers, construction department
heads, sales executives—even fa-
mous pianists. All must see it and
all must express an opinion. If the
opinion is uniformly favorable
—
that’s good. But it’s not good enough.
Then comes trial order No. 2. The
potential improvement is built into
three pianos. These are subjected to
similar tests but on a broader scale.
These pianos are shipped to branch
offices, to dealers, to tuners, to own-
ers, and again the opinion is tabu-
lated. And all the time, trial order
No. 1 is going thru the mill at the
factory. If the opinion is uniformly
favorable that s good. But not good
enough.
Then comes trial order No. 3. The
same exacting routine is followed
but on a still broader scale. The re-
ports are tabulated and if they are
uniformly favorable the change is
incorporated into the Baldwin speci-
fications.
How long has all this taken? Two
—possibly three years. A long time?
Yes. A slow process? Yes. And de-
liberately so. For any change adopted
must further enhance the elusive,
almost magical balance of tone, ac-
tion and volume that characterizes
the Baldwin of today. That’s why
Baldwin is slow to change. That’s the
reason for trial orders 1, 2 and 3.
That s why Baldwin is always gaining
something—never losing anything.
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Makers of BALDWIN. ACROSONIC, HAMILTON and HOWARD Pianos
EXALTS LIFE
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How Management Builds Artists
(Continued from Page 83)
Says a recent letter, "Century
is to
be congratulated for reminding
every
teacher that there is great music
avail-
able in the early grades." We think that
an examination of these numbers at
your
dealer will bring enthusiastic agreement
from you.
3607 March, Anna Magdalena, D-2.... .. Boch
3709 Minuet #1, Anna Magda ena, G-2. ..Bach
3710 Minuet #2, Anna Magdalena G-2...
Bach
3608 Musette, Anno Magdalena, D-2... .
Bach
3711 Ecossaise, Eb-2 IVjJli,"
413 Sonatine #29. G-2
. ’Jill
"
414 Sonatine #30, f-2. .....
3235 The Doll's Lament, G-2 Era
rnck
1971 Gavotte. C-2 s°“
ec
2264 Song of the Fatherland, Eb-2 ®rje9
2257 Watchman's Song. E-3 Grieg
628 Gypsy Rondo, G-3
Haydn
3712 Oxen Minuet, C-2 Haydn
1 177 Venetian Boat Song, . . .
Op. 19, No. 6, Gm-3 Mendelssohn
3713 Menuetto & Air, F-Bb-2 • ' «
3714 Tarantella, Dm-2 Prokoheff
3639 Tambourin, Em-3.... ....-
3715 Little Walvies from Op. 9A, 2-3 . .Schubert
3716 First Loss, Em-2 Schumann
268 The Happy Farmer. F-2
3717 Sicilienne, Arn-2 Schumann
2450 Soldiers’ March, G-2 Schumann
2356 Wild Horseman, Am-
2
Schumann
2451 Toy Soldiers' March, D-2 Tschaitowshy
3718 Sweet Dreams, C-2 I
sc*°^ow's
^
y
896 Waltx, Op. 39. No. 8, Eb- 3. . . .Tschmkowsky
Ask your dealer for Century music. If he cannot
supply you, send your order direct to us. Our
complete catalog listing over 3700 numbers is
fREE on request.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd St. New York 23. N. Y.
LILLIAS
MUSIC CATALOG
A. complete listing of Gospel
Music. Song books for every
church need including solos,
duets, quartets, and trios.
Send foryour free copy now.
LILLENAS PUB. CO.
a young artist it is easy to
establish the
minimum that can be considered because
of a number of fixed expenses
involved.
A young singer or violinist must count
on about seventy-five dollars for an
ac-
companist, fifty dollars railroad fares for
both from one town to the next while
on
tour, hotel bills at about twenty-five dol-
lars an appearance, and printed matter
at about thirty dollars. Thus,
without
management commission at all, expenses
of one hundred and eighty dollars are
already indicated. It is clear then that
the minimum fee must be three hundred
dollars, or the artist will not have any
money to live on. Since pianists do not
have the expense of an accompanist,
their minimum fees may be lower. But,
from the compilation above you can
readily see why a singer’s engagement,
even a beginner, should be around four
hundred dollars minimum, for a girl has
to figure also on frocks and hair-dos.
‘‘Now four hundred dollars is not such
little money, and a musical club that is
looking for a soloist to give a recital, is
not going to spend four hundred dollars
without some very careful shopping.
“Here the manager’s ability to diagnose
the market will determine the artist’s
fees. The manager must be able by pub-
licity, advertising, and through the spoken
word, convincingly to point out the ar-
tist’s special attributes so that buyers are
willing to part with four hundred dollars.
He must also be very careful in planning
an economical tour—that is, one that fol-
lows a direct railroad route without
doubling back.
“From this point on, the talents of the
artist will govern the demand for his
services. Once this demand occurs, the
~ next question to be decided is whether
it is better to book, let us say, fifty en-
gagements at eight hundred dollars or to
soar above the thousand mark With the
attendant risk of getting only twenty en-
gagements. That thousand-dollar price
seems to mark a certain boundary in the
concert business. Beyond it, the artist is
expected to draw money at the box office;
whereas up to it, he seems to be getting
paid for being a good performer. Passing
this boundary means the entrance into
Kansas Ctty lO, Missouri
.TRAIN
We build, strengthen the yoc®l organ*-
not with singing lessons—but by soun ,
with results. Write for Voice Book. FREE, sent to
on* under 17 yesrs old unless e«en«l by parent.
PERFECT VOICE STUOIOS, Studio 55B2, Kimfcoll Hall Bldg..
Chicago 4. HI.
the magic realms of stardom
and big
m
°Eve’ry public appearance
of the artist
is a step toward this boundary,
therefore is necessary to give
close atten
tion to each appearance.
The astute
manager must inform himself
of th
measure of public success attained
by his
artist. We, therefore, not only
require our
artists to subscribe to
press-clipping bu
reaus which send all clippings
of al
notices and reviews to us;
this service by direct mail
sohcitaUons
of exact reports and reactions
from the
local managements. We also qmz
our
artists on their return, on
their reactions
of each concert. From these three
sources
then-press clipping service, report
from
the local manager, and report
fr°m
J*
artist himself—we derive the intelligence
which may dictate a decision to advance
the fee.
The Rise of a Well-known Artist
"Six years ago I attended the debut of
a young singer in a small town to
Con-
necticut—population 1,500. This little
town has its own symphony orchestra,
which gives one concert a year and my
singer was the soloist. This singer un-
doubtedly had a beautiful natural voice.
She was a nice looker. But, what im-
pressed me most was the strength oi
character revealed in her countenance.
Resolution was written in the lines of
her brow, cheek-bone, and jaw.
“She went abroad to study and worked
very hard at roles, languages, repertoire.
She came back to the Chicago Opera, and
then began a fantastic succession of en-
gagements in every branch of singing
—
from church to grand opera. Today, al-
most six years after I first heard her,
that girl, Dorothy Kirsten, has at last
come under my management—on her
way to real big things. I use her as an
example of a manager’s dream of a young
artist.
"From time to time young artists in-
form me that all that is holding them
back is the lack of a manager. Alas, this
is not so. The manager is not coy. He
will propose quickly enough when the
right girl comes along!”
The Secret of Singing
(Continued from Page 69)
PIANO TRICKS!
Every issue of our bi-monthly Break Studies
brings you clever arrangements for building
extra choruses of 8 popular songs onthe cur-
rent "hit parade.” Enables you to fill jn new
modem-style breaks, novel f.K,r®s ' ^
00gie'
woogie effects and tricky embellishments.
INVALUABLE TO PIANISTS,
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS!
Single copies are 25 cents, stamps or coin. By
subscription: S2 for 10 consecutive issues. Send
now tor the latest issue. Mention, If teacher.
AXEL CHRISTENSEN STUDIOS
752 Kimball Hall Bldg. Chicago 4. 111.
and then to work at songs. It is a wise
thing to build up an extensive repertory,
and to keep it alive, as it were, by con-
stant repetition and review. I always be-
gin work at a song with the music.
There it is that the full meaning lies.
After I have mastered the music, vo-
cally, spiritually, every way, I go back
to the words, and find that they come
far more readily within the scope of a
unified whole, than if I had begun with
them.
“If I were to offer advice to other
young singers—and it seems a presump-
tuous thing, since I am quite inexperi-
enced at giving advice!—I should say
that the chief thing is never to force the
voice. Whether it be range you wish to
develop, or volume, or flexibility, or any-
thing at all, go to work slowly, gradually,
allowing the natural powers of the voice
to assert themselves in a natural way.
Always work from the quality of the
voice—by that I mean, keep the natural
quality true and pure, and let nothing
interfere with it. Many young singers
tend to be voice-conscious—they think
that the natural estate of the voice is
simply the background against which
they impose a surface of ‘effects’. Of
course, it is nothing of the kind! The
natural quality is the voice; it is the chief
thing to stress, in singing, the chief
thing to develop. And a natural, correct
production, precisely, allows this devel-
opment of inborn quality. As a final bit
of counsel, I might say to take things
easy! Keep the voice natural, and let
interpretative qualities center around
honest heart and soul. That, in the last
analysis, makes for all around good
singing.”
Many people think the three B's are
also the three best. It is the logical
thing to select your favorites in Cen-
tury Edition. They are complete, au-
thentic and beautifully printed—and,
of course, priced at I5tf a copy.
BACH
3378 Air for the G-String, C-4
3417 Arioso in G, -3
3488 Fugue No. 5, D-6
2400 Gavotte in B Minor, -3
3257 Prelude in C, -3
3558 Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, -6
3418 Two Part Invention No. 8, F-4
BEETHOVEN
1313 Bagatelle in D Op. 33 No. 6, -4
3328 Bagatelle in Eb, Op. 33, No. I, -3
1186 Moonlight Sonata, C#m, -6
375 Rondo, Op. 51, No. I. C-3
G-3
3345 Rondo' Op. SI, No. 2. G-3 „
3494 Six Variations, Nel Cor . . . .
398 Sonata, Op. 49, No. I. Gm-3
400 Sonata, Op. 49, No. 2. G-3
1341 Sonata Pathetique, Cm-
5
BRAHMS
2447 Hungarian Dance No. I, Gm-5-S
2395 Hungarian Dance No. 3, F-4-S
2203 Hungarian Dance No. 5, F#m-
5
3249 Hungarian Dance No. 6, Db-6
3336 Hungarian Dance No. 7, F-4
3491 Intermeuo, Op. 119, No. 3, C-5
2448 Waltzes, I, 2. 8, 15, Op. 39. -5
Ask your dealer Tor Century music. If he can-
not supply you, send your order direct to us.
Our complete catalog listing over 3700 num-
bers is FREE on request.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd St. New York 23, N. Y.
FREE Sample Record
— revealing how you can be taught singing
and speaking by famous teachors through
Educational Records.
Write for record Sent absolutely free
Knci-I-IHES - SI S. QU DU llfl- MM 5 -CM.
^IMPROVE YOUR
PIANO PLAYING
••technique of PIANO playing” Introductory
24 Lesson Course on chords for those who Offer
read notes. Teaches the chords thorough v
In their various positions on the keyboard,
which Is the key to ••popular pl«y‘bfr •
Money refunded if -returned in 10 days.
Semi 10c for Sample Lesson. —
WILLIAM A. otto. 4215 Park Ave.. Complete!
Union City, si. J. — '
s
2
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LEARN "SWING" MUSIC
Quick course to plavers of all Inatpr
™
enl^
embellishment*^ wholVTonea. *
tc-
MofE^^DANCrARRANG.NG
Duets, trios, quartette* and ensemble*
—modulating to other keys—suspenslons-anticipiuons
—organ points—color effects—swingy background*
ELMER B. FUCHS
335 East 19th St. Brooklyn 26. N.
T -
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A RARE CHAMBER MUSIC WORK
In a Modern Edition:
GRAND QUINTET (4 movement) for 2 Flute*
(or Violins). Viola, ’Cello and Guitar,
by Kaspar Kummer (1795-1870).
Price: $3.00
_
VOLPE MUSIC COMPANY
32-18 88th St., Jackson Heights. I- ^
the etude
Voice Questions
You'll thrill to music
^Answered by DR. NICHOLAS DOUTY
No questions will he answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will he published.
A Singer With a Short Range
q —Would you please give me some infor-
mation as to how I might help train my own
voice to be able to sing in a small church
choir’’ I have had very few voice lessons and
my voice has a range from G below middle-C
to E above middle-C. I am thirty-two years
o’d, just a fair soprano voice. Is there any
breathing exercise that I may take to improve
my tone?—N. H. B.
A.—The range you quote is so limited that
we fancy you have made a mistake in your
notation. Do you not mean that you sing from
G below middle-C to E the fourth space? Even
so the range would be quite limited, but if
the tones are all good and of sufficient power
you might be useful in a choir. Did it ever
occur to you that you might be an alto, not a
soprano at all? Your range suggests it. Please
consult a good singing teacher and ask his
opinion.
2—Breathing exercises are designed to increase
the vigor of the diaphragm, the strength of
the intercostal, the dorsal muscles and the ex-
ternal muscles of the abdomen. If properly
practiced under the direction of a good teacher
or a physician they are apt to improve the
general health, the posture and the strength
of the whole body. If practiced without a
proper understanding of the muscles involved
they may stiffen the body and make the voice
sound forced and inflexible. You should take
advice upon this subject also. Because of the
structure of the pelvic organs, women must be
Careful not fo breaihin^ gymnastics.
3—It seems as if you need to learn now To use
your voice so that you may improve its qual-
ity/its range and its power by assiduous daily
practice under the direction of a well trained
singing teacher. However, if this is impossible,
you might try the book, "Educational Vocal
Technic,” by Shaw and Lindsay and the "Six-
teen Bar Vocalises,” by Sieber. Also read a
few books upon the art of singing such as,
"Plain Words About Singing,” by Shakespeare.
No book can take the place of lessons from a
good teacher.
Singing Lessons for Immature Boys and Girls
Q —I teach piano and begin teaching voice
also while the student is on his very first les-
sons. I find that the words in little pieces often
help the student with his musical phrases and
give him a cue to the tempo
,
expression, and
so forth. I also teach correct diction, and deep
breathing and how to form vowels and conso-
nants. I do not mention any of the parts of
the body, such as the jaw, uvula, or larynx
unless the students come to me with well
established bad habits. They are told that sing-
ing is like talking except that the vowels are
sustained. I have not had much experience
with boys* voices, but at present I have a boy
of thirteen whose voice is beginning to change.
jjoys o/ this age continue to sing at school and
they get into bad habits. Should I discontinue
nis voice study until his voice is settled? About
what age would this be (average)? Or should
continue with my work as I have explained
».
y
^°,u and just not have him sing in pub-
c
' 1 wve been quite successful in county
contests with my girl students
,
but the boys
*
lce problem has given me much concern.
nnK
an(* bodies of girls at the age of
^ere is seldom, if ever, that complete
of t.
1
?.
tone in girls called "change
ahn, must be reckoned with in boys,
gjPi »
}
.
53016 age. Therefore the training of a
brin»
V
-*
1Ce may continue if you are careful to
strait-
along slowly and gradually without
hj_h
inS or forcing it by singing too loud, too
riod
’
-?
Iong at a *ime without a rest pe-
to <5i’r,«
nCl ** you are content to allow the girl
is harf
songs °* only moderate difficulty. This
wantc 4
en
?ugh to do. because every young girl
ParX S"e The BM Song from "Lakme” or
she ha
GCe *rorn "The Force of Destiny" before
all aK
S
.r^ent scale or knows anything at
about the use of the voice.
February, 1947
2 It 's quite impossible to give the “average
age" at which the boy’s voice “changes.” It
all depends upon the individual boy. Some de-
velop into young men quite early. They get
taller and heavier, the vocal cords lengthen
and thicken, and they gradually lose that al-
most girlish quality of voice that distinguishes
the young boy. This usually occurs between
the ages of thirteen and seventeen and during
this period their voices must be treated with
the very greatest discretion. Most physicians,
teachers and other authorities prescribe a com-
plete vocal rest at this time, as the most con-
servative and best thing. Certainly it is the
most sane and safe procedure. However, in
some individual cases the "Change of Voice”
never actually occurs. These boys gradually
lose the highest tones and the soprano quality.
A deeper quality, and more lower tones take
its place and the boy may sing alto. In a year
or so the boy’s voice deepens still more and
he becomes a tenor, without ever having ex-
perienced feat unpleasant phenomenon called
complete "Change of Voice.” This is quite rare
but we have observed it several times. In the
case of the boy of thirteen of whom you write
the "change” has already put in its appear-
ance, and this seems to indicate that he be-
longs to the usual more normal class, although
we could not be sure without a personal audi-
tion. If you have any doubt about this matter
have him sing for a physician who knows
something about the voice. You might read
Mr. Wilcox’s article “Vocal Guidance for Chil-
dren and Adolescents," in fee JMarch 1942 issue
of The Etvde, Your hoy heed not give up Ills
musical studies if you decide upon a period of
vocal rest for him. He could study piano, or-
gan. harmony or any other branch of fee mu-
sical art and continue those academic studies
which would be most valuable to him in after
life.
Has the Negro Singer a Place in Opera?
Q .—1 am a Negro tenor sixteen years of age
although I look much older. I am taking sing-
ing lessons from a man who was the teacher
of several Metropolitan Opera artists. 1 am
planning to study for Grand Opera but I never
hear much about the Negro in opera although
several people have told me that there are
opera houses in which Negroes sing. Please
give me your frank opinion.
2.—Although l never smoke nor drink, nev-
ertheless 1 would like your opinion. Do singers
smoke or drink?
A.—We can see no logical reason why cer-
tain roles in Grand Opera should not be sung
and acted by Negroes. Take as an example
the opera "Aida.” Although Amonasro and
Aida are Ethiopians and therefore claim to be
Semitic in origin, upon the stage they are
"made up” very dark. If a soprano and a bari-
tone of the Negro race could be discovered
whose voices were sufficiently beautiful and
voluminous to adequately fill the roles, they
could appear upon the stage with very much
less “make up” and very much greater veri-
similitude. “Porgie and Bess,” George Gersh-
win's very popular opera, demands that the
entire cast shall be Negroes. Paul Robeson
made his most distinguished success in “Show
Boat” and that remarkable song, Old Man
River has taken its place by fee side of the
songs of Stephen Foster among the Folk Songs
of America. The voices of Dorothy Maynor,
Marian Anderson, Roland Hayes and several
Negro singers would make them valuable assets
to any opera company in the world. They have
appeared and are still appearing as soloists
with many of the great symphony orchestras
as concert artists and recitalists over fee whole
country. We are hopefully looking forward to
the day when the great singers of the Negro
race shall have the same opportunity in Grand
Opera as every other American.
2. Moderation should be the watch word
for the singer, for after all he is an athlete
as well as a vocalist. Excesses of every kind
must be avoided. He should eat only simple
digestible food, get plenty of exercise, and
lots of sleep and if he does not do so his
voice will soon begin to deteriorate.
"MUSIC STUDY
Both a superb instrument and truly
distinctive furniture, the new Magnavox "Modern
played by Magnavox
Symphony” brings you the world’s great music with true-to-life naturalness
of tone. Fine stores throughout America are now displaying the
"Modem Symphony” and a wide variety of other post-war Magnavox
models . . . with thousands already delivered to delighted owners.
Photography: Stephen Reiser The "Modem Symphony” model expresses the best in contemporary
styling. Matching record cabinets are optional.
The "Modern Symphony". • . now at your dealer's
Magnavox combines the wonders of radio science, F. M. and
automatic record changing, with the best in furniture styling. You’ll
find a wide choice of models available for early delivery. Prices range from
$225. See, hear and compare Magnavox with other radio-phonographs
—and you won’t be satisfied until you own one. The name of your
nearest Magnavox dealer is in the classified telephone directory.
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.
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Is Your Milk Bachized?
v0tt have ha,
i
ZZhToolrT^ehave Had no opportunity to investigate^Mutiny
mat the time may come when your milk
may be “Bachized. A bright
American student tried to explain to ns
that since Bach meant
“brook" it might mean that the milk
was watered. He went on to
pun further and remarked that it all
sounded “cheesey ’-to him How-
ever this may be, we are presenting, without
further scientific evidence
TJfol owing article from the Magyarorszag of Budapest
as translated
in “Parade" of London. It seems to
indicate that cows have a human
trait of liking music with their meals.
It does not suggest what might
ONE evening the cows were
coining
in from the fields in Felegyhaza,
Central Hungary. Outside an open
window they stopped. A radio programme
of Bach music was coming from Buda-
pest.
As a rule, the animals lazily meandered
along the main village road at about the
same time, day after day, until they
reached the gate of the farm, where they
would turn automatically for the milking.
So on that summer evening they star-
tled the farmer when they paused to
listen to the radio.'
Next day a gramophone was put near
the window and some Bach records were
played. The cows repeated their previous
performance. One of them had always
been difficult to milk. But when she was
listening to music she was as docile as
a lamb.
Milking to music was then tried on all
the cows. Supply showed an increase of
ten per cent at first, later of fifteen per
cent, at which figure it became more or
less regular. It was noticed that once the
playing of records stopped, the milk yield
showed a decline of thirty per cent. More-
over, music seemed to have much less
effect during morning milkings.
The story of the four Bach cows went
round Felegyhaza like wildfire. Others
tried the experiment. Various types of
music were tried and the shepherds noted
the reactions of the herds to each tune
played. They found that mixing music
did no good. The cows reacted only to
one type. Those that responded well to
jazz would not react to operatic songs.
Most of them appeared to prefer classi-
cal music. The younger cows were found
to respond quickly to music of the melo-
dious type, while older animals preferred
jazz.
One day an inspector of the Ministry
of Agriculture arrived from the capital,
declaring that the whole thing was non-
sense. Next morning he was still laugh-
ing but said nothing. By the third day
he was beginning to wonder. On the
fourth, he wras ready to admit that he
might be wrong. On the fifth he was
converted, and spent the following fort-
night studying the subject.
Then a curious thing happened. Milk-
ing by music was tried in another dis-
trict and produced no results at all.
By this time every one thought the
whole thing was just a hoax, but when
the inspector strutted to a fourth dis-
trict the cows proved even more musical
than those at Felegyhaza. Production
jumped by as much as twenty-six per
cent on some farms. The district echoed
at milking time to the strains of Tschai-
kowsky, Duke Ellington, and Handel. A
petition to the head office of the National
Broadcasting Station asked for suitable
mixed programmes.
But to this day the inspector can’t say
why music produces more milk in one
district and fails hi another.
The Pianists’ Page
(.Continued from Page 72)
LOOK AT THE BACK
for an explanation of Everett’s richer, more resonant tone.
Streamlined metal levers replace bulky wood
posts to give the Everett sounding board nearly 40% more unmuffled
resonance area. Years of research prove conclusively that
this new "Balanced Tension” back
construction also keeps the piano in tune months longer.
THE EVERETT SERIES 22 CONSOLE
is now on display in more than 100 principal cities throughout
America. Superbly styled, walnut or mahogany finish, here at last is a graceful small
piano—only 39 inches high—with the glorious freedom of tone
rtf n pTarid , , A piano that more than ever identifies Everett as the standard of
comparison in fine pianos.
For the name ofyour nearest dealer , write
EVERETT PIANO COMPANY, SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN
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suddenly torn by some inept prose, or
even a caricature or parody of the glow-
ing lines just uttered. . . . Might as well
mix truck-driver’s lingo or Gertrude
Stein’s patter with Shakespeare as to try
to mix “modern” music idiom with Mo-
zart!
Unless you can find a cadenza which
will not offend Mozart’s music, don’t play
any at all . . . Just skip it
. . .
If you do write a cadenza, it seems to
me that your intensive study of Mozart
in general, and specifically the concerto,
would have so saturated you with the
divine spirit of Mozart that you could not
fail to improvise in the “formal” style of
his music and in the idiom of his day.
You should be eager to comment on the
matchless beauty of his themes, strive to
mirror his thoughts, reflect his consum-
mately lovely spirit, and bathe in his
immortality.
Let Mr. Thomas Carlyle—yes the
lyle (1795-1881) knock you for a
with his gripes on pianos and pianis
wrote: “if the Devil, some good
should take his hammer and sm
shivers all and every piano of ourpean world, so that in broad Europe
"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE"
were not one piano left soundable, would
the harm be great? Would not the relief
be considerable?
. . . This miserable young
woman that now in the next house to me
spends all her young bright days not in
learning to darn stockings, sew shirts,
bake pastry, or any art, mystery or busi-
ness that will profit herself or others;
not even in amusing herself or skipping
on the grassplots with the laughter of
her mates; but simply and solely in rag-
ing from dawn to dusk, to night and mid-
night, on a hapless piano, which it is
evident she will never in this world learn
to render more musical than a pair of
barn
-fanners.* The miserable young fe-
male! The sound of her through the wall
is to me an emblem of the whole dis-
tracted misery of this age.”
Well, Carlyle certainly had something
there! Granted, he may have been a
prejudiced old meany; yet, I often won-
der as I wander along the corridors of
Conservatories and Music Schools and
hear the deadly, futile practicing on all
sides whether we've made much progress
since his day.
. . .
This then is obviously
not the way to live our music! . •• UP
Swing will help; but first we need in-
telligence and competence.
•Barn-fanners: could these be the familiar Bag-
lish barn owls or “hoot” owls?
THE ETUDE
IIhij/w Also Choir Questions
^Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
Q we have a donor who wants to give us
a $5,000 pipe organ for our church, and I won-
der if Vou would furnish me a list of organ
builders with whom I could correspond. Under
present day conditions we may need to do
some scouting to find one at this price. I would
also appreciate your opinion as to specifications
best suited to our needs. Our auditorium is
about forty feet wide, sixty feet long and
thirty feet high. Back of the pulpit a space
has been reserved for an organ about fifteen
and one half feet wide, nine feet deep, and
fifteen feet high. The seating capacity of the
auditorium is about three hundred and thirty-
five .
—
C. M. M.
A. We are sending you the names of a num-
ber of leading organ manufacturers, and sug-
gest that you outline your needs, and they will
be glad to submit specifications and advice. The
organ chamber you describe is rather small,
and it might be necessary to plan some means
of enlarging it. One recognized authority has
suggested the following as an example of a
well balanced specification for a small organ:
Great: Open Diapason 8", Chimney Flute 8’,
Dulciana 8'. Harmonic Flute 4'
Swell: Diapason 8', Chimney Flute 8'. Sali-
cional 8'. Dulciana 8', Harmonic Flute
4\ Cornopean 8’
Pedal : Bourdon 1 6’, Gedeckt 8’
Q. J would appreciate information as to
where, in my vicinity, I might purchase a
used manual reed organ with pedals. What
kind of shoes arc best for organ playing ? What
is the difference between pneumatic and
tracker actions?—S. M.
A. We are sending you the addresses of
firms who can probably supply used organs
such as you desire. No special shoes are re-
quired for organ playing, though In the case
of ladies it would be well to avoid very high,
pointed heels. In the old style “tracker” ac-
tion organ, the depression of the key sets in
motion a series of levers connecting finally
with the valve opening the pipe' through which
air is admitted, allowing it to speak. This in-
volves the use of considerable weight under
the fingers, and when couplers are added, it
becomes very heavy and hard of manipulation.
In the pneumatic action the work of these
levers is done by means of compressed air,
and is consequently much lighter in action,
permitting very much greater technical facility.
9 - l would like some information pertaining
to the Hammond organ. I am organist in a
Lutheran Church in which has recently been
installed a new Hammond organ, with only
one soynd box, due to Government restric-
ions. I can do beautiful solo work on the in-
strument. but when it comes to hymn singing
it seems as though the melody is weak. 1 have
transposed hymns, doubled the melody. It helps
some but the treble is still not as strong as
n?Ylpc oraan 1 have vhtyed for the Ham-
.
demonstrator in our vicinity, and he
not tfle operator. The suggestions he
e did not help. Could it be the sound box
or the acoustics?—E. P.
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as the one in the Wanamaker
Store, in Philadelphia, or the Municipal Audi-
torium, in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Q. Would you please give me information on
the organs of Bach’s time, including if possible
the specifications of Bach’s organ, and how
nearly it compares with the organ in the mu-
seum at Harvard. Please also send me names
of people who can supply small but good two
manual and,pedal reed or pipe organs.
—R. F. J.
A. A very excellent outline of the Harvard
organ will be found on pages 164 to 167 of
"The Contemporary American Organ" by
Barnes, which may be consulted at any well
equipped library, and purchased through mu-
sic stores or from the publishers of The Etude.
We are sending you the specifications of the
organ at St. Thomas Church, Leipzig, as of
1618. and also the organ at Weimar Castle, to
which Bach was appointed organist in 1708.We also send the names of some firms who
can probably supply the organs you desire.
Q. I am planning to build a one manual
pipe organ in my home. I will appreciate a
complete layout as to pipes, and so forth. Just
what kind of organ can one build with only
one manual?—O. B.
A. In the columns of this magazine we could
not of course give you full directions, but
there is a book entitled "How to Build a
Chamber Organ.” by Milne, which will give
you the desired information. Being out of
print, it cannot be bought in the stores, but
probably your local library would have a copy.
You might also consult "Modern Organ Build-
ing" by Lewis, although this has to do more
with larger organs.
Q. Where is the largest pipe organ in the
world, and how does it compare with the one
in the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City?
There was a time when the organ in the Ex-
position Auditorium, San Francisco, was sup-
posed to be the largest, but other larger organs
have since been assembled.—F. B. L.
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A. We do not have the specifications at
hand, but we believe the organ now considered
the "largest” is the seven manual instrument
in the Municipal Auditorium at Atlantic City.
New Jersey. The organ in the Wanamaker Store,
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Prepare for an unforgettable ex-perience when you first press
the keys of the Hammond Organ
—for here is a richer, more glorious
voice for any music you play.
That’s why those who like to
play the piano, love to play the
Hammond Organ.
Here, you have an instrument
with such a vast range of tone and
wealth of color that it adds new
depth and beauty to all your music
. . . enables you to interpret a sin-
gle piece almost any number of
ways.
Here, you have an organ—with-
out pipes or reeds—that creates
music so varied and beautiful that
it has won world-wide acclaim
from the most eminent musicians;
yet is so easy to play it is a con-
stant inspiration, even to unprac-
ticed hands.
This—the world’s most widely
used organ—is no bigger than a
spinet piano, and as easily moved.
1 1 has been bringing enjoyment to
thousands ofhomes for many years.
It is an instrument you’ll be proud
to have in your home.
May we suggest that you see,
hear, and play the Hammond Or-
gan at your Hammond dealer’s? For
name of nearest dealer, and com-
plete information about the Ham-
mond Organ, mail coupon today.
Hammond Oiigan
Hammond Instrument Co., 2929 N. Western Av., Chicago 18, 111.
Without obligation, send full details about the HammondOrgan to:
Name ~ 7 ~ ~
Address 7
City P. O. Zone State
© 1946 •
February,
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Conducting Is An Art
(Continued from Page 84) .
Balance is always an important prob-
lem to the conductor. An orchestra is
made up of component parts. To blend
these parts is the big problem of the con-
ductor, and no matter what kind of a
work he is conducting, balance should be
his aim, for success in interpretation.
The tympani and the brass must not
overshadow the other sections, and the
subsidiary sections must be heard as
clearly as the major sections. In the or-
chestral composition there is not one
voice, but many voices, and each must
be brought out with clarity.
In considering interpretation the con-
ductor should give expression to all of
the intentions of the composer, to bring
the work to life. His task is to bring out
what is on the printed page. Interpreta-
tion does not mean distortion of tempo,
rhythm, and balance. It does not mean
exaggeration of the melodic line so that
the composition is out of shape. The
conductor, in order to interpret a work,
must make it flow easily, and spon-
taneously. He must give a freshness to
the melodic line, and he must bring out
the inner voices, and have a broad un-
derstanding of the work as a Whole.
Above all he must have music in his
soul, and endow his interpretations with
poetry.
What Industry Can Do
For Music
(Continued from Page 76)
music. When music was first introduced
into war plants little was known about
the kind to use and when to play it. Se-
lections were chosen from lists intended
primai'ily for entertainment. We had no
pieces composed for and adapted to the
assembly line as the work songs fitted
the jobs. A Committee to study this prob-
lem headed by Wheeler Beckett, was ap-
pointed by the War Production Drive and
it finally produced some fifty pieces of
•factory music, adaptations from known
compositions. The first of their kind to
appear, this was a step, but only the
bot-
tom one. A similar situation existed
when the silent pictures found then
tongue—incidental music from whatever
source was pieced together to
accompany
the film drama. Finally composers
were
called in to write original
music. The
same can be expected in industry.
For instance, take a worker sitting at
a
bench assembling parts. His job is first
time studied, to find out the most
effi-
cient and labor saving method of doing it.
Then the operation is set to music and
the worker does it in rhythm and with
less effort. Inexperienced men can thus
be taught the job twice as fast as f01 mer-
ly and with a considerable reduction of
errors. The idea is already applied in the
teaching of typing. The class types let-
ters in time to the tunes played, slowly
at first, gradually growing faster as skill
increases, until pupils do sixty words a
minute. After a factory worker learns his
job, the prescribed music is played at
short intervals daily to set the pace.
Muscular skills, whether in work or
sport, can be acquired in this way. You
want to learn the proper timing of a golf
stroke. You’ll get it through a theme
OPPORTUNITIES
...In the lfl/]uAic *5ieid
ADVANCED COURSES OFFERED BY THE
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
BY THE HOME STUDY METHOD
Music has always ranked high among professions. There is
never an overcrowded field for the well trained musician.
• Interesting positions are open in every part of the field.
Schools and Colleges are making it necessary for every
teacher to be equipped for his work; the Radio is calling
for highly specialized training, and standardized teaching
makes competition keen even in small communities.
Are you an ambitious musician?
A successful musician is most always a busy one. Because
of this very fact it is almost impossible for him to go away
for additional instruction; yet he always finds time to
broaden his experience. To such as these our Extension
Courses are of greatest benefit.
very small cost and no interference with your
regular work, you, easily and quickly can qualify
for higher and more profitable positions in the
musical world.
DIPLOMA OR BACHELOR'S DEGREE
We help you to earn more and to prepare for bigger
things in the teaching field or any branch of the
musical profession. We award the Degree of
Bachelor of Music. With a diploma or Bachelor’s
Degree you can meet all competition.
Digging out for yourself new ideas
for the betterment of your students
is a wearisome time-taking task.
When you can affiliate with a school
recommended by thousands of suc-
cessful teachers, you may be sure
that their confidence justifies your
confidence in new ideas for your
work which we make available to
you.
Look back over the past year! What
progress have you made?
If you are ambitious to make further
progress, enjoy greater recognition,
and increasing financial returns, then
you owe it to yourself to find out
what this great Home Study Musical
Organization has to offer you. At
i Fill In and Mail This Coupon’
j
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-560
765 Oakwood Blvd., Chicago, Illinois.
I
I
I
I
I
I
Please send me catalog, illustrated lessons, and full information regarding course
I have marked below.
Piano, Teacher’s Normal Course
Piano, Student's Course
J Public School Music— Beginner’s
Public School Music—Advanced
Advanced Composition
Ear Training & Sight Singing
History of Music
Harmony
Cornet—Trumpet
Advanced Cornet
Voice
Choral Conducting
Clarinet
Dance Band Arranging
Vioiin
Cuitar
Mandolin
Saxophone
Reed Organ
Banjo
Name Adult or Juvenile
Street No
City j State
Are you teaching now? If so, how many pupils have you?.
[
Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate? Have you studied Harmony?!
I Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music?
the University Extension Co
7 6 5 OAKWOOD BLVD. (DEPT. A- 5 6 0 ), CHICAGO 15, ILL
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song which gives you the correct rhythm
for the shot. Then all you do is swing
to the theme. Coach Boyd Comstock was
remarkably successful in training Italian
athletes in this way.
Industrial composers will eventually get
the knack. They will time study a bench
job and compose a theme that will set the
rhythm. They will write music that re-
lieves boredom. They will also write the
factory song, and each factory will have
its own, just as colleges and countries do.
These songs contribute to the esprit-de-
corps within the ranks. Safety songs in
industry do much to point up dangers
and help to avoid them. A plant can put
over effectively any number of useful
ideas in song.
The development of industrial music
will open up new opportunities. Trained
personnel will be needed to supervise
music programs: directors of broadcast-
ing, choral, band, and orchestra conduc-
tors. Composers will find new outlets for
their work. Industrial music should play
an Increasingly important part in or:
cultural development. In fostering a mu •
sic indigenous to this soil. America is
taking over the musical leadership of the
world and industrial music will be in the
forefront of the march.
Scores of industries in America have
supported musical groups made up of
their employees. They range from glee
clubs to symphony orchestras. Many are
not only very ambitious, but extremely
effective. One of the latest is the brilliant
Philco Band of sixty-five performers un-
der the direction of Herbert N. Johnston,
sponsored by the Philco Corporation.
The Violinist’s Forum
(Continued from Page 81)
that they should be used two at a time,
each one over-lapping the one before and
the one after It. For example, the student
who has mastered the first half of Kayser
I is ready for the third position and can
be given Laoureux II, continuing with
the rest of Kayser. By the time he has
finished this book, his knowledge of the
third position should he sufficient to al-
low him to work on Wohlfahrt, Op. 45,
Book II. Arriving half way through
Wohlfahrt, he has probably finished the
section of Laoureux devoted to the sec-
ond and third positions. It is generally
not advisable to proceed with the fourth
and fifth positions until the first three
are firmly cemented in the pupil’s tech-
nique, so he should begin work on Kayser
II, continuing with Wohlfahrt II- When
he has finished Wohlfahrt he should be
about ready for the second section of
Laoureux. The “12 Bowing Studies” can
be used from the time he is working on
Kayser I.
As a basis for the above outline I h£ve
taken the pupil of average intelligenc®’
talent, and ambition who practices on
and a half hours daily. Such a PUP’
should be able to work on two studies o
parts of two studies, if they are *011g
specialized bowing exercise, and a solo i
each lesson. But the plan can be on 7
very general one: each pupil is a dinere ,
personality and a different problem,
the practice schedule for each must v
according to his individuality ana
linistic needs. Taken as a basic P ‘
‘
’
however, this outline of work us
produces very good results.
'
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Violin Uuestidns
.Answered ly HAROLD BERKLEY
Violins Made by Bryant
F. E. J., New Hampshire.
—
George E. Bryant
was an American maker of rather better than
average ability. His workmanship was good,
but unfortunately he used a hard quality of
varnish that has become harder as the years
have passed. The result Is that the tone of his
violins has deteriorated instead of improving.
They would bring about one hundred and fifty
dollars at the present time, though they sold
for a much higher price during his lifetime.
Branded Stainer Violins
Mrs. A. L. T., Ohio.—The fact that your vio-
lin is branded on the back is immediate evi-
dence that it is not a genuine Stainer. He was
an artist, a great artist, and had too much re-
spect for his creations to mistreat them in that
fashion. But there are thousands of so-called
Stainers that are so branded—and they are
worth somewhere between twenty-five and
one hundred dollars. A genuine Stainer could
be worth $3,000.
Workmanship of Dall’Aglio
Miss M. S., New York.—Guiseppe Dall'Aglio
was rather a mysterious maker. For one thing,
he spelled his name in many different ways
your spelling, D AIaglio, might easily be au-
thentic. Then, too. his workmanship varied in
a quite extraordinary manner. Some of his
violins are really fine, and are worth a thou-
sand dollars or more; others are quite ordi-
nary fiddles, not worth two hundred dollars.
Further, reproductions of his label are fre-
quently found in violins that arc definitely
not his work. So it is impossible for me to
say how much your violin is worth.
Solos in Gypsy Style; The Spirculo
E. G. S., Iowa.—The passages in the Valse-
Bluette marked Leggiero should be played with
the springing bow—the spiccato. The essentials
for a good performance are a loose wrist and
a lightly-balanced arm. I do not have space
here to give a detailed description of the bow-
ing and how it can be acquired, but if you
wil refer to your copies of The Etude for May
suit
a"d August 1945 you will find articles
about it that will be very helpful. (2) The best
™“n sal° m the Gypsy style is the Zigeuner-
teow
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A Maker Whose Name is Ludwig
rt™", Massachusetts.—There was a HansGeorge Ludwig who worked in KlingenthalGermany between 1680 and 1716. Perhaps heis the maker you have in mind. His violins aretypical of the Klingenthal product of thatperiod and are worth about one hundred dol-
ars today. I can find no reference to any
other maker by the name of Ludwig.
Is it a Genuine Stradivarius?
, ; T-' •
W” Ohio.—The chances of your
y‘ob" be'ng a genuine Stradivarius are so
small as to be almost non-existent. You are
apparently not aware that there are scores ofthoustinds of violins claiming by their labels
to be Strads which were not even made in
Italy, not to mention Cremona. But if you have
reason to think your violin is a good one, whydo you not take it to one of the well-known
dealers in Cleveland or Cincinnati and havehim give you an opinion?
— mi dllU U1CU
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Who is A, Serafino?
Miss W. L. M„ Ohio.—I have not been able
to find any record at all of a maker named A.
Serafino. Only two makers with that surname
are listed in the reference books, Sanctus and
Gorgio. It is very probable that A. Serafino is
a fictitious name that was inserted into a few
violins with the idea of giving them an air
of authenticity. Or he may have been a work-
man. employed by another maker, who made
some violins in his own time. I am sorry, but
that is the best I can do for you.
Makers Curatolio, and Mattel
Mrs. M. A. H., Illinois.
—Little more isknown .of Antonio Curatolio than that he was
a dealer who lived in Naples at the beginning
of the present century. Apparently he made a
few violins, or had them made for him. As
you can imagine, it is almost impossible to give
a valuation for instruments of this type. No
expert to whom I have spoken has seen an
example of Curatolio's work, but they say that
if it is typical of the Neapolitan work of his
time it may be worth three or four hundred
dollars. (2) Lorenzo Maffei worked in Lucca,
Italy, in the latter half of the eighteenth cen-
tury. He too was a dealer who made a small
number of violins. Those known to be his
work are well-made and have a very fair
quality of tone. If in good condition, a Maffei
violin could be worth four or five hundred
dollars.
Not a Genuine Stainer
Mrs. M. S. C., New York.—Jacobus Stainer
died in 1683, so your violin, dated 1735. is
certainly not genuine. What it is worth could
be determined only by a personal examination *
by an expert.
PERFECTED
More Musicians use Armour Music
Strings than any other brand
Constant Refrigeration throughout processing,
from slaughtering rooms to humidity-con-
trolled drying rooms, protects the top quality
gut in Armour Strings from deterioration.
hus. Armour Strings retain greater strength
and resiliency
-are never lifeless, as are
made by the old-fashioned process of
Brining ” lamb gut. Armour quality control
maintains this refrigeration at exactly the
correct temperature at all times.
% The perfection of Armour Strings is the
result of six important steps: (1) Getting
finest raw materials; (2) Protecting quality
by constant refrigeration; (3) Controlling
quality by laboratory tests; (4) Precision
splitting of gut; (5) An exclusive Armour
tanning process; (6) Polishing to exact di-
mension desired. When you specify Armour
Strings, you know you are getting the best
because no other manufacturer duplicates
the Armour process of perfecting strings
Quality Controlled BY ARMOUR
IVi/Zi-am cCeivib-andSon
207 South Wabash Ave.—Chicago 4, III
YIOLINS, BOWS, REPAIRS, etc.
Di£^V),LPGS and LlfERATURE on REQUESTPUBLISHERS OF "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
America s only Journal devoted to the violinSpecimen Copy 25*1—12 issues for $2.50
Din. VIOLINS
Old & New. $75 to $3000. Send for new list.
FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD
Collector-Dealer
50 Chippewa Rd. Tuckohoe, N. Y.
) Many Artists of the fa-
.
' mous NBC TOSCANINI
J Orchestra are using G. B. Virzi
Instruments.
i»>— Expert repairing onr specialty.
E.J.&J. VIRZI CORP.. 503 Fifth Ave., NewYork I
JOHN MARKERT & CO135 W. 45TH ST.. N?W YORK 19 N y 0,VIOLINS OI.D & NEW
^Esper^tenairina. Send lor Catalnn
15 ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS FOR THE PIANO
By LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
New Intriguing Melodies and Harmonies that Linger.
Ideal for Studio and Concert. Used by progressive
teachers and artists.
1st to 2nd Grade
Once Upon a Time .30 Russian Lullaby 35
Joy Waltz 30 Good Fellows March
.30
The Wandering Minstrel
.30
3rd Grade
Sailors Hornpipe 40 Remembrance 50
Minuet 40 Hungaria 50
Medium Difficult
LOVE SONG 40 IDYL POEME 60
BOLERO 50 SERENADE
.... 50ORIENTALE 60 REVERIE 50
Thematic Circular upon Request
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN EDITIONS
Hotel Ansonia, Broadway at 73rd St., New York City
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melody, jam-hot-blue.choruses, etc. HUNDREDS of effect*
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—Use new loose-leaf system WrH*lSLONE SCHOOL. 2001 Forbes St., Pittsburgh li Pa.
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An uncompromising loyalty to the
Word of God and an evangelistic em-
phasis go hand in hand with high
scholastic standards and an atmosphere
of culture and refinement.
AND A SCORE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
If the first unit of the modern uni-
versity plant now under construction
in Greenville, S. C., is finished as ex-
pected, Bob Jones University will begin
its fall term at the new location.
“basic” study and subject, relatively
equal to grammar, spelling, reading, writ.
ing, arithmetic or American history, j
do not believe that a student should be
shunted away from the now-recognized
core subjects to devote his entire school
career to band, orchestra, chorus, and
music theory work. This he could get
outside, as a private student with private
teachers in a music conservatory. He
must know his basic skills. However, with
the trend of the past few years to shorter
hours, a five-day week, and so forth, the
worker today does have more leisure time
and polls of radio programs prove this
fact. The movies and all other recrea-
tional facilities are constantly crowded.
I am not including the moral angle of
some of the various endeavors at which
people spend time “after hours.” The
point is that they do have this time, and
training in music would give them many
hours of pleasant leisure-time activity in
a most wholesome way. No one has yet
played all the fine music that was ever
written for his Instrument, small en-
semble, or concert group. Thus a wide
horizon of experience in music is opened,
and new publications and material con-
stantly keep the field active. Many eve-
ning adult education programs are in-
cluding musical organizations to care for
these post-high-school musicians, and
this is a definite step forward.
How can we pull these two ideas to-
gether? The student who has recently
come to America usually knows much
more about musical themes—symphonic
or opera—than our own American stu-
dents. It seems that in these foreign
countries, music is part of each person’s
equipment for life. They love music, and
are proud of their accomplishments with
it. The most ignorant peasant is usually
quite familiar with the works of the mas-
ters, and it has also been said that the
immigrant or his immediate descendants
furnish a large section of the audience
of symphony or opera performances in
our great cities. Are they taking a more
serious attitude, or are they more basi-
cally interested ? Only thr ugh our schools
can a real love for music be established
on a general plane. Only through our
schools can we “educate” these youngsters
to the real significance of such a love.
Thus we can live with ourselves, and not
be forced too greatly into the mechanized
“rush-rush” of Americans who are being
pushed into a new race—not the Nazi
“super” kind, but a race of neurotics.
We are the most “educated” country
in the world. We have no “peasant”
class. Are we educating our children
away from music? Every student should
have the emotional experience of playing
or singing fine music. The entire child-
physical, mental, moral, and emotional
must be trained. This is a four-square
philosophy.
Down through the ages, music has been
a definite force in developing useful
members of society. However, you must
actively participate in music for maxi-
mum benefit by playing or singing rather
than listening to it. John Dewey, t“e
famous psychologist, said that “we learn
by doing." Too many people say, “I can .
play or sing, but I love music.” There
is
no question of the appeal of music
to
all peoples—"it soothes the savage beas
—
“it is the soul and conscience”—and i
breathes, and the world is still.”
Is there a basic fault in our educationa
system? Are we still thinking of
musi
as a frill or fad? Do we consider musi
as something for only the talented
o
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VOICE, PIANO, SPEECH, PIPE ORGAN, VIOLIN. AND ART WITHOUT
ADDITIONAL COST ABOVE REGULAR ACADEMIC TUITION.
For detailed information write:
DR. BOB JONES, JR. CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE
School Music For All!
(Continued from Page 78)
musical organizations by these restric-
tions or are so limited that they can
never get the full enjoyment from learn-
ing to play reasonably well. As a result,
in addition to music, typewriting, sewing,
carpentry, art, and many other electives
are denied to these boys and girls.
112
Music is so universal—and we could
not keep away from it if we tried—that
no program seems complete without it.
Churches, service clubs, fraternal organ-
izations, and all civic groups use music
as a basic fundamental. Radio programs,
whether comic, serious, or “thrillers” use
that magic force
—music
—as a “break”
their programs. Even commercials
:becoming musical. The movies rely
music in various sequences to throw-
understanding background in sound. Hi
pitals are successfully using musi
therapy in a pyramiding number of ca<
Industrial production has been speec
up through the simple expedient of pism
f*7
Ptw^raph records to the worksWith this in mind, music is a natu
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FIRST year in music
For the first time these compositions havP kPon j ... .
^
Sugarmcm for the student's first piano solo.
^ ' S 6 Wl™ ar9e notes and extremely simple arrangements by Louis
1. MALAGUENA—Lecuona
2. GLOW-WORM—Lincke
3 ' P*R*D
.
E °F THE WOODEN SOLDIERS—Jesscl
sffSA“ 'My Ut"e NeSt of HeavenlV Bhie)—Lehar5. DOWN SOUTH
—Myddleton
EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION „ ..UK N RCA Building • Radio City • New York
financially wealthy few? Is It not as im-
portant to sing—and love it—as it is to
read—and enjoy it?
Dr. Eliot, Harvard President, said that
“Music is the best mind-trainer of them
all.” I should like to suggest that school
music does many things for a student
that he otherwise would miss. It teaches
a student to budget his time so that he
can do his regular required classwork
and other outside activities and still do
them well. It teaches concentration and
how to study. It teaches that perfection
is the goal. (Imagine a musical organ-
ization with every member playing every
fourth note wrong! Yet that is seventy-
five per cent to “pass.”) It teaches stu-
dents to be careful of their property and
to respect the property of others. (A
small dent in a trombone slide caused
by only a slight act of carelessness may
put the horn out of commission for some
time.) It teaches teamwork and how
to “get along” by working with other
people. It gives a student a sense of
belonging to an organization which class-
room work seldom includes. It teaches
humbleness for the work of the masters.
It teaches respect for authority and sub-
limation of one's feelings to that of the
director or group. In general it teaches
self-discipline, probably the most needed
essential in our theoretical education
today.
Music study combines physical, mental,
and emotional exercise in a never-
excelled balance. It Is the perfect leisure-
time activity. Music is something that
lew people experience, and fewer still
forget. Remember that you have never
heard anyone say, "I’m glad that I quit
taking music lessons.”
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gress in school and music, they advance
to the Junior High and Senior High
groups.
An adequate budget covering the pur-
chase of new instruments, music, instru-
ment repairs, uniform replacements, uni-
form repairs, and equipment (files, chairs,
and so forth) is provided by the Board
of Education. The general organization
of the High School cares for many in-
cidental expenses such as buses for away
football games, various music awards,
and so on. Thus I am not necessarily
speaking for Freeport, but for all the
music students by offering music work
in the curriculum, then penalizing them
for taking it! It is our challenge to pro-
wide the solution to this problem.
My Father and Music
(Continued from Page 80)
pose, for his own enjoyment, by combin-
ing a few chords with some simple mel-
ody. There are few people, however, who
have listened to a larger variety of mu-
sical selections, as he was in the habit
of buying sheet music, literally by the
ton, and wearing out his pianist as he
listened to various compositions for hours
at a time. He would listen to complete
operas, such as “Tannhauser,” for in-
stance, without much enthusiasm until
he came to such gems as The Evening
Star, and then he would remark that
if the composer had written nothing else
but that, he would still be entitled to
fame. Among all his many contributions
to our modern life, father always said
that the phonograph was his favorite
and it was to the development of this
that he turned his attention from time
to time during its active life, from 1896
until 1927. Of course, to a certain extent,
he had to give the public what they de-
manded in music, but I believe that he
made a sincere effort to raise the stand-
ards as much as possible by releasing
some things for which there was not
great demand but through which he
thought the public could be led to appre-
ciate better music and by refusing now
and then, much to the consternation of
some of his business executives, to ap-
prove selections which he considered
definitely below standard.
As I have said before, father’s prin-
cipal contribution was of course the
technical means of getting music to the
public and it has always seemed to me
that the fact, that although sound re-
cording, the telephone, wireless telegra-
phy, and the motion picture were not
originally produced for the dissemination
of music, yet have been to an ever in-
creasing degree turned to that purpose,
is a tribute not only to the many who
brought these arts to their present state
of technical refinement but also an in-
dication of the public’s great need for
music.
What Do Radio
Listeners Want?
(.Continued from Page 70)
of the time,” it has become a custom to
divide programs between two radically dif-
ferent schools of music. In the dissemina-
tion of music this sort of compromise
has never been completely successful,
and despite Mr. Levin’s belief that artis-
tic ambidexterity is needed in radio, there
are countless musicians of our acquaint-
ance who feel that radio should divide
its strictly musical shows to specific ap-
peal. Whether or not the majority are in
agreement with this viewpoint, there is
definite evidence that the majority are
in agreement with the need for a varia-
tion in program making. Radio in recent
years has almost inevitably duplicated in
far too many numbers any type of new
program that found success on the air.
Not so long ago, we had only a few crime
broadcasts, today the airways reek with
blood and gore. The Westerns, once very
popular, have been altered to crime
stories. There are dozens of other types
of broadcasts that could be cited in the
same manner, but we, primarily being in-
terested in musical ones, are eager to see
a change of formula in many of them.
Today, there are far too many that are
repetitious, if not always in content at
least in form.
The writer being interested in the edu-
cation of musical students would like to
see some of the independent musical pro-
grams designed to help the student re-
turned to the airways. In former years,
we had nation-wide programs of an or-
chestra with which students could play
at home; programs by noted pianists dis-
cussing problems of interpretation and
illustrating them as well as giving per-
formances of specific works. Good piano
teachers, vocal teachers, instrumental
teachers deserve to be heard in a series
of programs on the air. The appreciation
of music is decidedly advanced and stim-
ulated by Columbia’s American School
(Continued on Page 120)
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Musical Kleptomaniacs
(.Continued, from Page 66 )
who were inclined to pass it oft as their
own. "But let us herewith close a ridicu-
lous quarrel which was not occasioned
by us and to which I should not even
in my thoughts alone be a party to, and
the outcome of which causes me neither
to apprehend disgrace nor to expect tri-
umph." The affair ended with the com-
plete defeat of Bononcini.
Bononcini’s plagiarism, whether de-
liberate or not, strengthened Handel’s
position. Still Handel, himself, was not
always free of accusations of plagiarism.
About this subject whole books have been
written—for instance, one by Sedley Tay-
lor. At any rate, it has been proved that
Handel in the giant mass of his works not
only took over single melodies and mo-
tives from other composers, but also
whole sections and longer phrases. Chrys-
ander, the great authority on Handel, as
a supplement to the “Gesamtausgabe” of
Handel’s works, published scores by Rein-
hard Keiser (1674-1739), a friend of Han-
del’s in the Hamburg time, Alessandro
Stradella (1645-1681)
,
Carlo Maria Clari
(1669-1754)
,
Georg Muffat (1645-1704)
,
all
compositions which Handel utilized in
his own works. In more recent times, in
the works of Johann Kaspar Kerll (1627-
1693), Dietrich Buxtehude (1636-1707),
Giacomo Carissimi (1605-1674)
,
Al. Scar-
latti (1659-1725) and Ant. Lotti (1667-
1740) “sources” for Handel’s works have
been discovered. The Franciscan monk
Francesco Ant. Urio, born about 1660 in
Milan, who lived in Rome, was the com-
poser of a Tc Deum from which Handel
“borrowed” numerous themes, particular-
ly for Ills Dettinger Te Deum, as well as
for his "Saul,” “Israel in Egypt,” and
“Julius Caesar.” Of a similar nature is
Handel’s relationship to the composer
Dionigi Erba, who lived in the second
half of the seventeenth century. Tire lat-
ter's Magnificat appears in several parts
of “Israel in Egypt” and “Susana.” Also
the "founder of the oratorio,” Carissimi,
with whose works Handel had become
acquainted in Rome, belongs to those
composers “utilized” by Handel. Thus the
final chorus in Carissimi’s “Jephta,”
Plorate filiae Israel is easily recognized
in Handel’s Hear Jacob in “Samson.” It
is peculiar that among those composers
to whom Handel is indebted there is also
a man who had the same name, namely
Jacob Handl, who Latinized his name to
Gallus (Handel means rooster or chick-
en)
.
Gallus is often called the “Austrian
Palestrina,” and lived from 1550 to 1591.
In Handel’s lifetime the master was
accused of plagiarism. Plainly his super-
lative greatness was recognized. But not
until the nineteenth century were asper-
sions cast on the “originality” and the
artistic integrity of Handel. In 1831 the
Oxford professor Crotch brought out a
list of composers from whom Handel had
“plundered.” And the article by Huffers in
the Encyclopaedia Britannica for 1880
speaks of Handel as a Plagiarist.
Johann Sebastian Bach copied numer-
ous works of other masters and the Con-
cert Grossi by Antonio Vivaldi (d. 1741)
served him as models for his Clavier
(Harpsichord) Concerti. Of the sixteen
Concerti composed “after” Vivaldi, about
six are by Vivaldi. The music historian
Johann Nikolaus Forkel (1749-1818) still
held these Vivaldi compositions for works
by Bach. But neither he nor others
thought of calling Bach a plagiarist. Bach
simply had "arranged.” There were, how-
ever, cases here and there where Bach
"borrowed.” If one compares, for example,
the well-known "Italienisches Concert”
with the third part of the Symphony for
Strings from the “Fasciculas IV” of the
Alsatian Georg Muffat, whom we already
know as a “creditor of Handel’s,” it can
be seen that Bach borrowed the beginning
and the thematic development of the first
movement of this composition by Muffat.
But also the slow movement has its model
in a prelude to an aria from an opera,
“II schiavo di sua moglie,” by Francesco
Provenzale (1630-1704). Another “bor-
rowing” of Bach’s is the C major Prelude
from the first part of the “Well-Tem-
pered Clavichord” which in more primi-
tive form is to be found in a prelude of
his predecessor in the Thomaskirche in
Leipzig, Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722) . But
what wondrous tones have developed
from the dry chirpings of Kuhnau!
The C major prelude of Bach brings us
to a different kind of borrowing, to that
adaptation which Gounod perpetrated on
the Bach piece when on the wondrously
crystalline harmony he composed his
Meditation, the Ave Maria. This attempt
of Gounod’s, brilliant in its way, has al-
ways evoked in the trained ear a peculiar
feeling of stylistic dualism (some call it
sea-sickness), a feeling that a sugary
sweet, romantic melody^ has been imper-
fectly grafted onto Bach's flowing har-
mony. A similar feeling arises when one
hears Grieg’s adaptation for two pianos
of symphonies by Mozart. Grieg can and
will display his own originality and so
we again obtain that mixture of style
which is not appreciated by everybody
I believe that in Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven there are fewer “borrowings”
than among the masters of earlier times.
The classical period emphasized person-
ality more strongly than the preceding
Baroque period of Bach, and Handel. Per-
sonal invention became predominant.
Thus Mozart can be accused of very few
direct borrowings. In his Violin Sonata
in G major (K.9)
,
in the Andante of his
Symphony (K.95) and in his well-known
A major Sonata (K.331) with the Alla
Turca, he uses almost verbatim a theme,
originally a German and Czech folk song]
which his Czech friend Mysliwetschek
had in a Symphony in D major.
Mozart; on the other hand, loved quo-
tation. Particularly in the opera did he
quote, in order to work out a dramatic
situation all the better. Tire quotations
in his "Don Giovanni” are famous where
in the “Tafelszene” the musicians play a
melody from Martins "Cosa Rara,” from
Sarti’s ‘Fra due litiganti” and finally
from his own “Figaro.” Of course the
public was jubilant, for these melodies
were sung and whistled everywhere on
the street. In "Figaro,” 1786, again Mo-
zart used a Fandango with which Gluck
in his “Don Juan” ballet had delighted
the public of 1761. But this Spanish
dance goes back to an original Spanish
melody. And in this connection let us
make a little jump ahead into the nine-
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famnm u f Ws opera “Carmen.” The
That a composer quotes himself asMozart did in “Don Giovanni’’Ta rare
“Heldenlph
Richai’d Straus*
™
“Tod und U JTted th6meS fromim Verklarung,”
“Don Quixote,”
on Juan, ‘ Till Eulenspiegel,” even
beautiful song “Traum durchdie Dammerung.” Extremely witty is the
Sheep motive ^om “DonQuixote as the roast mutton is brought
Burger ak Edelmann.” Cleverquotations are always cherished. For ex-
amUBlanhnT? *“ ^ opera “^iadne
,‘
d
,
Blaubart bnngs the motive of the
title heroine from Debussy’s “Pelleas andMdhsande.” The reference is clear since
y resounds at entrance ofthat Frau Blaubart” which the com-
poser of both poetic works gave the same
name,
“Melisande.”
Schumann’s favorite composer was
Franz Schubert, whom he often “remem-
bered.” For instance in his “Faschings-
schwank” where he quotes a Schubert
waltz or in his Piano Concerto, where we
find a Schubert minuette. In the won-
derful song of Schumann from the “Dich-
terliebe,” namely Aus meinen Tranen
spriessen we find the thought of the trio
from the Scherzo of the great C major
Symphony of Schubert, but the theme is
essentially changed, and still the spirit
of the song is associated delicately with
the great and unfortunate song composer
whose sighs were crystallized into melan-
choly songs.
Schubert was quoted by Liszt and evenby Wagner. The last statement of Schu-
bert’s quartet “Der Tod und das Mad-
chen ’ was utilized by Wagner in the
Mime scene from “Siegfried.” But is that
plagiarism? Certainly not. The emotions
of the two composers are worlds apart.
The World of Music
(Continued from Page 61)
her greatest successes were The End of a
Perfect Day, I Love You Truly, and Just
a Wearyin ’ for You.
BRUNO JAENICKE, noted French horn
player who, until his retirement three
years ago, had been for many years solo
horn player with the New York Phil-
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra, died on
December 25, in New York City, at the
age of fifty-nine.
ADA SASSOLI-RUATA, celebrated harp-
ist who toured the musical world with
Mme. Melba, Geraldine Farrar, Lucrezia
Bori, and other noted singers, died in
Rome on December 3, 1946, at the age of
fifty-nine.
WILLIAM READ HERSEY, music critic,
author, and teacher, died on January 1
at South Harwich, Massachusetts. For
many years he wrote a syndicated music
column for the New York Sun and The
New York Herald Tribune. He appeared
in concerts at Carnegie Hall, New York,
and also was active as a piano teacher.
Competitions
THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL Com-
petition of Musical Performers in Geneva,
Switzerland, will be held from September
22 to October 5. Young artists between
the ages of fifteen and thirty may com-
plete in these classifications: singing, piano,
violin, clarinet, and trumpet. All details
may be secured from the Secretariat of
the International Competition for Musi-
cal Performers, Conservatory of Music,
Geneva, Switzerland.
THE FIFTH ANNUAL CONTEST for
young composers, sponsored by the Stu-
dent Division of the National Federation
ol Music Clubs has been announced by
Marion Bauer, chairman. The awards
are for works in two different classifica-
tions, choral and small orchestra. The
two prizes in the choral contest are for
fifty and twenty-five dollars, while the
instrumental awards are one hundred
dollars and fifty dollars. The contest
closes April 1
, 1947, and full details may
be secured from the chairman, 115 West
73rd Street, New York 28, N. Y.
A FIRST PRIZE of one thousand dol-
lars, and a second prize ol five hundred dol-
lars, are the awards in a composition
contest announced by the Jewish Music
Council Awards Committee, sponsored
by the National Jewish Welfare Board to
encourage composers “to write musical
works of Jewish content and which shall
reflect the spirit and tradition of the
Jewish people.” The closing date is Sep-
tember 1
,
1947. The contest is open to
all composers, without restrictions, and
full details may be secured by writing
to the Jewish Music Council Awards
Committee, care of the National Jewish
Welfare Board, 145 East 32nd Street,
New York 16, N. Y.
A PRIZE OF one hundred dollars is
offered by Monmouth College for the best
setting of a prescribed metrical version of
Psalm 121 in four-part harmony for con-
gregational singing. The contest, which is
open to all composers, closes on February
28, 1947. All details may be secured from
Thomas H. Hamilton, Monmouth College
Monmouth, Illinois.
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A Real Wizard
(Playlet)
L Ernestine and Florence Jdo A
(girls in pinafores, boys in black
Harold and Dan were preparing a
musical quiz for the surprise party
they were giving their sister.
“Let’s have hard questions,’’ said
Dan, as he turned the pages of his
history of music and book of terms.
“Here’s a good one,” he said. “Bet
you can’t answer it yourself!”
“Let’s hear it,” said Harold; and
Dan read, “How many different posi-
tions for trills are there on the piano?
Bet everybody misses on that one.”
When the party assembled, that
was the first question Harold asked
in the quiz game. Nobody could an-
swer. “Six,” Harold told them, “and
now, what are they?”
Jack, who was sitting by the piano,
ELIZABETH A.GEST
Trills and Trills
lu cjCeonora Sill Alshton
1 .
3.
4.
5.
Quiz
No. f8. Compositions
For what type of composition were
each of the following particularly
noted? Bach, Schubert, Puccini?
Is a coda found at the beginning or
end of a composition?
Is a Barcarolle an antique instru-
ment, a trill or a boat-song?
What is meant by opus?
Is an aria a part of a stage, a vocal
solo in an opera, or an arpeggio ex-
ercise?
6. Is a berceuse a French folk-dance, a
part of opera or a cradle-song?
7. What is an oratorio?
8. Is a libretto a theme describing a
character in an opera, the text of an
opera or the score used by the con-
ductor of an opera?
9. Is a quintette a composition to be
performed by five, seven or eight
people?
10. Is the Polonaise a dance of Austrian,
Polish or Norwegian origin?
(Answers on next page)
My Ambition
by Miriam Perlysky
I want to learn to play
And do it very well;
I’ll really study hard
Until I shall excel.
I may not play like Liszt,
But yet I can admit
That working hard each day
Will help me quite a bit.
touched the keyboard. “Here’s one,”
he said, “two white keys,” and he
trilled on E and F.
“Two black keys, like F-sharp—
G-sharp,” said Nan.
Ethel placed her fingers on the keys
and trilled on B-flat and C, as she
said, “A black and a white a whole
step apart.”
“A white and a black, a whole step
apart, like E and F-sharp,” said
Bert. “That makes four.”
“Two others would be a black and
a white, and a white and a black, a
half step apart, like F-sharp and G,
and D and E-flat. That makes six.”
“Well, that’s all news to me,” con-
fessed Ellen. “I just thought a trill
was a trill and that was all there
was to it.”
Remembering Important Things
Nettie Rodrigues, 2901 South
Hoover, wrote and asked for some
coupons for subscriptions to The
Etude. Sorry we can not send them,
BECAUSE—Nettie did not give the
name of her town nor State. So,
Nettie, we will be waiting to hear
from you again—but make the ad-
dress complete this time!
Mrs Brown Jerry, Brenda and other
children (in present day attire)
.
Children of’ 1847 (in old fashioned
costumes)
Children of late nineteenth century
stockings)
.
Scene: A modern music room.
Jerry and Brenda enter (arguing) .
Jerry: There was. I know there was.
Brenda: There was not, Jerry. How
could there be! You’re wrong.
Jerry: There was, too. You’re wrong.
Mrs. Brown (entering) : Children,
what’s the matter? What’s it all
about?
Brenda: Jerry says there was a real
wizard, and he did a lot for music.
And I say there never was a real
wizard. How could there be?
Mrs. Brown: Well, that depends on
what you call a wizard. I think
Jerry is right this time. See if you
can guess whom he meant. This
wizard did a lot for music, and for
the world in general, too. He was
born on February 11, 1847, in Ohio
—just one hundred years ago. At
that time many of the great com-
posers you know about were living
—Liszt, Wagner, Donizetti, Verdi,
Schumann. (Enter children of 1847
and play compositions by these
composers, announcing their num-
bers) .
Mrs. Brown: Very nice work, chil-
dren. Now this wizard became an
inventor. Like Beethoven, his hear-
ing became impaired and he was
interested in helping people to
hear things. So, as not many people
could hear good music beautifully
played in those days, unless they
went to many concerts, this wizard
invented the phonograph in 1877.
Jerry: Then lots of people could hear
good music in their own homes.
Brenda: Just think of the thrill of
living when the first phonograph
record was made.
MR. EDISON LISTENING TO MUSIC
Helen Davis, soprano, Victor Young at the piano
Mrs. Brown: They could make re-
cordings of the great masters of
the past, but they could also make
recordings of living composers. We
are so familiar with the works of
these composers they seem like old
friends. But at that time they were
new and very modern, such as
Brahms, Tchaikovsky, MacDoweil,
Dvorak, Nevin, Grieg. (Enter chil-
dren of late nineteenth century
and play compositions by some of
the above composers announcing
their numbers) .
Mrs. Brown : A lovely program, chil-
dren. Those composers were living
when the wizard made the first re-
cordings. But he gave us more. He
gave us radio, and motion pictures
without sound, then with sound.
Jerry: Who was he, mother?
Mrs. Brown: He gave us the electric
light!
Jerry and Brenda; Edison. He gave
us the electric light.
Jerry: Sure. “The Wizard of Menlo
Park.” See, Brenda, I was right.
Mrs. Brown: Edison gave us over a
thousand inventions, but of course
most of them had nothing to do
with music. But he liked music and
played the piano himself.
Brenda: The phonograph, the radio,
and sound movies. All can bring us
good music, classic or modern or
in between.
Mrs. Brown: Yes, indeed. Play us a
classic piece, Brenda. (Brenda plays
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven or some-
thing of the classic school, an-
nouncing her number)
.
Jerry: And they can bring us familiar
songs, like these. (Plays medley
of Stephen Foster songs or some-
thing similar.) Enter modern chil-
dren, who have been listening out-
side and “peeking” through the
door.
Mrs. Brown; Hello, look who’s here!
Why did you not come in sooner?
Modern Child; We did not want to
interrupt the program.
Mrs. Brown: We’d love to hear some
modern pieces, too. Who will play?
(Two or three raise their hands
and play modern compositions, an-
nouncing their numbers.)
Mrs. Brown: That is fine. And now
let us all sing America in honor
of Edison the inventor, the “Wizard
of Menlo Park.”
Curtain
Dear Junior Etude: *
, TlTr
I love music dearly and the more I reafl f.p(.
Etude the more I lave music! I buy two cop
of The Etude every month; one copy I cl“ K
for my music scrap book and the other one
keep to read over and over.
From your friend.
Dorothea McClain (Age
Oklahoma
THE ETUDE
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Junior Etude Contest
The Junior Etude will award
three at-
tive prizes each month for the neatest
stories or essays and for answers
f
n
nu2s Contest is open to all boys and
Xjs under eighteen years of age.
C
A fifteen to eighteen years of
. claS5 B, twelve to fifteen; Class C,
under twelve
years.
Names of prize winners will appear on
this page in a future issue
of The Etude.
The thirty next best
contributors will re-
ceive honorable
mention,
put your name, age and class in which
Write on one side of paper only. Do
not use typewriters and do not have any-
one copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one hun-
dred and fifty words and must be re-
ceived at the Junior Etude Office, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia (l),Pa. by
the 22nd of February. Results of contest
will appear in May. No essay contest
this month. Contest puzzle appears on
this page.
OBERLOT
COLLEGE
Answers to Quiz
1 Bach, fugues;
Schubert, songs; Puccini,
nnera ' 2 the closing part; 3, a boat-song; 4.
a term meaning work, by which composers
“ally list their own compositions in chrono-
ineical order, as Opus 7; 5. a vocal solo in an
‘ jL, 0r oratorio: 6, a cradle-song; 7, an ex-
Clyde Osterhaus
4).
Y.
Mernan Ruth
Hartley
(Age Wi. N. J.)
Send answers to letters in
care of Junior Etude
Dear Junior Etude:
I am one of a large family, four sisters and
three brothers. My family is quite musical
and we have much fun together with our in-
struments: French horn, trombone, trumpet
comet, piano, and guitar. This may not be
a good combination but I must admit it is fun.
Once there was an article in The Etude about
color in music. My sister thought it was a lot
of foolishness and tested it on me. To every-
one's surprise it was true! I guess I am lucky
in having perfect pitch and hope to become
a good composer.
From your friend,
Marian Frutchey (Age 12)
,
Ohio
Dear Junior Etude ;
I was just going to try in the Junior Etude
contest but discovered I was too late. I have
taken piano lessons for six years, and the viola
“r years and have also learned to play
the bell lyra. If any one writes to me I promise
to answer.
From your friend.
Mary Eckenboth (Age 13),
Pennsylvania
Instrument Puzzle
by Boris Randolph
The first letters and the last letters,
reading downward, of the following five-
letter words will give the names of two
musical instruments.
1. Chord on first degree of the scale
2. To take particular delight in
3. A musical drama
4. The opposite to major
5. A Disney picture
6. An instrument usually founa in
church
7. A girl that makes someone an uncle
8. A noteworthy occurrence
Answers to Beheading Puzzle
in November:
1, B-and; 2, B-ass; 3, S-harp; 4, H-old;
5, M-ute; 6, T-one; 7, D-rum; 8, T-um;
9, T-hom; 10, S-tone.
Prize Winners for Beheading
Puzzle:
Class A, Mary Jean Spiker (Age 16),
Oklahoma; Class B, James Mason Marten
(Age 13), West Virginia; Class C, Zona
Gogel (Age 9)
,
District of Columbia.
Honorable Mention for Beheading
Puzzle:
Elaine Thiem, Geraldine Routman, Janet Dal-
ziel, Meluia Gregg, Yvonne Ditsworth, Robert
Rogers, Ann Winder, Mary Jane Sedivy, Rose-
mary Morgan, Sheldon Richman, Dolores
Lewis, Carole Schrenk, Freddie Turner, Carol
Miller, Lindsey Jackson, Elaine Merk, Harold
Hinck, Mary Eckenroth, Shirley Prey, Har-
riet King. Tom Creley, Barbara Ward. Helen
Tate. Ella White, Muriel Monroe. Eloise Hunt,
Nan O'Kief, Dolly Bams, Edna Beitler.
Bear Junior Etude:
I love music and have been taking piano
lessons for five years, and I am going to take
organ lessons at the University of Missouri. I
hope to get a Hammond organ soon. I have a
pump organ which has been in the repair shop
for several months. I’m afraid if it does not
come back soon I’ll forget how to play it. I
have about one thousand, eight hundred and
sixty pieces of piano and organ music and
hope to become a great organist some day.
From your friend.
Philip Cotton (Age 13),
Missouri
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
A professional music school in an attractive
college town. (Member of the National
Association of Schools of Music.)
Thorough instruction for carefully selected
students in all branches of music under artist teachers.
Special training in band and choir direction.
Write for catalogue describing Oberlin’s conservatory
courses and its superior equipment (200 practice
rooms, 23 modern organs, etc.). Degrees: Bachelor of
Music, Bachelor of School Music; Master of
Music, Master of Music Education.
Frank H. Shaw, Director, Box 527, Oberlin, Ohio.
PIANISTS
Improve your playing
by Broadwell Technique
Learn how the Broadwell Principles of Mental-Muscular Coordination and
the Keyboard Patterns Method to gain proper keyboard habits can greatly
improve your Accuracy, Technique, Memorizing, Sightreading and Playing.
REDUCE PRACTICE EFFORT—10 TO 1
Your piano practice can be scientifically applied to eliminate Waste Effort and Time. Learn how
one practice repetition can do the work of ten ; how memorizing and sightreading are reduced to
logical practice principles. The Broadwell System makes memorizing automatic. Makes sight-
reading a natural, rapid and accurate process.
GAIN IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Value of the Broadwell Methods applied to your own playing is appreciated not only in the
improved quality of playing, but also the speed with which improvements in technique, accuracy,
sightreading and memorizing, etc. become noticed. Improved mastery of skills such as trills,
arpeggios, runs, octave passages, chord skips, is unmistakably evident after the first ten days.
ADOPTED BY FAMOUS TEACHER-PIANISTS
The Broadwell Methods are used by famous Concert Pianists, Professional Pianists, reputable
Teachers, Students and Organists the world -over. These methods may be applied by the student
who has had but 6 months of previous piano instruction as well as by advanced students. The
methods are as valuable to the player of popular music as to the classical pianist. The Broadwell
Methods have been successfully used for over twenty years by thousands of pianists.
BROADWELL PIANO TECHNIQUE
Mo/7 Coupon—No obligation for
FR*EE BOOK-*"TECHNIQUE"
BROADWELL STUDIOS, DEPT. 67-B
Covina, California
Gentlemen:
Send me your FREE Book “Technique" showing how I may quickly improve my Technique, Accuracy,
Memorizing, Sightreading and Playing. I understand there is no obligation.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
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THE COVER FOR THIS MONTH-On
February 11, 1847, Thomas Alva Edison
was bom in Milan, Ohio, and now in
February 1947 the world is commemorat-
ing the centennial of the birth of this
great American inventive genius. Al-
though his electric and electronic inven-
tions and discoveries contributed toward
the development of the radio, which now
brings music into the homes of millions,
he first gave many the opportunity to
enjoy music in their homes through the
Edison phonograph.
It is, therefore, fitting that The Etude
in this issue participates in the Edison
Centennial.celebration. The Etude takes
pardonable pride in the fact that its Edi-
tor, Dr. James Francis Cooke, during a
lifetime of two such great Americans as
Thomas A. Edison and Lieutenant Com-
mander John Philip Sousa arranged what
was the first and perhaps the only meet-
ing of these two famous men who so
highly esteemed the other for his achieve-
ments.
GIVING THE BEST—Today there is no
such thing as a “complete” stock of mu-
sic publications. The world’s unsurpassed
stock of music of all publishers main-
tained by the Theodore Presser Co. re-
quires constant re-ordering of publica-
tions from over 200 different publishers of
music.
Generally now no publisher is able to
supply all of the music ordered and fre-
quently the publications which are re-
ported to us as temporarily out of print
are not delivered by the publisher for
months after our wholesale order was
placed with that publisher.
We, likewise, with the publications of
the Theodore Presser Co. and those of
the Oliver Ditson Co. and The John
Church Co., for which Theodore Presser
Co. acts as distributors, have had diffi-
culties in replenishing stocks of numbers
in these catalogs due to shortages of pa-
per and production problems with music
printers and binderies. However, every-
thing is being done that can be done
constantly to keep the best possible sup-
ply of music publications on hand and to
give the best possible service in the filling
of orders.
If it is a music publication and at all
obtainable it can be obtained from the
Theodore Presser Co., and music teach-
ers or other active music workers will
find it a great convenience to use the
direct-mail service of the Theodore Pres-
ser Co. for securing the music of all
publishers from one source with only one
account to pay. One of the features of the
direct-mail service of this company is to
grant charge account privileges to those
having regular need for music publica-
tions. Write to ‘‘Theodore Presser Co.,
1712 Chestnut St., Phila. 1, Pa.,” for par-
ticulars on account conveniences and
examination privileges.
SELECTED SECOND GRADE STUDIES FOR
PIANO, Compiled, by David Lawton
—
This
book is designed to follow Mr. Lawton’s
Selected First Grade Studies. It offers
easy and attractive supplementary mate-
rial by Parlow, Gurlitt, Bilbro. Streabbog
and Kohler. Each piece has been selected
because of its technical and musical
qualities. Each of the twenty numbers
can not only be used as study material,
but as an attractive recital piece.
Prior to publication, one copy may be
ordered at the special Advance of Pub-
lication Cash Price of 25 cents, postpaid.
The offer is effective only in the United
States and its possessions.
PUBLISHER’S NOTES
A Monthly Bulletin of Interest to all
Music Lovers
Zhhrucirij, 1947
ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION
OFFERS
All of the books in this list are in
preparation for publication . The
low Advance Offer Cash Prices ap-
ply only to orders placed NOW.
Delivery (postpaid) will be made
when the books are published.
Paragraphs describing each pub-
lication appear on these pages.
The Adventures of Peter the Piano—An
Illustrated Story for Children
Dorothea J. Byerly .50
Chapel Echoes—An Album of Sacred and
Meditative Music for Pianists Young and
Old PeerV A0
The Child Tschaikowsky—Childhood Days of
Famous Composers
Lottie Ellsworth Coif and Ruth Bampton .20
Ella Ketterer's Book of Piano Pieces—For
Piano Solo 35
Fantasy in F-Sharp Minor—For Two Pianos.
Four Hands Ralph Federer .50
King Midas—Cantata for Two-Port—Treble
Voices Thaxter-Strong .35
Let's Play—A Piano Book for Young
Beginners Ella Ketterer .25
Mendelssohn's Organ Works Kraft .75
More Themes from the Great Concertos—
For Piano Henry Levine .40
The Music Fun Book—A Work Book for
Young Piano Beginners
Virginia Montgomery .25
Rhythmic Variety In Piano Music—For the
Player of Moderate Attainments 40
Selected Second Grade Studies for Piano —
David Lawton .25
Ten Etudettes in Thirds and Sixths—For Piano
Mana-Zucca .25
Tunes for Little Players—For Piano
Robert Nolan Kerr .25
Twenty-Four Short Studies—For Technic and
Sight Reading for Piano... L. A. Wilmot .30
Twenty Teachable Tunes—For Piano
Opal Louise Hayes .25
You Can Play the Piano, Part One. Richter .35
You Can Play the Piano, Part Two . . Richter ,35
RHYTHMIC VARIETY IN PIANO MUSIC,
for the Player of Moderate Attainments
—
Piano teachers and advancing students
will find this a most engaging collection
of pieces for instructive and home recrea-
tional uses. Bearing out the implication
in its title, this book will make a special
feature of varied rhythmic patterns com-
bined with real melodic invention.
Rhythmic Variety in Piano Music wUl
be made up of pieces about grade three
in difficulty. Some of the most favored
numbers already chosen for inclusion are
Swaying Daffodils, fly Overlade; Renton’s
Star Sapphires; Grey’s Under the Ha-
loaiian Moon; Dance of the Rosebuds, by
Keats; Little Colonel, by Hellard; and
Jack in the Box, by King. There also will
he about a dozen others.
While this collection is being made
ready for the market, a single copy may
be reserved now at the special Advance
of Publication Cash Price of 40 cents,
postpaid.
CHArEL ECHOES, An Album of Sacred
and
Meditative Music for Pianists Young and
Old,
Compiled and Arranged by Rob Roy Peery
—With many years of experience as a
church choirmaster to his credit,
and
hence very familiar with the sacred
repertoire. Dr. Peery is well equipped to
prepare such a volume as this one. He
has drawn upon some of the world’s great
music in making it up, and has planned
it for the many fairly advanced pianists
who more competently can handle music
in the simpler style. The especially made
arrangements are about grade two-and-
one-half, not too difficult for the young
student who has passed the elementary
stage, and just right for the adult player
who is a bit “rusty” in his performance.
Some of the material in Chapel Echoes
probably never before has been arranged
for piano, since it will include arrange-
ments from the great choral literature of
Bach, Bortniansky, Franck, Gaul, Maun-
der, and Mendelssohn. Also, it will num-
ber among its contents such favorites as
Faure’s Palm Branches; Kremser’s Prayer
of Thanksgiving ; O Holy Night, by Adam;
the 17th Century melody, A Joyous
Easter Song; Schubert’s Ave Maria;
Humperdinck’s Evening Prayer; the Tri-
umphal March, by Grieg; the “Finlandia”
Choral by Sibelius, and other excerpts
from the symphonic literature. In all,
more than thirty numbers will be in-
cluded.
A single copy of this new album may
be reserved now at the special Advance
of Publication Cash Price of 40 cents per
copy. The sale, however, is limited to
the United States and its possessions.
LET’S PLAY, A Piano Book for Young Be-
ginners, by Ella Ketterer—The five, six, or
seven year old piano beginner using this
hook starts to play at the very first les-
son. Words as an aid to rhythm accom-
pany each melodious, attractively titled
piece. There is a minimum of explanation
as to time values, etc., but explanatory
notes to the teacher and review ques-
tions for the pupil are supplied with each
piece. Charming illustrations stimulate
pupil interest.
One copy may be ordered at the low
Advance of Publication Cash Price of
25 cents, postpaid.
THE MUSIC FUN BOOK, A Work Book for
Young Beginners, by Virginia Montgomery
—
As supplementary material to the first
piano instruction book, the aim of this
workbook is instructive recreation for use
either in class or private teaching. The
various fundamentals, such as The Mu-
sical Alphabet, Piano Keyboard, Hand
Position, etc., are conveniently grouped in
separate chapters, the order of which the
teacher may determine. While this book
is in preparation a single copy may be
ordered at the special Advance of Publi-
cation Cash Price, 25 cents, postpaid.
THE ADVENTURES OF PETER THE PIANO,
.•In Illustrated Story for Children, by Dorn-
then J. Byerly—This book is not a col-
lection of music, but a cleverly told story
profusely illustrated with sixty-nine pic-
tures in color. It relates the incidents in
the life of Peter the Piano from the time
he leaves a dusty warehouse until he be-
comes the proud possession of a winsome
little miss who loves music. The child
who cannot read will be delighted with
the drawings, and the one who can will
spend delightful hours with the fascinat-
ing Adventures op Peter the Piano. In
fact, the book also will appeal to older
students. While this book is in prepara-
tion, an order for a single copy may be
placed at the special Advance of Publi-
cation Cash Price, 50 cents, postpaid.
YOU CAN PLAY THE PIANO! A Book for
the Older Beginner, In Tito Parts, by Ada
Richter—Here is a method for the be-
ginner of junior high school age, the
adult beginner, or the player who Is ex-
periencing a return of affection for the
piano. Mrs. Richter puts first things first.
She believes that it is more important
to this type of student to play musically
than to know how a chord or scale is
constructed. She knows, too, that begin-
ners enjoy playing music with which
they are familiar, and consequently she
has included much folk music as well
as many arrangements from the favor-
ite works of Stephen Foster, Johannes
Brahms, Johann Strauss, and others. As-
suming that older beginners are familiar
with the fundamentals of music, Mrs.
Richter provides this material in the
back of the first book for reference when
needed. Unique cartoons add interest.
A 'single copy of either or both parts
may be reserved at the special Advance
of Publication Cash Price of 35 cents
each, postpaid.
KING MIDAS—Contain for Two-Part Treble
Voices, Lyrics by Celia Tliaxter, Music by
May A. Strong—This is a cantata of un-
usual merit for children of the upper
elementary or junior high school grades.
Its excellent qualities are a result of well
written singable music based on the well
known Greek myth of the King of
Phrygia. It requires no solo work and the
accompaniment is within the ability of
an average pianist. It tells of the king
whose covetous desire for gold brought
him desolation when everything he
touched, including his food and even his
young daughter, turned to gold.
A single copy may be ordered now at
the special Advance of Publication Cash
Price of 35 cents, postpaid.
MOKE THEMES FROM THE GREAT CON-
CERTOS, for Piano Solo, Compiled and Ar-
ranged by Henry Levine—In preparing a
second book on themes from concerto
literature, Mr. Levine will include a few
themes from those for other instruments.
However, pianists will be glad to see such
favorites included as the theme from the
First Movement of Rachmaninoff’s Con-
certo in C-minor; the Slow Movement
from Tschaikowsky’s Concerto in B-fla -~
minor; and from such concertos as
Beethoven’s Concerto in G-major; Grieg s
A-minor Concerto and the Concerto in
B-flat by Brahms. The contents are skill-
fully arranged for pianists of average
ability.
A single copy may be reserved now at
the special Advance of .Publication Cash
Price of 40 cents, postpaid. The sale how-
ever will be limited to the United States
and its possessions.
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CHILD TSCHAIKOWSKY, ChildhoodTHE
nl Famous Composers,
by Lottie Ells.
Day‘
h Coit and Buth
Bampton-This addi-
tion will bring the
number of volumes in
vorv popular educational series to
tllis
As in the former books, this one
Su emphasize for the young reader the
mhful activities of its hero, especially
T early accomplishments in music. In-
tarsDersed throughout the story of Tschai-
towqkv’s life will be easy arrangements
f the Theme from the “Allegro” of the
! oat musician’s Sixth Symphony; Theme
from the “Marche Slave”; the lovely
rheme from
“June” (Barcarolle); and
the favorite Theme from the “Piano Con-
to No 1.” Also included
will be a
uiano duet adaptation of the popular
Troika The arrangements are well de-
vised and have the essential musical
elements of the originals.
The Child Tschaikowsky will be at-
tractively illustrated. Directions for dra-
matizing the story will be given, and
there will be instructions for making a
stage model of a scene from the com-
poser’s life. Also there will be a list of
recordings for children five to twelve
years of age.
A single copy of this new book may be
reserved now at the special Advance of
Publication Cash Price of 20 cents, post-
oaid.
ELLA KETTERER’S ROOK OF PIANO
PIECES—'The contents of this new col-
lection of piano teaching pieces covers a
vide range of contrasting rhythmic pat-
terns and moods. Each piece selected has
been tested and tried out with many
pupils and has already proved its merit.
Few among contemporary composers have
been so uniformly successful as Miss
Ketterer in composing attractive and
meritorious teaching material. Students
of second and third grade attainments
will be delighted with this volume.
A single copy may be ordered now at
the special Advance of Publication Cash
Price of 35 cents, postpaid.
TWENTY-FOUR SHORT STUDIES, for
Technic and Sightrending for Piano, by I.. A.
Wilmot—This book has been carefully
prepared to give excellent help on vari-
ous phases of technical mastery. Practice
is provided on Passing Thumbs; Shifting
Hand Positions; Phrasing. There are
Scale Passages for Hands Singly and To-
gether; Solid and Broken Chords; Thirds
and Sixths; Repeated Notes; and Major
and Minor Keys up to four sharps and
four flats. The absence of chords will de-
light pianists with small hands.
One copy may be ordered now at the
special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 30 cents, postpaid.
TINES FOR LITTLE PLAYERS, for Pinna,
oy Rob.-rt Nolan Krrr—The outstanding
reputation which Little Players has
"on justifies the preparation of Us suc-
cessor. Tunes for Little Players com-
prises music in the first grade, whose
PUipose is to familiarize young children
“ notation, to develop their sense of
vi/ ,
and feeling for music, to pro-
mt/
e*ercises intended to strengthen and
r<" their fingers, and to encourage
w t .
*c habits in playing. Technical
J;, J* Presented in the “Finger Parade”
anal .
Precedes each tune- Tire “fun”
WnL
e ls str°ng throughout; appealing
nh,/ accompany most of the tunes, and
At
Ct
!
Ve
^lustrations enliven the pages.
Cash o •
special Advance of Publication
mav
25 cents, postpaid, one copy
y stiU be ordered.
;947
MENDELSSOHN’S ORGAN WORKS, Edited
and Revised by Edwin Arthur Kraft—In
making this edition of Mendelssohn’s
Organ Works Arthur Kraft again dis-
plays his scholarly musicianship with
usual care and thoroughness. This is a
carefully planned edition made up of
the complete organ works of the great
composer which are the Six Sonatas,
Opus 65 and the Three Preludes and
Fugues, Opus 37.
Single copies may be ordered now at
the special Advance of Publication Cash
Price of 75 cents, postpaid.
TEN ETUDETTES IN THIRDS AND SIXTHS,
for Piano, by Mana-Zucca—
-This excellent
new collection contains a fine group of
third and fourth grade pieces, which
are written in double notes in a variety
of keys and rhythmic patterns, and thus
provide interesting and helpful practice
for both hands. Teachers seeking mu-
sically attractive material of a better
class will want to secure a copy.
While the book is in preparation, one
copy to a customer may be ordered at the
special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 25 cents, postpaid.
FANTASY IN F-SHARP-MINOR, for Two
Pianos
,
Four Hands, by Ralph Federer
—
Pianists familiar with this composer’s
Rhapsody in D-minor, which has been
widely heard, will be interested to know
that Mr. Federer has recently completed
another major work, the Fantasy in F-
sharp-minor. Cast in one movement, and
not too lengthy for recital or radio pro-
grams, this composition presents a chal-
lenge to ambitious students and players
of ability.
One copy may be ordered now at the
special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 50 cents, postpaid.
EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
of
The University of Rochester
Howard Hanson, Director
Raymond, Wilson, Assistant Director
Undergraduate and Graduate Departments
SUMMER SESSION
June 23—August 1, 1947
FALL SESSION
September 22, 1947—June 12, 1948
For further information address
ARTHUR H. LARSON, Secretary-Registrar
Eastman School of Music
Rochester, New York
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded 1867 by Dr. F. Ziegfeld RUDOLPH GANZ, President
CONFERS DEGREES OF B.MUS., B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
Member of North Central Association and National Association of Schools of Music
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN AND NON-PROFESSIONALS
Address Registrar, 60 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, Illinois
TWENTY TEACHABLE TUNES, for Piano,
by Opnl Louise Hayes—The material in
Miss Hayes’ new collection will be pre-
sented in major keys only, and the range
of difficulty will run from first melodies,
divided between the hands, to pieces in
grade one-and-one-haif. The book will
be engagingly illustrated.
Twenty Teachable Tunes will be pub-
lished in the popular oblong format.
Prior to publication, a single copy may
be reserved at the special Advance of
Publication Cash Price of 25 cents, post-
paid.
ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER WITH-
DRAWN—Another contribution to the fine
naterial available to choir directors in the
catalog of Theodore Presser Co. is this
month made by a popular composer of
church music. This cantata, suitable for
use during the Lenten and Easter season,
is released just in time for inspection by
those having in charge the music for spe-
cial church services. With this notice the
previously announced advance of publi-
cation price is withdrawn and single
copies may he had for examination,
either through your local dealer, or direct
from the publishers.
Trarail and Triumph, Easter Cantata by
Lawrence Keating dramatically tells the
story of the sufferings, death and resur-
rection of the Saviour in a series of solos,
solo ensembles and chorus numbers in
which text and music are artistically
blended to make a most effective program
for the choir’s contribution to
the church
Lenten or Easter programs. Its
presenta-
tion is well within the capabilities
of the
average volunteer choir. Price, 60
cents.
QtetalanbJaatilute of(Paste
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director 3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music
DILLER-QUAILE
School of Music
Normal Department for the train-
ing of teachers in modern
methods of teaching music.
Adult Department for students
who wish to specialize in
piano and musicianship.
Junior Department for children
and young people.
66 East 80th Street
New York 21, N. Y.
Has Your Child
the advantage of piano study with
a member of the
NATIONAL GUILD
of PIANO TEACHERS
Inc.
A goal of achievement for every student suitable
to his age and advancement.
(NOT A CONTEST)
The Better Teachers Are Members
Chapters in every large music center
FOR INFORMATION WRITE
IRL ALLISON, M. A.
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
Box 1 113 AUSTIN, TEXAS
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC—CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of Music and Dramatic Art
Founded 1886
Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
SEND FOR A FREE CATALOG
Address: JOHN R. HATTSTAEDT, President,
571 Kimball Building, Chicago
Advertisement 119
ELDON BASSE
Artist T-eacher of Organ
Organist of the
First Congregational Church
of Oak Park
Instruction from eminent Artist
Teachers is available to talented stu-
dents at Sherwood, from the beginning
of their studies. Certificate, Diploma,
Degree courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Cello, Wind Instruments, Public
School Music, Conducting, Theory,
Composition. Dormitory accommodations at moderate cost.
Courses for veterans under G.I. Bill of Rights. Winter Semester
opens February 3. For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman,
Musical Director, 412 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5,
Illinois.
MUSIC SCHOOL
Institutional Member of National Association of Schools of Music
.SMOPOLITAN
school orMUSIC
CLARENCE EIDAM, President
ROSSETTER COLE, Dean
43rd year. Accredited. Offers courses
in all branches of Music. Certificates,
diplomas and degrees. Desirable board-
ing accommodations. Located in down-
town musical center.
Box E, 306 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.
BALDWIN-WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO (suburb of Cleveland)
Affiliated with a first class Liberal Arts College.
Four and five year courses leading to degrees. Faculty
of Artist Teachers. Send for catalogue or informa-
tion to:
ALBERT RIEMENSCHN EIDER, Dean, Berea, Ohio
MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Offers thoro training in music. Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music Degree. Diploma and Certifi-
cate in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Public School
Music Methods and Music Kindergarten Methoda
Bulletin sent free upon request
W. ST. CLARE, MINTURN, Director
Send $1.80 for
mBS RHYTHMIC DRILLS
RHYTHM LESSON ONE BOOKLET
I and
I J EXPLANATORY BOOKLET
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELDU 103 East 84th St. (Park Ave.) New York City
PHILADELPHIA CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
Founded 1877
4 Faculty Concerts in
February and March
for Admission write—216 South 20th St.
flKttene TKeatre
\ Star making. Students seeking professional engagements
.
coached by Stage, Screen, Radio and presented in pro-
ductions for showing to B’way-Hollywood Talent Scouts and
public. B’way also Summer Stock. Spring course opening.
SECY SHUBEWT. 1780 BROADWAY. N. V.
K
Answering Etude Adver-
tisements always pays
and delights the reader•If
You can be sure of skilled, consci-
entious piano tuning and repairing if
you consult a professional technician.
The American Society emblem is
your assurance of superior service.
See your phone book, or write to:
of Piano Technicians
1 022 W. Garfield Ave. Milwaukee S, Wis.
ROY CAMPBELL
Teacher of Successful Singers
of
Radio - Theatre - Pictures - Concert - Opera
“STYLE -IZING’ 5 for Radio and the Theatre
—Studio
—
607-8 Carnegie Hall New York City
Telephone Cl 5-9244
Schools—Colleges
CONVERSE COLLEGE
SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC
Edwin Oer8chef8ki, Dean, Spartansburg, S. C.
KNOX
COLLEGE
Department of Music
Galesburg, Illinois
Thomas W. Williams, Chairman
Catalogue sent upon request.
SHENANDOAH
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
Wade E. Millar, Prea,
Courses leading to
the B. Mus., and B. Mus. Ed. degrees. Rates
reasonable. In the heart of the Shenandoah
Valley, Dayton, Virginia.
MMHMHHHWRHRMHMnHMn
SHORTER COLLEGE
(for Women)
Founded by Alfred Shorter
ROME, GEORGIA
Institutional member of the National Association
of Schools of Music. Excellent faculty. Moderate
tuition fee covers all music and academic courses.
Catalogue and illustrated bulletin.
WILBUR H. ROWAND, Director of Music
Letters
from Etude Friends
Marines Need Rolls For Aeolian
Orchestrelle Reed Organ
To The Etude: . _
Recently a group of us Marines were given
an Aeolian Grand Orchestrelle Reed Organ.
We
intend to put the instrument in shape for
our
recreation in off duty hours. However, we
are
in need of music rolls for this specific organ.
The tracker-bar over which the paper passes
is single row, 58-note; the paper on
rolls is ten
and one-eighth inches in width. Player piano
rolls cannot be used. We would sure appreciate
it if any folks could tell us where we can obtain
this type of roll.
The fellows will chip in and pay the expense
of obtaining the rolls. We are most fond of
marches, waltzes and the lighter vein of bright
what rolls we can.
Corporal Chas. Elliott
U. S. Marines, Motor T. Div.
c/o 1750 Clay St.
San Francisco 9, Calif.
War and Wahnfried
To The Etude:
I noticed in the June Etude that some-
one asked if Wagner’s Festival House
had been bombed, and that you did not
have any information concerning this.
My brother is stationed in Bayreuth
with the U. S. Army. He sent some pic-
tures of the Festival House which showed
the building to be in perfect condition.
A few weeks later, however, he sent some
more pictures and this time he sent
some of what he called Wagner’s House
and Music Room. (Probably Wahnfried)
.
These were shown to be badly bombed,
but seemed to be in the process of being
repaired.
Virginia Grovenstein
Band Questions
- Answered
(.Continued from Page 79)
thin flexible wire about the reed. How-
ever, I suggest you contact a professional
oboist, preferably one who is interested in
oboe reed making and thus learn the art
of making reeds. Every fine oboist is ex-
perienced in this field since commercial
reeds are not adapted to the individual.
Oboe, English horn and bassoon reeds
must be “tailored” to fit the individual
embouchure, hence you will be much
more successful in your study and playing
of the oboe if you will learn to make your
own reeds.
A Teacher or a
Finger Chart Needed
I have been playing the clarinet for eight
years but I do not know how to finger the
notes in the extreme high register. Also, canyou explain the reasons for the group of sidekeTs?
-P. G., Ohio.
Why don’t you consult your local high
school band conductor, or if a teacher is
available, I suggest that you take a few
lessons in order to gain this information.
Undoubtedly you have other problems
which would require the attention of a
competent ebrinet instructor. If this is
not possible, I would recommend a com-
plete fingering chart for the clarinet. This
may be secured from any music store and
with a little study will provide the in-
formation you are seeking. However, there
is no substitute for a good teacher.
Choice of a Wind Instrument
I have played the piano for, many years.
Now I wish to change to a wind instrument.
Would you please recommend an instrument
for one with my background and experience?
—M. F. B., Texas.
The choice of a wind instrument for
you is difficult to make, especially since
I know nothing about your musical abili-
ties or talents. Also a matter of great
importance is that of physical adapta-
tion. Unlike other instruments, certain
wind instruments require definite physi-
cal qualifications, and unless the student
is physically adapted for a particular in-
strument, all of his native musical talent,
ambitions, and work might very well be
in vain. Therefore, I suggest you consult
a reliable teacher of wind instruments
for advice as to your potential physical
qualifications for any particular instru-
ment. I am sure this will help you select
the instrument for which you are best
adapted.
Alio Saxophone Solos
Q. WU1 you send me the names of some o?
the more difficult compositions for E-flat alto
saxophone? I am planning a recital and would
appreciate knowing of any new worth-while
works.—S. M., Texas.
A. Sonata by Moritz is an excellent
work, recorded by Cecil Lesson—Decca;
Concerto by Moritz is also an attractive
composition: Rhapsodie by Debussy, also
with orchestration; Sonata by Bilotti;
Scaramowche by Milhaud. I am sure that
you will find these works interesting and
sufficiently difficult to test your playing
capacities.
What Do Radio
Listeners Want?
(Continued from Page 113)
of the Air and the National Broadcast-
ing’s University of the Air, but there is
room for radio stimulation and develop-
ment of the practice of music in the
home as well as elsewhere.
The return of the Orchestras of the
Nation series to radio on Saturday after-
noons from 3:00 to 4:00 P.M., EST (NBC
network) brings listeners in all sections
of the country an opportunity to hear
what is being done in this field through-
out America. There are twelve out of
eighteen orchestras to be heard this year
which will be new to the series. During
February four orchestras are scheduled
to be heard: these are—the Dallas Sym-
phony Orchestra, February 1; the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra, February 8, the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Feb-
ruary' 15; and the Houston Symphony
Orchestra, February 22.
* * *
“Music is a higher revelation
than philosophy.”
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN:
Letter to Bettina von Arnim, 1810
120 "MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE" THE ETUDE
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THE FAMOUS
John M. Williams
YEAR By YEAR"PIANO COURSE
In perfect sequence these volumes
proceed from the most elementary
keyboard work of the "first year" to
fluent and artistic playing in the
"fifth year."
tLATEST REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION!
To an already invaluable work the author has in this “new” First Year at the
Piano added much material representing new developments in piano teaching
including numerous charts and other aids. Utilizing both clefs from the outset’
it stands as one of the most important introductions to piano study available’
Newly engraved and set up, this book is indeed “a worthy successor to its
r Sel ’,and fJdent? of 811 a«es wil1 eontinue to find it the ideal first book.In it Mr. Williams remarkable pedagogical experience and sound reasoning are
clearly reflected and a natural result is that, from the very beginning, smooth
progress throughout is assured pr!e# 0(J
( ORIGINAL EDITION—Complete ISI.001 or le Four Parte for
Close Use 135c Each Parti—IS STILL AVAILABLE. IF DESIRED I
• SECOND YEAR at the piano
This Second Year at the Piano continues logically from the first book with
special emphasis on the playing of pieces. It is copiously annotated throughout,
and helpful suggestions as to the most beneficial study of each piece and exer-
cise are offered. Preparatory exercises to the more technical numbers are
included. A variety of excellent teaching pieces by various composers, repre-
senting many styles of work, are utilized to carry the pupil along.
. .Price, $1.00
• THIRD YEAR at the piano
This book takes the student into the playing of the easier classics and lighter
type pieces. The work here again involves about an equal number of exercises
and pieces along with the author’s hints on the most advantageous practice. An
interesting assortment of finger exercises covering various phases of technic,
is interspersed throughout the book. Among the composers represented are:
Concone, Koelling, Chopin, Heller, etc Price, $1.00
• FOURTH YEAR at the piano
Mr. Williams’ Fourth Year at the Plano has been planned with special con-
sideration for technical advancement. While a number of delightful and inter-
esting pieces are contained in this work, it also provides excellent training in
e matters of dexterity, wrist action, use of the pedal, sustained chords, etc.
e author again supplies his helpful suggestions on the best use of the book,
and his explanations to the student on certain points are especially appropriate.
Price, $1.00
• FIFTH YEAR at the piano
Jh bis Fifth Year at the Piano, Mr. Williams concentrates largely on interpre-
on. Explicit and carefully prepared analyses of the various pieces in the
are a special feature. A clear understanding of many interpretive points,
in all piano playing, wil] come of close attention to the author’s instruc-
°^S- aluable technical material is involved in the study of this book and many
^^activc Pieces, largely from the later composers, are included. . . .Price, $1.00
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Everything in Music Publications
1712 CHESTNUT STREET. P H I L A D E LP H I A .1 P A
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SCHEHERAZADE
Rimsky-Korsekov
Simplified for piano solo by Chester Wallis. Contains "The Sea and Sindbad's
Ship," "Kalendar's Narrative," "The Prince and the Princess," "The Bagdadi" —1
"Epilogue."
„ .K ^ Price, 60 cents
Festival
SCHUMANN—Simplified
Fourteen favorite compositions arranged for piano solo by Chester Wallis. In
transcribing the selected works contained in this volume an effort has been made
to retain the basic harmonic structure of the original, but at the same time adapt
it to the range of the average pianist's playing ability.
Price, 60 cents
RUBINSTEIN—Simplified
Ten favorite compositions arranged for piano solo by Chester Wallis. Included
are: Volse Caprice, Serenade, Toreador et Andolouse, Staccato Study Romance
and others. „ .
Price, 60 cents
GRIEG—Simplified
Twelve favorite compositions arranged for piano solo by Chester Wallis. Grieg
music, be it the short form in which he excelled or his longer compositions, lends
itself readily to the piano. „ .Price, 60 cents
MOZART—Simplified
Ten favorite compositions arranged for piano solo by Chester Wallis. The endur-
ing charm ond brightness of Mozart s music hove mode it perennially popular
with music lovers. The representative works contained herein hove been selected
as exomples of his versatility in musical expression.
Price, 60 cents
For
NEW!
playing, singing
Nursery Rhymes for Tiny Tots
ond coloring
,
.
arranged by Richard Harding
Price, 25 cents
SEND FOR THIS COMPLETE CATALOG &
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY STATE..
WlU WILLIS MUSIC CO.
Hi 2 4 EAST FOURTH STREET, “CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
d forDesiigne
BERNARD WAGNESS
P ANO
COURSE
V PREPARATORY
^ BOOK
BERNARD WAGNESS
PIANO COURSE
BOOK ONE
A Splendid First
Instructor
BERNARD
WAGNESS
BERNARD WAGNESS
PIANO COURSE
PREPARATORY BOOK
Ideal for the Pre-School
Age Child’s Piano Beginning
This book provides the type of first lessons that
beginners of pre-school age require. With the
aid of unique diagrams, each centering on one
pedagogic step as a preparation for the follow-
ing step, the author takes care of the various
hand, ear, eye, mental, and rhythmic problems
involved in the first lessons of any piano stu-
dent. This is a most helpful preliminary book
for any course or method.
Price, 50c
BERNARD WAGNESS PIANO SERIES
A series of tuneful and interesting piano
solos (issued separately), especially rec-
ommended by Mr. Wagness for use with
the Bernard Wagness Piano Course. Your
dealer or the publishers will be glad to
give you WITHOUT CHARGE a thematic
catalog showing portions of these pieces.
This book may be used to follow
the Preparatory Book, or as a
very first instructor with the
average piano beginner. It ex-
cels in features of vital impor-
tance to successful teaching:
—
a thorough course in Rhythmic
Training, complete Flash Card
assignments, an infallible ap-
proach to Keyboard Harmony
and Transposition, a detailed,
well-illustrated course in Piano Technic, and a superbly developed
plan of Ear Training. A practical Lesson Plan leads to a Certificate
of Promotion to Book Two.
Price, $1.00
Bernard Wagness was born at
Tacoma, Washington, July 31,
1 894, and died there Novem-
ber 28, 1942. He studied with
Stojowski, Friedheim,and others.
As a lecturer on the modern
principles of child pedagogy as
applied to piano study, he
achieved success in ail parts of
the country. Out of his experi-
ence was developed and per-
fected the Bernard Wagness
Piano Course, now recognized
as one of the most scientific ap-
proaches to piano study for be-
ginners yet developed.
THE ENSEMBLE BOOK OF
THE BERNARD WAGNESS
PIANO COURSE
(Duet and Second Piano Parts to Pieces in
Book One)
Price, 75c
TECHNIC FUNDAMENTALS
By Bernard Wagness
(A book for the teacher, with illustrations of
first technical exercises)
Price, 40c
SECOND YEAR ETUDES
By Bernard Wagness
(For Developing Style and Accuracy)
Price, 75c
THIRD YEAR ETUDES
By Bernard Wagness
(For Developing Style and Velocity)
Price, 75c
EIGHT CHORDAL ATTACKS
By Bernard Wagness
Price, 75c
BERNARD WAGNESS
PIANO COURSE
BOOK TWO
This book begins exactly where Book One ended It can be used also
very successfully to follow any first grade book. Progress is the para-
mount aim in this book. It introduces reading materiel covering five
octaves, and a complete development, with diagrams, of the Tetra-
chord. Scales, Intervals, and Chords. Supplementary pieces used in
this book supply the pupil with a First Recital Repertoire of distinctive
character. The technic principles in this book feature the training and
development of the arms, wrists, hands, and fingers, in order to keep
pace with the development of other faculties. At the conclusion of
the book is o Certificate of Promotion to Book Three.
Price, $1.00
BERNARD WAGNESS
PIANO COURSE
BOOK THREE
Book Three contains materials selected from beloved folk songs as
well as from the classics, selected etudes, and original compositions
of the author. It presents all major and tonic minor scales, and revo-
lutionary methods of chord analyses. The many illustrations of pianis-
tic problems involving the arm, hand, and fingers enable the student
to develop piano technic with rapidity and ease.
Price, $1.00
examination privileges on any of these books
will be cheerfully granted by your dealer or
the publishers.
FREE TO ANY PIANO TEACHER
TEACHER'S MANUAL—WAGNESS PREPARATORY BOOK
TEACHER'S MANUAL—WAGNESS BOOK ONE
TEACHER'S MANUAL—WAGNESS BOOK TWO
Any or all of these manuals will be supplied FREE
to any piano teacher, upon request.
Oliver itdon C
o
.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Distributors
1712 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 1, PA.
ALONG WITH Basic Technic Development
BERNARD WAGNESS
PIANO COURSE
